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ABSTRACT

Electron Ion Collider (EIC) is a particle accelerator facility planned for construction at Brookhaven National
Laboratory on Long Island, New York by the United States Department of Energy. EIC will provide capabilities of
colliding beams of polarized electrons with polarized beams of proton and light ions. EIC will be one of the largest and
most sophisticated new accelerator facilities worldwide, and the only new large-scale accelerator facility planned for
construction in the United States in the next few decades. The versatility, resolving power and intensity of EIC will
present many new opportunities to address some of the crucial and fundamental open scientific questions in particle
physics. This document provides an overview of the science case of EIC from the perspective of the high energy
physics community.
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1. INTRODUCTION

FIG. 1. Schematic perspective of the Electon Ion Collider (EIC).

The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) is a particle accelerator facility planned for construction at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) on Long Island, New York by the United States Department of Energy to address the following
key science questions:

• How do the nucleonic properties such as mass and spin emerge from partons and their underlying interactions?

• How are partons inside the nucleon distributed in both momentum and position space?

• How do color-charged quarks and gluons, and jets, interact with a nuclear medium? How do the confined
hadronic states emerge from these quarks and gluons? How do the quark-gluon interactions create nuclear
binding?

In addressing these questions, the EIC will undertake a broad program of fundamental QCD measurements, with
serious implications for current and future HEP programs, as we explore in the sections below.

The EIC will provide capabilities of colliding beams of polarized electrons with polarized beams of protons and light
ions. A schematic perspective of the planned EIC is shown in Fig. 1. The EIC will collide electrons with protons and
nuclei in the intermediate energy range between fixed-target scattering facilities and high energy colliders, see Fig. 2
for a comparison with similar facilities globally. The primary design requirements of the planned EIC are:

• Capability to achieve high polarization (∼ 70%) of both electron and proton beams.

• Variable center-of-mass energies
√
s = 20− 100 GeV, upgradable up to

√
s = 140 GeV, for e+ p collisions.

• Luminosity up to 1033 − 1034 cm−2s−1 for e+ p collisions.

• Capability for colliding ion beams from deuterons to heavy nuclei, such as gold, lead or uranium.

• Flexibility to accommodate more than one interaction regions.
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FIG. 2. Luminosity vs. center-of-mass energy for the past (open markers), current (solid markers), and some of the planned
future lepton-proton or ion collision facilities (shaded markers). Most of the fixed-target facilities (blue) have high luminosity
but low energy, while collider facilities (green or red) typically access higher energy but have low luminosity. While all fixed-
target facilities can utilize polarized proton (or nuclear) targets, polarized proton or ion beams are only available at EIC and
not at HERA, LHeC or FCC-ep.

The EIC is the only new large-scale accelerator facility planned for construction in the United States in the next
few decades. It will also be one of the largest and most sophisticated new accelerator facilities worldwide. The
versatility, resolving power and intensity of EIC opens up new windows of opportunities to address some of the crucial
and fundamental scientific questions in particle physics. This whitepaper provides an overview of the science case of
EIC from the perspective of the high-energy physics community. The science case is broadly categorized into and
presented in the following sections:

• Beyond standard model physics: Sec. 2,

• Tomogography of hadrons and nuclei: Sec. 3,

• Jet physics: Sec. 4,

• Physics of heavy flavors: Sec. 5,

• Physics at small Bjoeken-x: Sec. 6.
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2. BEYOND STANDARD MODEL PHYSICS AT EIC

Editors: Yulia Furletova, Ciprian Gal, Claire Gwenlan.

EIC will provide orders of magnitude higher luminosity compared to HERA, the only electron-proton collider
operated to date. It will be the first lepton-ion collider that polarizes both the electron and the proton (ion) beams,
and the first collider with the capacity to flip its electron beam helicity at the source level. These unique design
features will allow a direct extraction of parity-violating components of the electroweak (EW) neutral-current (NC)
scattering cross section and the first (and possibly the only) measurement of the polarized NC structure functions.
The high luminosity of the EIC will also provide better sensitivity to charged-current EW physics, rare processes such
as charged lepton flavor violation, heavy photons, and searches for Lorentz- and CPT-violating effects. In addition
to providing measurements in an energy and luminosity range hardly explored before, the energy range of the EIC
will provide a unique opportunity for the nuclear and high-energy physics communities to collaborate closely and to
advance EW and beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) physics together.

2.1. Neutral Current Electro-Weak and BSM Physics

2.1.1. Deep Inelastic Scattering Cross Sections

The cross section of Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) can be divided into four contributions that depend on the
electron and ion polarization: the unpolarized cross section σ0, the single-spin polarized cross sections σe and σp, and
the double-spin polarized cross section σep:

d2σ

dxdy
=
d2σ0

dxdy
+ Pe

d2σe
dxdy

+ Pp
d2σp
dxdy

+ PePp
d2σep
dxdy

, (2.1)

where Pe, Pp are the polarizations of the electron and the proton beams, respectively, with their signs defined by the

particle helicity. These cross sections are determined by the structure functions F γ,γZ,Z1,2,3 and gγ,γZ,Z1,4,5 , the electromag-

netic fine-structure constant α, and the electron NC couplings geV and geA. In the parton model (leading-order or LO),
one has for the structure functions F i2 = 2xF i1 and gi4 = 2xgi5 with i = γ, γZ, Z. The parton-model interpretation of

the remaining structure functions F γ,γZ,Z1,2,3 and gγ,γZ,Z1,4,5 can be found in the PDG [1] Eq.(18.18):

[
F γ2 , F

γZ
2 , FZ2

]
= x

∑
f

[
Q2
f , 2Qfg

f
V , g

f
V

2
+ gfA

2
]

(qf + q̄f ), (2.2)

[
F γ3 , F

γZ
3 , FZ3

]
=
∑
f

[
0, 2Qfg

f
A, 2g

f
V g

f
A

]
(qf − q̄f ), (2.3)

[
gγ1 , g

γZ
1 , gZ1

]
=

1

2

∑
f

[
Q2
f , 2Qfg

f
V , g

f
V

2
+ gfA

2
]

(∆qf + ∆q̄f ), (2.4)

[
gγ5 , g

γZ
5 , gZ5

]
=
∑
f

[
0, Qfg

f
A, g

f
V g

f
A

]
(∆qf −∆q̄f ), (2.5)

where qf (x,Q2) and ∆qf (x,Q2) are unpolarized and polarized parton distribution functions (PDFs) of quark flavor
f , respectively; EIC implications for these quantities and HEP are discussed in greater detail in Sec. 3. The quantity

Qf is the electric charge, and gfV,A are the vector and axial-vector couplings of quarks. New methods to access these

quantities have been proposed in Refs. [2, 3].

In all cross section terms, the γZ structure functions are suppressed by

ηγZ =

(
GFM

2
Z

2
√

2πα

)(
Q2

Q2 +M2
Z

)
, (2.6)

and the Z terms by ηZ = η2
γZ . Here, GF = 1.1663787(6) × 10−5 GeV−2 is the Fermi constant and MZ = 91.1876 ±

0.0021 GeV [1] is the mass of the Z boson. The value of ηγZ can be tens of percents at EIC energies.

mailto:yulia@jlab.org
mailto:ciprian.gal@stonybrook.edu
mailto:claire.gwenlan@physics.ox.ac.uk
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2.1.2. Parity Violation Asymmetries and Projections for EIC

The parity-violating DIS (PVDIS) asymmetry can be formed by flipping either the electron helicity or the ion
helicity. If the electron helicity is flipped, one forms

A
(e)
PV =

σR − σL
σR + σL

=
σe
σ0
. (2.7)

Because all lepton and quark NC couplings depend on the weak mixing angle sin2 θW , measurements of A
(e)
PV will

allow the value of sin2 θW to be determined. Similarly, if the electron beam is unpolarized and the proton (or ion)
beam is longitudinally polarized, one forms the so-called polarized PV asymmetry

A
p(d)
PV ≡

σp
σ0
, (2.8)

which can provide constraints on polarized PDFs via the determination of the gγZ1,4,5 structure functions, or a simul-
taneous determination of the PDF and EW NC couplings.

Projections for A
(e)
PV were performed using the ECCE detector configuration [4] and the luminosity from Table 10.1

of the EIC Yellow Report [5]. Details of the analysis – asymmetry projection and extractions of sin2 θW – can be
found in [6] and a brief description is given here. For electroweak physics studies, we assumed the annual luminosity –
ten times the “High divergence configuration” value – 15.4, 100, 44.8, and 36.8 fb−1 for 18× 275(137), 10× 275(137),
10× 100, and 5× 100 GeV for ep (eD), respectively. For the deuterium ion beam, the energy specified is per nucleon.
We used the Djangoh generator [7] (version 4.6.16 [8]) that includes full electromagnetic and electroweak radiative
effects to generate 20-million (20 M) events for each beam type and energy combination. In lieu of a full GEANT-based
simulation, a fast smearing method was used because of the need of high statistics for EW physics study. Events were
selected based on DIS condition, to limit photoproduction background, and to ensure high purity of electron samples.
Events were unfolded to correct for bin migration.

2.1.3. Extraction of the Weak Mixing Angle

From the projected size and statistical uncertainty of the asymmetry A
(e)
PV , we used the parton-model structure

functions of Eqs. (2.2-2.3) to fit the weak mixing angle sin2 θW . The main systematic uncertainties included particle
background (1% relative in each bin, completely uncorrelated among all (x,Q2) bins), and electron polarization (1%
relative in each bin, completely correlated among all (x,Q2) bins of data of the same

√
s). The PDF uncertainty

was evaluated using the CT18NLO [9] (LHAPDF [10] ID 14400–14458), MMHT2014nlo 68cl [11] (ID 25100–25150)
and NNPDF31 nlo as 0118 [12] (ID 303400–303500) PDF sets. The analysis in [6] treated the PDF uncertainties as
completely uncorrelated in (x,Q2) bins, but we have updated the analysis and have accounted for correlations in the
PDF uncertainty here. We found that PDF uncertainties are likely not a dominant uncertainty for EIC projections,
but the electron polarization is, for high luminosity settings. Our results for sin2 θW are shown in Figs. 3 for five
energy and luminosity combinations for ep and eD collisions, respectively, along with existing and near-future world
data.

Our results show that the EIC will provide determination of sin2 θW in an energy scale that bridges higher energy
colliders with low-energy tests. Additionally, data points of different

√
s values of EIC can be combined, or the

Q2-dependence of the EW parameter can be explored, depending on the runplan of the EIC. Furthermore, one should
explore the exploratory potential of the EIC measurements beyond the scope of a single parameter (the weak mixing
angle). One such framework is given in the next section.

2.2. Complementarity of EIC and LHC in the SMEFT Framework

The Standard Model has so far been remarkably successful in describing all observed laboratory phenomena. No
new particles beyond those present in the SM have been discovered so far, and no appreciable deviation from SM
predictions has been conclusively observed. Given this situation it is increasingly important to understand how
indirect signatures of new physics can be probed and constrained by data. This effort will help guide future searches
for new physics by suggesting in what channels measurable deviations from SM predictions may occur given the
current bounds.

A convenient theoretical framework for investigating indirect signatures of heavy new physics without associated
new particles is SM effective field theory (SMEFT), which extends the SM Lagrangian to include terms suppressed by
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(red solid circles). Data points for Tevatron and LHC are shifted horizontally for clarity. Result from combining 100 fb−1

ep 18 × 275 GeV and 10 fb−1 eD 18 × 137 GeV is also shown and is called the ”YR reference point” (blue diamond). The
PDF uncertainty is from CT18NLO. The electron beam polarization is assumed to be 80% with a relative 1% uncertainty.
The inner error bars show the combined uncertainty from statistical and 1% uncorrelated background effect; the median error
bars show the experimental uncertainty that includes statistical, 1% uncorrelated background, and 1% electron polarimetry.
The outer-most error bars (which almost coincide with the median error bars) include all the above and the PDF uncertainty
evaluated using the CT18NLO sets. Results evaluated with the MMHT2014 and NNPDF31NLO sets are similar. Also shown
are the expected precision from P2 [13], MOLLER [14] and SoLID [15] PVDIS [16, 17], respectively. The script used to produce
this plot was inherited from [18], and the scale dependence of the weak mixing angle expected in the SM (blue curve) is defined
in the modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS scheme) [19].

an energy scale Λ at which ultraviolet completion becomes important and BSM particles appear (for a review of the
SMEFT see Ref. [20]). Truncating the expansion in 1/Λ at dimension-6, and ignoring operators of odd-dimension,
which violate lepton number, we have

L = LSM +
∑
i

CiOi + . . . , (2.9)

where the ellipsis denotes operators of higher dimensions. The Wilson coefficients defined above have dimensions of
1/Λ2. When computing cross sections and other observables, we consider only the leading interference of the SM
amplitude with the dimension-6 contribution. This is consistent with our truncation of the SMEFT expansion above,
since the dimension-6 squared contributions are formally the same order in the 1/Λ expansion as the dimension-8 terms
which we neglect. The following four-fermion operators in Table I can affect the DIS cross section at leading-order in
the coupling constants for massless fermions, which we assume here.

O(1)
`q (¯̀γµ`)(q̄γµq) O`u (¯̀γµ`)(ūγµu)

O(3)
`q (¯̀γµτ I`)(q̄γµτ

Iq) O`d (¯̀γµ`)(d̄γµd)

Oeu (ēγµe)(ūγµu) Oqe (q̄γµq)(ēγµe)

Oed (ēγµe)(d̄γµd)

TABLE I. Dimension-6 four-fermion operators contributing to DIS at leading order in the coupling constants. Here, q and `
denote left-handed quark and lepton doublets, while u, d and e denote right-handed singlets for the up quarks, down quarks
and leptons, respectively. The τ I denote the SU(2) Pauli matrices.

In Table I, we have suppressed flavor indices for these operators, and in our analysis, we assume flavor universality
for simplicity. We note that the overall electroweak couplings that govern lepton-pair production are also shifted in
the SMEFT by operators other than those considered above. Such contributions are far better bounded through other
data sets such as precision Z-pole observables, and we neglect them here. The above assumptions leave us with the
seven Wilson coefficients associated with the operators in Table I entering the predictions for our observables.

The SMEFT framework provides a mechanism to conduct global analyses of world data across all energy scales.
An issue that arises in such global fits is the appearance of flat directions that occur when the available experimental
measurements cannot disentangle the contributions from different EFT operators. Figure 4 shows two Wilson coeffi-
cients and the available 68% confidence level ellipse for the case where only LHC data is used in the fits (blue curve),
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only EIC data (yellow curve) and the combination of the two data sets. The EIC data included in this projection are

the two (one) highest energy settings of the ep (eD) A
(e)
PV data sets described in Section 2.1.2. The LHC data set used

in this fit is from the high invariant mass Drell-Yan process measured by ATLAS in Ref. [21]. More details regarding
the analysis of this data set can be found in Ref. [22]. It is apparent that when only LHC data are included, there
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FIG. 4. From [6]: Examples of ’flat directions’ when using only LHC data to constrain Wilson coefficients. The Wilson

coefficients plotted correspond to the operators defined in Table I. The inclusion of high precision A
(e)
PV data from EIC (projected

here using the ECCE detector) would provide strong, complementary constraints on the parameter space.

is a degeneracy in the space of 2-lepton, 2-quark Wilson coefficients. This can be seen from the elongated nature
of the LHC constraint ellipses. The EIC will play a crucial role in resolving this flat direction, and combined fits of
LHC and projected EIC data lead to much stronger constraints than either experiment alone. Analysis is ongoing to
extract SMEFT constraints using both unpolarized and polarized PV asymmetries projected for EIC. The polarized
PV asymmetry in fact will provide further complementarity to unpolarized asymmetries.

2.3. PDF Fits and Flavour Decomposition

An impact study of these γZ interference structure functions on the unpolarized proton PDFs has been performed
by the JAM collaboration [Yellow Report, Chapter 7]. This work represents a specialized study of the EIC’s PDF

impacts as broadly considered in Sec. 3 below. Figure 5 (left panel) shows the impact of A
(e)
PV measurements at the

EIC, including both proton and deuteron beams with integrated luminosities of 100 fb−1 and 10 fb−1, respectively, at
the energies

√
s = 29, 45, 63 and 141 GeV for the proton and

√
s = 29, 66 and 89 GeV for the deuteron. In the case of

a longitudinally polarized proton beam, similar enhancement of the sensitivity to various quark flavors has also been
observed, especially for the strange quark. Fig. 5 (right panel) shows the impact of Ap

PV at the EIC on the truncated
moments of ∆Σ and ∆g, assuming an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. During the helicity impact studies, it was
found that the outcome of the impact of EIC parity-violating data has a dependence on the triplet and octet axial
charges, gA and a8. Therefore, different values were used either from JAM17 collaboration or from Hyperon Decays
under SU(3) symmetry, as labeled by different color in the plot. On the other hand, please be noted that γ − Z
interference structure functions will reduce the dependence of Hyperon decay data in the future global data analysis,
since they provide additional inputs.

In short, by taking advantage of parity-violating asymmetry measurements at the EIC, the γ − Z interference
structure functions can provide unique combinations of unpolarized and polarized PDFs in the parton model. It can
enhance the sensitivities to different quark flavors on top of the traditional pure electromagnetic structure functions.

2.4. Charged Lepton Flavor Violation

2.4.1. CLFV and Leptoquarks

The discovery of neutrino oscillations provided conclusive evidence of lepton flavor violation. Lepton flavor violation
in the neutrino sector also results in charged lepton flavor violation (CLFV) through loop-suppressed processes such
as µ → eγ. However, the resulting predicted rates are highly suppressed – Br(µ → eγ) < 10−54 – due to the small
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FIG. 5. Left: Ratio of uncertainties on the unpolarized PDFs as functions of x, including EIC A
(e)
PV data to those without EIC

data, at Q2 = 10 GeV2. One can see that parity-violating asymmetry measurements with a longitudinally polarized electron
beam can enhance the sensitivity of d̄ + ū and s + s̄ apparently. Middle and Right: Ratio of uncertainties on the truncated

moments of the quark singlet (top) and gluon (bottom) PDFs as functions of xmin, including EIC A
(p)
PV data to those without

EIC data, at Q2 = 10 GeV2. The results are sensitive to the triplet and octet axial charges, gA and a8. Different color in the
plot shows the results with values of gA and a8 taken from JAM17 [cite JAM17] (red) or hyperon decays and SU(3) (green).

neutrino masses and are far beyond the reach of any current of planned experiments. On the other hand, many
Beyond Standard Models (BSM) scenarios predict CLFV rates that are both much larger and within reach of present
or future experiments. For example, SUSY-based models predict rates as high as Br(µ→ eγ) ∼ 10−15 [23].

There have been extensive searches for such CLFV processes between the first and second lepton generations,
denoted as CLFV(1,2) for brevity, and are tightly constrained. For example, the current limit on the µ→ eγ process
is Br(µ → eγ) < 4.2 × 10−13 [24]. On the other hand, the constraints on CLFV(1,3) processes that involve e ↔ τ
transitions are weaker by several orders of magnitude [25, 26], obtained through searches for e+ p→ τ +X, τ → eγ,
and p + p → e + τ + X at HERA [27–30], BaBar [31], and the LHC [32] respectively. Earlier phenomenological
studies [33] have shown that even with its comparatively lower center of mass energy, the EIC has the potential to
improve upon the HERA limits, owing to the much higher luminosity, and provide complementary information [26]
to the constraints from BaBar and the LHC.

2.4.2. Event Simulation and Selection

We have studied the potential of searching for e− → τ− events at the EIC based on the ECCE detector configuration
and with various SM background processes included to some extent. The leptoquark generator LQGENEP [34]
(version 1.0) with a default 1.9 TeV leptoquark mass, the Djangoh generator, and the Pythia generator were used to
produce the leptoquark signal, background DIS NC and CC, and background photoproduction Monte-Carlo events,
respectively. The leptoquark candidate events should contain a high pT quark initiated jet along with an isolated and
high-pT τ which replaces the scattered electron in the NC DIS events. After being produced, the τ will decay into
stable particles after flying a short distance, of the order of millimeters. Based on the number of charged particles in
the final state, the τ decay modes are categorized as “1-prong”, “3-prong”, and “5-prong” modes. This study focuses
on only the 3-prong mode that contains (π−π+π−) in the final state. Figure 6 (left panel) shows a typical “3-prong”
τ -jet event with the secondary vertex reconstruction highlighted.

After passing all MC events through the ECCE simulation, ten selection criteria were used to identify e → τ
events in the “3-prong” mode and reject SM backgrounds. Their effects are shown in the right panel of Fig. 6, where
the vertical axis show how many sample events pass each of the selection criteria, and the horizontal axis are the
progressive selections, see [6] for details. It is evident that e → τ events can be effectively selected with this set of
preliminary cuts.

2.4.3. Sensitivity to Leptoquarks

We can now deduce the sensitivity to the leptoquark signal cross section based on simulations of the 3-prong decay
mode (15% branching ratio) of the τ lepton. One caveat that we can see from Fig. 6 is that while some DIS CC events
survive all ten cuts and can provide a reasonable estimate of the background effect, zero DIS NC and photoproduction
events passed the cuts in the current simulation. Since DIS NC and photoproduction events could pass all cuts once
a simulation is done with a larger sample size, it is not currently possible to project the leptoquark limit with all
background effects fully taken into account. In addition, simulation studies of the detection efficiency of the other τ
decay modes remain to be done. With these considerations in mind, we provide the potential for leptoquark exclusion
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limits under different possible scenarios for the detection efficiency of the τ decay channels that are not in the the
“3-prong” mode. We estimate the 3-sigma exclusion limit on leptoquark cross sections to be 11.4 fb and 1.7 fb for the
case where the decay channels not in the 3-prong mode are not detected and when they are detected with the same
efficiency as the “3-prong” mode presented here, respectively.

We show in Fig. 7 the leptoquark limits, expressed in terms of λ1αλ3β/M
2
LQ. The quantity λ1αλ3β/(M

2
LQ) char-

acterizes the strength of the leptoquark-mediated contact interaction. The λij parameters, assumed to real for this
analysis, denote the leptoquark couplings between the i-th lepton generation and j-th quark generation and MLQ

denotes the leptoquark mass. The left and right panels in Fig. 7 correspond to exclusion limits on the SL1/2 (F = 0) and
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FIG. 7. From [6]: Limits on the scalar leptoquarks with F = 0 SL1/2 (left) and |F | = 2 S̃R0 (right) from 100 fb−1 of ep
18× 275 GeV data, based on a sensitivity to leptoquark-mediated ep→ τX cross section of size 1.7 fb (red triangles) or 11.4 fb
(grey triangles) with ECCE. Note that due to small value of

√
s, EIC cannot constraint the third generation couplings of SL1/2

to top quarks. Limits from HERA [27, 28, 35, 36] are shown as cyan solid squares, and limits from τ → eγ decays [25] are
shown as green solid circles.

S̃R0 (|F | = 2) leptoquarks, respectively, assuming 100 fb−1 of luminosity for the 18 × 275 GeV energy configuration.
Here the leptoquark fermion number F = 3B+L, where B and L denote the baryon and lepton number, respectively.
We see that the EIC can improve upon existing HERA limits and complement limits from τ → eγ, since the latter
only impact the contact interactions in the quark flavor-diagonal channels (α = β). Once again, we note that while
the effect of DIS CC background is accounted for, the DIS NC and photoproduction backgrounds are not, since no
such events survived the selection cuts for the sample size used in our study.

2.4.4. CLFV Mediated by Axion-Like Particles: a Golden Opportunity at the EIC

Another context in which e− → τ− events can naturally appear at the EIC is in the presence of axion-like particles
(ALPs) with CLFV couplings, in the form eAZ → τAZa, where AZ is an ion with charge Z and a is an ALP. ALPs
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appear in a wide variety of extensions of the SM, over a broad range of parameters. Some of these models involve
CLFV in the interactions of the ALPs, for example, as a consequence of non-trivial dynamics in a “hidden” or “dark”
sector (see Ref. [37]), or as a “familon” [38] or “Majoron” [39, 40] associated with spontaneous breaking of global
symmetries. Signals of this general possibility have been studied for a variety experimental settings in Refs. [38, 41, 42].

In Ref. [43], it was pointed out that electron-ion collisions at the future EIC can provide an excellent opportunity to
probe such interactions, in particular for e−τ CLFV mediated by ALPs in the ∼ GeV or higher mass range. Coherent
electromagnetic scattering at low q2 from a high-Z ion – like the gold nucleus with Z = 79 – can lead to significant
production of ALPs from the electron beam, accompanied by a τ lepton in the final state. In addition, electron beam
polarization can be used to probe the parity properties of the ALP leptonic couplings. The relatively high center
of mass energy

√
s ∼ 100 GeV achievable at the EIC [5] allows it to probe the ALP e − τ CLFV coupling, Cτe/Λ,

well below other projected limits, for ALP masses up to ∼ few × 10 GeV, with 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
These results are shown in Fig. 8. Between the left panel and the right panel, the flavor diagonal ALP couplings are
reduced, which makes other probes less effective but does not change the EIC reach at all. This makes the EIC a
unique and complementary probe of this flavor-violating coupling. More information regarding the plots are provided
in the figure caption; for a detailed account of the assumptions and calculations relevant to these results, see Ref. [43].

2.5. Other opportunities

2.5.1. Testing Charged Current Chiral Structure

Polarized electron and positron beams at the EIC would allow measurements of the charged current cross sections for
a few different values of the beam polarization Pe. The cross sections for the charged current processes e−+p→ νe+X
and e+ + p→ ν̄e +X have a linear dependence on the lepton beam polarization:

σe
±p

SM (Pe) = (1± Pe)σe
±p

SM (Pe = 0), (2.10)

where Pe denotes the lepton beam polarization. Polarized electron and positron beams allow measurements of the
charged current cross sections for a few different values of the beam polarization Pe. A straight-line fit of this
polarization dependence can be extrapolated to obtain the charged current cross section at Pe = ∓1 and can be

compared to the SM prediction σe
±p

SM (Pe = ∓1) = 0. Any observed deviation could indicate the presence of new

physics that couples to right-handed electrons and left-handed positrons. A non-zero value for σe
±p(Pe = ∓1) could

arise from the coupling of a right-handed W -boson (WR) of mass MR to a right-handed electron and a right-handed
neutrino.
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Although the EIC will have smaller cross sections compared to HERA, due to its lower center of mass energy, its

higher luminosity and degree of lepton beam polarization can allow for a more precise extraction of σe
±p

upper bound(Pe =

∓1), allowing for the possibility of stronger limits. The limits obtained using positron beams are expected to be
stronger, due to the correspondingly smaller SM charged current cross section, allowing for enhanced sensitivity to
new physics. For a 10 GeV positron beam colliding with a 100 GeV proton beam (

√
s = 63.25 GeV), with a cut

of Q2 > 100 GeV2, a 95% CL upper bound of σe
+p(Pe = −1) < 0.0207pb is obtained corresponding to the limit

MR > 270 GeV [44], assuming a luminosity of 100 fb−1. For an energy setting of
√
s = 109.5 GeV the limit improves to

MR > 285. Although more detailed studies are required, these preliminary results indicate that the EIC can compete
and make modest improvements on the HERA limits [45] which require MR > 208 GeV. While the Tevatron and the
LHC have already set more stringent limits on MR (in the TeV range) by looking for deviations in the transverse
mass distribution of the Drell-Yan process pp→W → `ν`, the observed distribution is sensitive to a time-like charged
boson and in general can be affected by physics that involves a different combination of chiral and flavor structures.
Thus, new limits from the EIC can provide complementary information to limits from colliders.

2.5.2. Heavy Photons

In various SM extensions, an additional U(1) gauge field boson mixes weakly with the SM photon.

L ⊃ − ε
2
F ′µνF

µν . (2.11)

Through this mixing, the dark photon (A′) inherits a small coupling to SM charge, and can hence be produced
through any interaction that could produce a photon in the final state. These models have two parameters: the mass
of the dark photon, mA′ , and the strength of the coupling, ε. In the absence of additional dark-sector particles, the
branching ratios in the kinetic mixing model can be derived from hadron production measurements at e+e− colliders
(Figure 9 Left [46]). More generic fifth-forces invoke different mechanisms to produce small couplings to SM particles,
permitting species-dependent couplings. At the highest masses, current exclusion limits are dependent on particular
Higgs production models. Direct measurement of leptonic or hadronic couplings in these mass ranges would provide
a model-independent constraint on the existence of new interactions.

The EIC offers several opportunities to mount such searches. For masses above ∼100 MeV, up to the center-of-mass
energy of the collisions, dark photons can be sought through radiative production in diffractive events and subsequent
decay to lepton pairs, ep → epA′ → epl+l−. This production mechanism is used in fixed target experiments, but no
such experiment can approach the >100 GeV center-of-mass energy available at the EIC, the equivalent of a >10 TeV
fixed-target electron beam.

In the fixed target frame, an A′ emitted via initial state radiation (ISR) prefers to carry the majority of the beam
momentum, produced at θ ∼ (mA/E)3/2. Symmetric decays in this frame have an opening angle θd ∼ mA/E, making
it challenging to separate decay leptons from the outgoing beam for mA � Ebeam. In contrast, the asymmetric beam
energies of the EIC drastically reduces the boost of the A′, resulting in large opening angles that are compatible with
current proposed designs for EIC detectors, in terms of tracking and calorimetry, for masses above mA′ ∼ 100MeV
(Figure 9 Right).

In this search, an A′ would manifest as a resonant peak in the invariant mass of dilepton decay products, above a
smooth background expected from SM processes. In most models, the intrinsic width of the resonance is expected
to be narrow, so angular and energy resolutions in the electron-going direction dominate the reach of this approach.
This process can be used to probe the traditional dark photon landscape parameterized by the particle’s mass, mA′ ,
and a single coupling strength, ε, but also allows separate measurement of the couplings to electrons and muons in
more general models.

A benchmark study has been performed using MadGraph Monte Carlo samples of ep→ epA′ → epee+ for a range
of dark photon masses, along with QED background processes with the same final state. The projected sensitivities
shown in Figure 10 consider only signal and irreducible QED background, assuming 100% branching to electrons and
using a benchmark detector configuration. With 100 fb−1, the higher energy settings of the EIC allow access beyond
the upper limit probed by BABAR, and provide a leptonic-generation counterpart to projections from LHCb. The
effect of known resonances in these mass regions are not represented in this plot, but are expected to produce ‘blind
spots’ similar to those in Belle II and others.

Other backgrounds such as hadrons mis-identified as leptons, or combinatoric backgrounds from multiple events,
require further study. Studies currently underway suggest that the distinct event topology of the signal, two high-
energy leptons back-to-back in azimuth and with correlated pseudorapidity, will offer additional ways to discriminate
against these backgrounds. Alternative Monte Carlo generators are also being explored to natively incorporate proton
form factor effects and radiative corrections (the latter of which is not treated in the current approach).
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channel. Plot from [46]. Right: Detector pseudorapidity of symmetric-angle decay leptons. Largest and smallest relative boosts
are shown, along with the electron-going bound on particle tagging in the current reference detector design. The boost of the
collision frame with respect to the detector allows access to masses much lower than the center-of-mass energy.
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FIG. 10. Dark photon mass and coupling strength for a benchmark ep→ epA′ → epee+ search. The solid red line reflects the
curve above which a dark photon could be excluded at 2σ with 100 fb−1 of data. Performance is shown without cuts to enhance
signal, and without hadronic background contributions. Effects due to structures in the branching ratio are not represented,
but will follow similar structures in existing measurements. The solid gray area represents the region excluded by BABAR’s
existing search, while the thin gray lines represent projections for Belle II (leptonic, left) and LHCb (hadronic, right) regions
excluded through existing leptonic searches. Further details are in the text.

In addition to the leptonic decays described here, dijet final states could also provide a probe of quark couplings to a
generalized dark photon produced via ISR. The EIC aims at relatively precise (and comparably “clean”) measurements
of the hadronic final state, allowing more sophisticated testing of models with leptophobic mediator couplings. At
lower dark photon masses, Dalitz decays of π0 and η to γl+l− final states provide additional probes up to the mass
of the parent meson and could provide substantially larger samples than in the high-mass study presented here.

Additional dark photon studies have been recently performed for HERA and the EIC [47].

2.5.3. Lorentz- and CPT-Violating Effects

The high precision of the data that is expected from the EIC opens up the possibility to test both Lorentz and
CPT symmetry at new levels. While these symmetries are so far very well established, BSM theories exist that have
one or both of these symmetries be spontaneously broken. This summary is based on the work of E. Lunghi, V. A.
Kostelecky and collaborators. For specific details please see [48–50] and references therein.

Low-energy tests of Lorentz and CPT symmetry can be performed using the effective field theory framework known
as the Standard-Model Extension (SME). To date, SME operators describing Lorentz- and CPT-violating effects on
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QCD degrees of freedom have been largely unconstrained. The studies cited above suggest differential cross section
measurements at the EIC will allow for precision tests of Lorentz and CPT symmetry in the quark sector. Specifically,
data for unpolarized inclusive deep inelastic scattering at 100 fb−1 luminosity can increase bounds on quark sector
coefficients by two orders of magnitude over data taken at HERA.

Symmetry violations would be visible as variations in the cross section as a function of sidereal time. Additional
processes, including those with polarization effects, charged-current exchange, and QCD corrections, have the ability
with the EIC to place first constraints on a number of completely unexplored effects stemming from Lorentz and CPT
violation.

2.6. Summary

• The Electron Ion Collider data will give access to EW and BSM observables that are of interest to the entire
particle physics community;

• The EIC will be able to make extractions of the weak mixing angle using both polarized electron-proton and
electron-deuteron scattering in a phase space between the Z-pole and the upcoming SoLID PVDIS determina-
tion;

• The high precision polarized data from the EIC provides unique constraints within the SMEFT framework;

• We expect that with the data collected at the EIC we will be able to increase the sensitivity to CLFV in the e
to τ sector, through leptoquark exchange or ALP production;

• The EIC data will extend the reach of dark-photon searches beyond what BABAR has determined and provide
a leptonic-generation counterpart to the projections from LHCb.
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3. TOMOGRAPHY OF HADRONS AND NUCLEI AT THE EIC

Editors: Timothy Hobbs, Alexei Prokudin, Alessandro Vicini.

The future program of the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [51] is premised on the realization of next-generation
sensitivity to a wide variety of both standard model (SM) and beyond standard model (BSM) processes. The success of
this program in stringently testing the SM and performing impactful measurements at the TeV-scale is dependent upon
improvements to modern knowledge of the internal structure of hadrons. This dependence is realized in numerous
circumstances, including the substantial PDF limitations to determinations of standard-candle measurements at
pp colliders, including the Higgs cross section, gauge-boson masses, and electroweak couplings and mixing angles.
Simultaneously, a number of HEP activities on the Intensity and Neutrino Frontiers, including the upcoming program
at LBNF/DUNE, are similarly precision-limited by both single-nucleon and nuclear uncertainties. In the case of
LBNF/DUNE, these uncertainties come primarily in the form of incomplete knowledge of neutrino-nuclear (νA)
interactions for neutrino energies falling within the few-GeV region, Eν ∼ few GeV. Related considerations apply to
the proposed Forward Physics Facility (FPF) [52] at the HL-LHC exploiting the intense flux of neutrinos produced
in pp collisions in the forward direction.

In parallel with these future experiments, the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) envisions a program dedicated to un-
raveling the details of the strong interaction through an array of precision DIS measurements. While the strongly-
interacting character of QCD makes it especially challenging to compute, it is exactly this complexity that leads
to fascinating phenomena such as confinement at large distance scales and asymptotic freedom at short distance
scales. The ultimate goal of the EIC program is a more systematic understanding of these challenging features of
QCD, including a campaign to probe the transition separating perturbative QCD dynamics from nonperturbative
phenomena.

3.1. Tomography and HEP

In exploring this physics, the EIC will for the first time comprehensively map the internal landscape of hadrons
— foremost, the proton — as well as both light and heavy nuclei. These multi-dimensional maps amount to an
unraveling of the tomography of these QCD bound states, an undertaking which will provide detailed information on
nonperturbative distributions like nucleon and nuclear PDFs, transverse-momentum dependent (TMD) distributions,
and generalized parton distributions (GPDs). The EIC will therefore specialize in constraining the very objects that
so frequently represent systematic limitations to HEP precision. For this reason, the EIC is distinguished as a facility
for both precision QCD as well as a facility that will critically advance key objectives of HEP by enhancing precision
at the Energy, Intensity, and Neutrino Frontiers.

In this Section, we first briefly review the conceptual basis for hadronic and nuclear tomography in Sec. 3.1 below,
before providing a brief survey in Sec. 3.1.2 of a number of representative HEP areas which will be particularly im-
pacted by the EIC’s precision tomography program. Thereafter, we highlight several areas subsumed by tomography,
including nucleon and nuclear (un)poloarized PDFs, TMDs, and GPDs. In a number of instances, we anticipate
projected impacts of the EIC program on these quantities, and note the possible HEP phenomenological implications
for these improvements.

3.1.1. Hadronic and nuclear tomography

With growing precision in both Energy and Intensity Frontier activities, an improved understanding of the subtleties
of the QCD transition from nonperturbative to perturbative dynamics will be essential to continued progress. The
signatures of this transition are imprinted on the partonic quark-gluon distributions of hadrons, including the proton,
as well as of nuclei. In fullest generality, these distributions may assume the form of unintegrated quantities such as
the 5-dimensional Wigner distribution [53–56],

W±q (x, b⊥, k⊥) =

∫
d2∆⊥
(2π)2

e−i∆⊥·b⊥
1

2

∫
dz−d2z⊥

(2π)3
eixp

+z−−ik⊥·z⊥ 〈p+ ∆⊥
2

∣∣ q̄(− z2 )ΓU±q( z2 )
∣∣p− ∆⊥

2

〉
, (3.1)

which describes the quark-level substructure of a hadron simultaneously in terms of its localization in longitudinal
momentum (x), transverse momentum (k⊥), and impact-parameter space (b⊥). The extraction of this multidimen-
sional information on hadron structure amounts to a systematic probe of the hadron’s tomography — a chief objective
of the EIC. As we elaborate below, constraining the tomographic structure of the proton will be closely bound up
with enhanced precision at the LHC, LBNF/DUNE, and other HEP facilities.
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While unintegrated quantities like the Wigner function provide a holistic picture of hadronic wave functions, a
crucial aspect is the possibility of projecting other distributions more familiar to HEP studies. For instance, from a
generic Wigner function, one might obtain (schematically) from successive integrations

f(x) =

∫
d2k⊥f(x, k⊥) =

∫
d2b⊥

∫
d2k⊥W (x, b⊥, k⊥) , (3.2)

the collinear parton distribution function (PDF) of the nucleon, f(x), in which we have suppressed explicit factorization
scales and other features. This collinear PDF can in turn be obtained from a more general transverse momentum
dependent (TMD) PDF; meanwhile, distinct integrations yield the generalized parton distributions (GPDs), which
encode impact-parameter dependence. Notably, these distributions are of a fundamentally nonperturbative nature,
being defined as matrix elements of partonic currents within the hadron at characteristic scale(s) comparable to the
hadronic mass. At softer scales typical of QCD bound-state masses, the properties of QCD as a non-Abelian gauge
theory are such that the strong interaction αs is too strong to allow standard small-coupling perturbation theory.
While this is the case, nonperturbative methods like lattice QCD may provide useful information as we discuss further
in the sections below. In the meantime, the predominant means of extracting information on hadron structure is the
technique of QCD global analysis, which combines parametrizations of the nonpertubative quantities like the PDFs
with perturbatively-calculable Wilson coefficients or parton-level matrix elements. These calculations are embodied
by QCD factorization theorems. For inclusive quantities like the DIS structure functions, these assume a relatively
simple form.

The LHC and EIC together will provide a combined data set with unprecedented precision and reach in energy across
a diverse range of targets. However, to obtain the optimal benefit from this combined data, it will take coordination
and communication between the LHC and EIC projects. Therefore, it is entirely appropriate that the Snowmass
planning process is bringing these communities together. In a broader sense, the study of hadronic structure will
provide a deeper comprehension of both the QCD theory and the encompassing Standard Model (SM); hence, this
endeavor is synergistic with a broad spectrum of research as diverse as dark matter searches and electroweak (EW)
symmetry breaking.

In these Snowmass proceedings, we consider this broader connection, detailing several main areas related to the
physics reach of the EIC to HEP via improvements to the knowledge of hadronic structure. We start in Sec. 3.1.2 by
further expounding upon the phenomenological implications of the EIC measurements, particularly at the LHC, but
also in connection to precision measurements in upcoming νA programs. We then build the connection on EIC-driven
improvements to knowledge of the collinear structure of hadrons and nuclei in Sec. 3.2, moving through a discussion
of the nucleon’s unpolarized and spin-polarized PDFs in Sec. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively, before discussing nuclear
PDFs in Sec. 3.2.3 thereafter. Following this discussion, we move on to TMD quantities in Sec. 3.3, considering
implications related to TMD PDFs (Sec. 3.3.1) and TMD fragmentation functions (3.3.2). Sec. 3.4 develops the role
of GPDs, including discussions of both phenomenological and lattice QCD studies overlapping EIC science.

3.1.2. Precision in Perturbative QCD and the EW Sector

High-energy QCD and perturbative QCD developments. By measuring a range of interactions up to
√
s=

140 GeV in comparatively clean ep and eA DIS processes, the EIC will probe fundamental aspects of QCD that are
otherwise challenging to disentangle via hadronic collisions alone. These include the DIS production and dynamics of
heavy quarks and QCD jets (discussed at length in companion studies — Refs. [57, 58], respectively). In turn, such
processes in the unpolarized case offer an array of complementary channels to inclusive neutral- and charged-current
structure function measurements. When taken together, these data can drive future QCD global analyses by providing
a comprehensive flavor separation of (un)polarized PDFs and enhancing precision determinations of QCD sector SM
quantities, including αs and the heavy-quark masses (see Refs. [59–61]). These PDF improvements suggest that the
EIC will have a considerable impact upon a range of observables of high interest within HEP, including the inclusive
Higgs-production cross section. For example, we can evaluate the PDF sensitivity of a typical set of EIC pseudodata
(specifically, the optimistic scenario reduced cross sections examined at PDF-level in Sec. 3.2.1 below) to the 14 TeV
gg → H cross section, represented in terms of the sensitivity metric of Ref. [62], |Sf |. In Fig. 11 (left), we map the EIC
pseudodata in the space of (x,Q2) probed by the EIC, with the plotted colors indicating very pronounced sensitivity
to the standard model Higss cross section at the LHC — sensitivity driven by potential EIC improvements to the
gluon PDF. This PDF sensitivity translates into potential for significant improvements to the Higgs cross section,
such as that shown together with the tt̄ production cross section in the left panel of Fig. 12. Similarly, the L=100 fb−1

electron data set has the potential to markedly improve extractions of the QCD coupling, αs, as we show in Fig. 11
(right), based on an analysis in the CT18 NNLO framework.

In order to facilitate the unambiguous extraction and interpretation of multi-dimensional distributions, it will be
necessary to further develop the QCD factorization theorems which allow the separation of soft, non-perturbative
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FIG. 11. The PDF sensitivity of the 100 fb−1 EIC pseudodata explored in the EIC Yellow Report translates into a substantial
point-by-point impact on the SM Higgs production cross section (left), as visualized using the PDFSense methodology [62].
Similarly, extensive DIS collisions covering a range of scales and x values results in important potential constraints on the
strong coupling, αs (right); the precision on αs can improve by ∼ 40% over the corresponding uncertainty in CT18 NNLO
following the inclusion and analysis of 100 fb−1 of electron-scattering data. Both panels are taken from Ref. [5].

matrix elements from hard partonic sub-processes. Extension to higher orders in perturbative QCD will also be
necessary for higher precision. The delineation of leading, twist-2 from higher-twist matrix elements will be enabled
by high-precision EIC data, and the accompanying theory must be developed to extract higher-twist effects. These
developments can be expected to benefit the understanding of multi-parton interactions at hadron colliders as well as
QCD processes like jet-pT broadening in nuclear scattering.

Forward physics is becoming more and more important at the LHC, HL-LHC and future hadron colliders, not
only for QCD physics, e.g., central exclusive production, but also for EW measurements, e.g., Higgs production in
diffractive mode or multi-boson production with associated forward jet/proton tagging. It has also been demonstrated
that measurements in this phase-space corner can provide powerful constraints on BSM searches.

At jet pT values on the order of 10-20 GeV (or lower), hadronization, missing higher-order corrections, parton shower
(PS), ME-PS matching schemes as well as underlying event (UE)/multi-parton interactions (MPIs) play significant
roles in uncertainties. In several of these measurements at the LHC, where jet vetoes are applied on jets with
pT > 20 or 30 GeV the theory/model uncertainties are already by far dominating the experimental results, limiting
the theoretical interpretation of the data in search for BSM anomalies. The clean EIC environment, where QCD
processes can be studied using an electromagnetic probe and where factorisation holds, will help test the calculations
and models. For instance, we can test the MC models for fragmentation, PS, ME-PS matching, including whenever
possible perturbative higher-order corrections, in events where low-pT jets are produced centrally, together with some
forward activity, e.g., a forward jet or an intact proton/ion. Studies of cross sections as a function of the gap size, for
instance, will allow tests of the modeling of color-flow in MCs. By using the tracking system in EIC detectors, very
low-pT jets or hadrons can be identified and studied as a function of the event topology and event activity, providing
stringent tests to MCs. Such studies will be an important starting point for a further validation phase at hadron
colliders.

Furthermore, since jet sub-structure has been extensively studied at the LHC and has been found to be an ex-
tremely powerful tool to improve searches for BSM physics, similar investigations can be carried on at the EIC on
lower pT jets, composed of far fewer particles than at the LHC. Such studies will surely provide interesting results on
jet properties that will also help HEP studies, e.g., in low-pT jets appearing in EW analyses.

QED interaction of the partons and photon parton density. The advent of high-precision measurements at
hadron colliders necessitates the systematic and consistent inclusion of EW corrections for many processes under study.
For instance, the appearance of photonic initial-state collinear divergences naturally leads to a treatment analogous
to the one adopted in QCD for their factorization and reabsorption in the physical PDFs; similarly, a photon density
in the proton must be taken into account. The photon parton density has been related, in the LUX-QED formulation
[63], to the structure functions F2,L describing the proton structure. The perturbative evolution, ruled by the DGLAP
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collider PDF set σQCD σQCD×EW δQCD×EW ∆env δPDF

pp̄ 1.96 TeV NNPDF3.1 7710.0 7649.5 -0.8 0.3% +1.7%
−1.7%

CT18 7683.8 7640.7 -0.6 +1.6%
−2.3%

MMHT2015 7701.1 7625.8 -1.0 +2.4%
−2.4%

LHC 7 TeV NNPDF3.1 29356.2 29120.4 -0.8 1.8% +0.9%
−0.9%

CT18 28836.9 28702.4 -0.5 +1.5%
−2.4%

MMHT2015 29023.0 28709.1 -1.1 +2.0%
−2.1%

LHC 8 TeV NNPDF3.1 34116.0 33840.2 -0.8 1.6% +0.8%
−0.8%

CT18 33562.2 33407.5 -0.5 +1.6%
−2.4%

MMHT2015 33792.4 33420.8 -1.1 +2.0%
−2.1%

LHC 13 TeV NNPDF3.1 57769.1 57287.6 -0.8 1.1% +0.8%
−0.8%

CT18 57152.1 56898.9 -0.4 +1.9%
−2.5%

MMHT2015 57564.8 56899.3 -1.2 +2.1%
−2.1%

LHC 14 TeV NNPDF3.1 62454.4 61931.2 -0.8 1.0% +0.8%
−0.8%

CT18 61840.8 61568.1 -0.4 +2.0%
−2.5%

MMHT2015 62278.6 61553.7 -1.2 +2.2%
−2.2%

LHC 100 TeV NNPDF3.1 418617 412815 -1.4 2.4% +3.1%
−3.1%

CT18 420218 418344 -0.4 +5.5%
−3.8%

MMHT2015 410367 405238 -1.2 +6.4%
−4.4%

TABLE II. Cross sections for on-shell Z production, expressed in picobarns and computed with different PDF sets at different
collider types and energies. The two columns show the results obtained with PDF parameterisations determined with a QCD-
only analysis or including also EW effects. We define δQCD×EW = 100 (σQCD×EW /σQCD − 1), while ∆env is the percentage
width of the envelope of the three PDF sets predictions in the QCD model, with respect to their mean value. The experimental
PDF uncertainty δPDF in the QCD model is computed according to the definitions of each group.

equations with QCD+QED kernels, dynamically leads to a non-vanishing photon density, relevant for precision tests
of the SM and for the study of gauge-boson scattering at large energy scales. While the evolution depends solely
on the splitting functions, the photon parameterisation at low scales has been implemented in different ways by the
CT [64], MSHT [65] and NNPDF [12, 66, 67] collaborations.

A natural comparison of the impact of these choices can be found by computing a standard candle like the total
cross section for on-shell Z production in hadron-hadron collisions, at different hadronic center-of-mass energies. The
results discussed in [68–70], including radiative corrections up to NNLO QCD-EW, are presented for the ease of
discussion in Table II. In order to perform a fair evaluation, for each collaboration two proton PDF sets, one analysed
in pure QCD and the other in presence of QCD and QED effects, are considered. The difference of the predictions in
the two models can be taken as an estimate of the role of the EW and QCD-EW corrections, including the photon-
induced contributions. Such effects are different for the three collaborations and show a moderate but different
evolution with respect to the collider energy. We have considered three pairs of PDF sets: NNPDF31 nnlo as 0118
and NNPDF31 nnlo as 0118 luxqed [12], MMHT2015 nnlo and MMHT2015qed nnlo [71], and CT18NNLO [72] and CT18qed
[64]. The column δQCD×EW gives the percentage difference between the total cross section computed in the two
models, one including only QCD effects in the partonic cross section and in the PDF evolution, the other instead
consistently including all the QCD and EW SM corrections. The differences emerging from this comparison appear
on top of the methodological differences in the QCD sector and are not due to different data sets, since the percentage
is computed separately for each collaboration, considering two fits of the same data set.

The EIC provides a very interesting opportunity to test and validate the proton model that includes a photon
density and obeys a DGLAP QCD+QED evolution. A precise determination of the photon density over an extended
range of partonic x and its interplay with quark-gluon degrees-of-freedom will be informed by the broad range of
observables available at the EIC. Ultimately, an upgraded fitting framework will be needed to exploit this potential:
a systematic collection of partonic matrix elements with NLO-EW effects as well as control over the scale dependence
of the resulting PDFs with combined N3LO (QCD) + NLO (QED) accuracy. The possibility to link in a coherent
way inelastic and elastic phenomena, with the two regimes of QED interaction, is an important topic, both from
the theoretical and experimental points of view. The description of the transition between the two regimes and the
overall global intensity of the electromagnetic interaction are important features of the proton structure.
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FIG. 12. Through its PDF sensitivity, the EIC can drive improvements in the uncertainties of LHC processes, including Higgs,
tt̄, and electroweak-boson production cross sections. In this case, we plot the improvements over CT18 NNLO to the 14 TeV
cross sections for tt̄ vs. Higgs production (left) and Z vs. W production (right), due to the optimistic electron (red ellipses)
and electron + positron apseudodata (blue ellipses).

Electroweak boson production and pT spectra at pp colliders. The production of electroweak bosons at the
LHC is a fertile ground for tests of the standard model. These tests substantially depend on precise control over
the standard model cross section, along the lines of the discussion above for Higgs production. As with extractions
of electroweak parameters like MW , the W,Z cross sections are themselves PDF limited; as a result, even the wide-
coverage reduced cross sections the EIC will measure using both neutral- and charged-current interaction can produce
significant improvements to the predicted cross section. We illustrate this effect based on a CT18 NNLO analysis in
the error ellipses of Fig. 12 (right).

Precise measurements of MW at the LHC heavily rely on Z-boson differential distributions, such as the transverse
momentum pZT spectrum (or the φ∗η) spectrum. An accurate theoretical prediction for pZT , together with a reliable
estimate of the associated perturbative and non-perturbative uncertainties, is thus mandatory for the precision physics
programme.

It is well-known that fixed-order predictions for pZT show a divergent behavior for pZT � mZ due to the presence of
large logarithmic terms of the Sudakov type (double logs). An all-order resummation of these divergent contributions
is thus required to high logarithmic accuracy in order to match the extremely high accuracy reached by experimental
collaborations at the LHC. Many mature formalisms have been developed by different communities and implemented in
numerical codes: arTeMiDe [73], NangaParbat [74] and ResBos2 [75] solving evolution equations for the TMD parton
distribution functions, DYRes/DYTurbo [76] and reSolve [77] implementing soft-gluon resummation in perturbative
QCD, CuTe-MCFM [78] and SCETlib [79] making use of Soft-Collinear Effective Theory, RadISH [80] and PB-TMD
[81] implementing coherent parton branching, or resummation in the direct kT space. One of the goals of the EW
Working Group at CERN is the benchmarking of all these different codes: to this extent, Drell-Yan pair production
is a perfect playground since for this process all previous frameworks prove to be equivalent and should thus provide
very similar results. The benchmarking exercise aims at comparing predictions and understanding their differences,
also trying to give a careful estimate of theoretical uncertainties. While a general agreement on central predictions
has been reached, establishing a one-to-one correspondence between theoretical uncertainties stemming from different
formalisms has proved to be non-trivial. In the very low pZT region (O 1 GeV), a potentially relevant source of
uncertainty is the intrinsic-kT of the incoming partons. Global fits of the non-perturbative structure of TMD PDFs
have been performed in recent years [74, 82] from Drell-Yan and SIDIS data, pointing to a non-trivial flavor and
x-dependence of these proton structure functions. This emerging field suffers at present from the limited availability
of Drell-Yan data with fine binning at very low pZT and the restricted kinematical region of the currently available
SIDIS data. With its very large kinematical coverage for SIDIS processes at unprecedented luminosity, the EIC will
surely play a relevant role in the 3D mapping of the proton, allowing us to enter a precision era for TMD PDFs.
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3.2. Collinear Structure of Hadrons and Nuclei

3.2.1. Unpolarized nucleon PDFs

Detailed quark-gluon structure of the proton. The EIC will pursue a dedicated program to constrain the
unpolarized quark-gluon PDFs of the proton down to x∼ 10−4, with strong sensitivity to standard-candle measure-
ments at the energy frontier like the inclusive Higgs cross section highlighted in Fig. 11 (left). By performing a wide
array of DIS measurements, the EIC will help relieve PDF limitations on various HEP observables by resolving a
number of issues in PDF phenomenology. These include significant sensitivity to high-x physics, including through
investigations of phenomena like higher-twist (HT) and target mass corrections (TMCs). It should be stressed
that high-x phenomenology is especially important for constraining signatures of BSM physics in the rapidity or
invariant-mass distributions commonly measured in Drell-Yan processes with large mass scales at the LHC. The EIC
will also have important capabilities with respect to dynamics at small-x. These include a program to investigate
saturation, recombination, and low-x resummation, potentially opening the door to more detailed studies of the
effects of BFKL and possible DGLAP violations, which have been challenging for theoretical calculations. Also,
as discussed in Sec. 3.1.2 above, electroweak accuracy at the EIC will connect to PDF improvements and higher
precision: as QCD accuracy increases, new effects must be considered. For example, at sufficient precision (∼1%)
QED effects enter, making necessary the consideration of dedicated photon PDFs and isospin-violating effects. In
terms of heavy flavor, heavy-quark masses introduce an additional scale in the DIS process which complicates the
calculations. Using the combined energy reach of both the EIC and LHC we can explore the full range of scales
from the low-energy decoupling region to the high-energy (massless) limit. Systematic treatments of heavy-quarks in
DIS at the EIC, including charged-current DIS [83] which is important for PDF flavor separation, will both benefit
from and be essential to next-generation PDFs at the EIC. We also note that EIC measurements involving heavy
flavor can be very consequential for constraints to nucleon PDFs, as explored in more detail in Sec. 5. In addition to
these PDF-related lines of investigation at the EIC, a primary future direction for this field will be the use of EIC
and other hadronic data to explore phenomenological intersections between collinear PDFs and multi-dimensional
distributions; this will eventually entail expanding collinear PDF global fits to include larger simultaneous analyses
of the TMDs and GPDs discussed in greater detail in Sec. 3.3 and 3.4 below. Leveraging the EIC to make progress
on these issues will require a multi-disciplinary effort drawing upon expertise from many subfields throughout the
physics community. However, the likely reward for a concerted attack on these problems will be a revolutionary
understanding of the fundamental dynamics of the QCD dynamics within hadronic structure.

FIG. 13. The EIC electron-scattering data have the potential to broadly improve the unpolarized PDFs of the proton.
Here we show the result of the EIC YR [5] analysis based on the optimistic systematic error performance scenario. Results
were determined by four main QCD analysis groups, such that the relative improvement in the PDF uncertainty has some
methodological dependence.

Proton PDF impact studies. The excellent potential of the EIC to improve our knowledge of the proton’s
unpolarized PDFs [84] has been examined in a series of impact studies, particularly those carried out in the context of
the recent EIC Yellow Report [5]. The most systematic examination of PDF impacts involved studies of inclusive DIS
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cross sections, which might be measured on both the proton and deuteron to afford greater flavor separation, as well
as through DIS interactions mediated by both neutral- and charged-current exchanges. Due to the copious statistics
expected when running at nominal EIC luminosities, a clear message was the fact that efforts to unravel unpolarized
PDFs will be limited by systematics, which were in turn explored and estimated in a series of detector performance
scenarios; these were designated “pessimistic” and “optimistic” scenarios, corresponding to comparatively conservative
and aggressive systematic error projections, respectively. It is worth noting that detector performances in these studies
were significantly informed by previous experience at HERA, such that further PDF impact studies associated with
ongoing detector concept development is to be expected over the coming years. We also note that the default operating
configuration of the EIC assumes access to a polarized electron beam, with positron scattering as a possible upgrade.
For this reason, the EIC YR studies also explored this possibility as an independent scenario. We refer the interested
reader to Sec. 7.1.1 of Ref. [5] for details related to the potential PDF implications of positron beams at the EIC;
we note that the additional flavor separation afforded by positron-initiated charged-current DIS complements the
sensitivity to certain BSM possibilities, such as charged-lepton flavor violating interactions as discussed in Sec. 2.4.

To explore the potential impact of inclusive DIS measurements at the EIC, impact studies for the EIC YR took a set
of pseudodata corresponding to a broad range of reduced cross sections involving neutral-current electron scattering
from the proton and deuteron as well as charged-current scattering from the proton. Several QCD analysis groups
— the CTEQ-JLab (CJ), CTEQ-TEA (CT), Jefferson Lab Angular Momentum (JAM), and NNPDF Collaborations
— fitted these pseudodata in their respective frameworks, resulting in the results displayed in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13,
for each PDF global analysis, we plot the relative improvement in the PDF uncertainty after including the inclusive
EIC pseudodata, showing a range of improvements, depending upon methodological and other aspects of each fitting
framework. Fig. 13 allows us to make a number of observations. First, the impact of the EIC pseudodata can occur in
various regions of x, depending upon the specific PDF flavor, as can be expected from the wide kinematical coverage
of the EIC, which extends from low to very high x. Impacts at high x can be especially significant for, e.g., the
uv PDF, for which PDF uncertainties could be reduced by up to a factor of five for x & 0.8. Significant impacts
are also possible at large x for the d/u PDF ratio (for which uncertainty reductions of as much as a factor of two
for 0.5 . x . 0.6) and for the strange-suppression factor, Rs (for which uncertainty reductions of ∼ 60% may be
achievable at x . 0.01). The relative uncertainty of the gluon PDF, is more modestly reduced at low-to-intermediate
x, but with important implications for the Higgs cross sections as shown in the left panel of Fig. 11. These features
rely in part on the unique ability of the EIC to perform precise CC DIS measurements at large x and large Q2:
their theoretical interpretation remains particularly clean, as any non-perturbative large-x contamination due, e.g.,
to higher-twist effects, is suppressed. This possibility distinguishes the EIC from HERA, which had a similar reach
at high Q2 but a more limited access at large-x, and from fixed-target experiments (including the recent JLab-12
upgrade [85]), which can access the high-x region only at small Q2.

We note that complementary proton PDF impact studies have been conducted in parallel with the EIC Yellow
Report analyses. For example, a dedicated NNPDF impact study [86] examined the relative uncertainty of the proton
PDFs in an variant of the NNPDF3.1 global analysis [87, 88] once EIC pseudodata are included in the fit both for the
optimistic and pessimistic scenarios. The FONLL general-mass variable-flavor-number scheme [89] as implemented
in APFEL [90] was used for the consistent generation of pseudo-data. A subset of flavors (or flavor combinations) was
found to be most affected by the EIC pseudodata: u, d/u, s, and g. The impact of the EIC pseudodata was not
found to depend on the scenario considered: the reduction of PDF uncertainties remains comparable irrespective of
whether optimistic or pessimistic pseudodata projections are included in the fits. Because the two scenarios only differ
in systematic uncertainties, we conclude that it may be sufficient to control these to the level of precision forecast in
the pessimistic scenario.

Similarly, in Fig. 14 we show a small selection of results of an impact study within the MSHT20 [91] framework. In
particular, ep inclusive NC and CC pseudodata have been generated for a range of collider energies, and accounting
for the expected x and Q2 binning (see [92] for further information). These are then included in addition to the
default MSHT20 global dataset, and a refit is performed. The pseudodata are produced using NLO QCD theory
and consistently MSHT20NLO PDFs, while the fit is performed at NNLO, in order to effectively inject some amount
of inconsistency between theory and (pseudo) data, as one might expect to occur in a real data/theory comparison,
although the final result will not be too sensitive to this. These results have been produced as part of the ATHENA
detector proposal, but are consistent with expectations for any EIC multi-purpose detector.

The PDFs of the valence u-quark, focused at high x, and the gluon across a range of x are shown to give a
representative picture of the impact of these pseudodata where it is greatest; other partons, for example the down
quark, are less affected as we would expect from DIS data. We can see that the expected impact on the up valence
at high x is significant, with a relative reduction of up to ∼ 50% in the highest x region. This demonstrates the clear
potential for the EIC to impact on the high x region, as described in more detail above. We can also see a moderate
but non–negligible impact on the gluon (shown at higher scale for clarity, in order to avoid any negativity at low x)
across a range of x, due to the constraints from scaling violations at higher–order gluon–initiated production in the
DIS process. Therefore, the potential for the EIC to constrain PDFs away from the high x region, at least at higher
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scales, is also clear.
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FIG. 14. Impact on the up valence (left) and gluon (right) PDF errors of ATHENA/EIC pseudodata, with the corresponding
factorization scale Q indicated.

3.2.2. Spin-Dependent nucleon PDFs

A precise determination of spin-dependent PDFs is essential for understanding the spin structure of the proton,
and the decomposition of the total spin into its quark and gluon helicity and orbital angular momentum components.
To this end, knowledge of the spin PDFs in the small-x region, and in particular, the polarized gluon PDF ∆g, is
vital for the reconstruction of the moments.

The impact of future EIC data on longitudinal double-spin asymmetries, ALL, on spin-dependent PDFs was explored
recently in Ref. [5]. One of the challenges in assessing the impact of the inclusive ALL measurements at the EIC
is that the predictions for rates are based on extrapolation from existing measurements that extend only down to
x ∼ 0.01. A study of the uncertainty on the helicity distributions associated with the extrapolation of ALL for the
EIC pseudodata is shown in Fig. 15. The analysis is performed within the JAM global QCD analysis framework
at NLO, including all existing data on ALL and inclusive jet production from polarized pp scattering at RHIC [93],
along with ALL from EIC proton pseudodata (simulated with L = 100 fb−1, 2.3% normalization uncertainty, and 2%
point-by-point uncorrelated systematic uncertainties).

To explore the impact of the extrapolation region, three sets of pseudodata were generated by shifting the unmea-
sured region at low x with ±1σ CL using existing helicity PDF uncertainties along with the central predictions. In
Fig. 15 the uncertainty bands for gp1 before and after the three scenarios (±1σ CL and central) at the EIC are shown,
along with the ratios δEIC/δ of uncertainties on the truncated moments of the quark singlet and gluon PDFs, ∆Σtrunc

and ∆Gtrunc, integrated between xmin = 10−4 and 1, with EIC data to the baseline JAM results with existing data.
The results indicate that if one assumes SU(3) symmetry for the axial vector charges, the uncertainty on ∆Gtrunc can
improve by 80%− 90%, depending on the behavior of the low-x extrapolation of gp1 , with an ≈ 80% reduction in the
uncertainty on ∆Σtrunc. The reduction is more modest, however, if one does not impose SU(3) symmetry, in which
case the gluon moment uncertainty decreases by ≈ 60%, but no clear reduction in the quark singlet uncertainty is
apparent from proton EIC data alone.

Overall, the ALL impact study suggests that the effect of new EIC data on spin-dependent PDFs does depend on
the theory choices, and additional channels may be needed. These include polarized parity-violating DIS for better
determination of the polarized quark singlet distribution, and open charm production for the polarized gluon PDF.

3.2.3. Nuclear PDFs

Although hadron colliders like the LHC primarily examine proton-proton events, in many cases there remains an
indirect dependence on nuclear-scattering information — entering, for instance, via PDFs constrained with nuclear
data. The treatment of nuclear DIS, however, involves various ambiguities associated with corrections due to the
nuclear environment. While the EIC will help dissect nuclear-medium effects on various tomographic distributions, it
will also measure hadronic structure with high precision in a way that avoids excessive dependence on nuclear targets
through combinations of EW currents and other dedicated processes.
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FIG. 15. (Left) Impact of projected ApLL data at EIC kinematics on gp1 , relative to the JAM global QCD analysis [94]
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of ApLL. (Right) Uncertainty on the quark singlet (∆Gtrunc) and gluon (∆Σtrunc) truncated moments from xmin = 10−4 to 1
with EIC data (δEIC) normalized to the baseline PDFs uncertainties (δ) [94], covering the “low”, “mid” and “high” scenarios,
for the case of no SU(3) symmetry (red lines) and with SU(3) symmetry (blue lines).

In a complementary direction, ultra-peripheral photonuclear collisions at hadron colliders [95] are also sensitive
to the internal structure of both the proton and of nuclei. Coherent photoproduction of vector mesons and other
final states is sensitive to the internal structure of the target; the Fourier transform of dσ/dt gives access to the
transverse density distribution — essentially the GPD for nuclei. In the Good-Walker paradigm, dσ/dt for incoherent
photoproduction is sensitive to event-by-event internal fluctuations of the target structure, notably including gluonic
hot spots [96]. These studies will also be pursued with increased precision at the EIC [97], where they will provide
synergies with corresponding DIS measurements.

Leveraging the full breadth of the O(1 ab−1) data set expected from the EIC will require a combination of theo-
retical, computational, and experimental advances. We identify and briefly describe several leading examples below,
concentrating on EIC implications for nuclear PDFs (nPDFs) and, ultimately, precision at the HL-LHC and future
νA programs.

Challenges for nPDFs. Below, we outline a representative sampling of contemporary issues associated with the
partonic structure of nuclei; for these, we expect an interplay of EIC and HL-LHC measurements to make important
progress. With copious high-precision data from the EIC, a number of exciting possibilities and challenges await studies
of nuclear PDFs. For years, the relationship between free-nucleon and nPDF global analyses has been developed in
the direction of greater reciprocity. As such, improved understanding of nuclear effects in nPDF analyses will influence
proton PDF phenomenology, benefiting precision at the HL-LHC. Nuclear data from the EIC invites further extensions
of these efforts, including investigations of whether the precision tools developed for proton PDFs might be applied to
nPDFs. This program might result in nPDF analyses of greater parametric flexibility with the aim of enhancing nPDF
precision to more closely resemble that of the proton PDFs. Augmented precision could also witness parametrizations
not just in A but also in Z, allowing studies to move away from the nuclear stability line; access to mirror nuclei
species could be instrumental to this activity.

Moreover, determining consistent nPDFs for few-baryon (i.e., light nuclear) systems in global analyses with fully
general A dependence can be challenging. In this light, the EIC program to more precisely determine the Z and A
dependence of nPDFs would complement data at RHIC on isobars and JLab measurements on 3He to move toward
more reliable extractions of the A dependence of nPDFs from small to large A. Exploring the nPDF parametrization
uncertainty through high-quality EIC data will be valuable to dissecting the underlying QCD physics in parallel with
lattice QCD calculation, hydrodynamic simulations, and (possibly) Machine Learning (ML) approaches. Similarly, in
this scenario, next-generation nPDF studies facilitated by the EIC could be the vehicle for obtaining greater control
over various questions in nuclear structure, including the quest to characterize the EMC effect across a wider range
of A and energy scales.

The EIC would also be well-positioned to resolve an issue of central importance to νA and nPDF phenomenology:
the question of whether there are systematic differences between charge- and neutral-current nuclear DIS processes.
This issue is particularly relevant to the interpretation of neutrino DIS data, which can be challenging to simulta-
neously describe in conjunction with charge-lepton scattering information as some data sets have suggested possible
tensions between these two processes. the implications of this interplay will be consequential to attempts to quantify
the DIS contributions to the total νA cross section at future neutrino facilities like DUNE/LBNF. The EIC can
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inform this subject by performing detailed comparisons of charged-current (W±) and neutral current (γ, Z) induced
processes. The appropriate setting to explore this would be nPDF global QCD analyses.
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FIG. 16. The relative uncertainty, based on one standard deviation, of the nuclear PDFs determined in the context of the EIC
Yellow-Report studies (see Ref. [5], Sec. 7.3.3), in this case for Au and at a low scale, Q2 =1.69 GeV2, near the boundary for
perturbative QCD evolution in typical nPDF global analyses. The projected impact shown here corresponds to the optimistic
scenario for systematic uncertainties and detector effects. The results shown here for Au were founds to be generally represen-
tative of other nuclei. We plot PDF flavors particularly affected by the EIC pseudodata: u, ū, s and g. Note the use of a log
scale on the x axis.

nPDF Impact studies. As with the proton PDFs discused in Sec. 3.2.1, a number of dedicated investigations
were carried out within the EIC Yellow Report to assess the potential implications of the EIC program for nPDFs.
In Fig. 16, we illustrate the result of a PDF impact study carried out in the context of the EIC Yellow Report (see
Sec. 7.3.3 of Ref. [5]). We note that the pseudodata on which these studies were based involved an assumed L=10 fb−1

of accumulated statistics on 197Au; these data were further generated at three selected scattering energies: 5 GeV
electrons on 41 GeV/A ions, as well as 10 GeV e− on 110 GeV ions and 18 GeV e− on 110 GeV ions. Systematic
uncertainties were again informed by detector studies and fast Monte Carlo runs. As a characteristic example, we plot
the impact of EIC inclusive nuclear pseudodata on the relative nPDF uncertainty for the Au nucleus. We observe a
reduction of nuclear PDF uncertainties, due to EIC pseudodata, that varies with the region of x considered as well
as the flavor of the PDF. The plotted uncertainties correspond to one standard deviation, and are computed as a
function of x at Q2=1.69 GeV2, close to the perturbative evolution boundary. Results are displayed for 197Au and for
a selection of PDF flavors to which the examined pseudodata demonstrate particular sensitivity: u, ū, s and g. The
more substantial uncertainty reductions are comparatively localized to the small-x region, where little or no data are
currently available, and in the large-x region, where nuclear PDFs benefit from the increased precision of the baseline
proton PDFs. In the case of the gluon PDF, the reduction of uncertainties is seen for the whole range in x. This is
a consequence of the extended data coverage in Q2, which allows one to constrain the gluon PDF even further via
perturbative evolution.

In addition to the EIC Yellow Report studies, other groups have carried out informative and complementary anal-
yses. For instance, the dedicated NNPDF impact study mentioned in the proton PDF discussion [86] also compared
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the relative uncertainty of the nuclear PDFs in the nNNPDF2.0 analysis [102, 103] used to generate pseudodata in
the pessimistic and in the optimistic scenarios EIC performance scenarios with the results of nNNPDF2.0+EIC fits.
Overall, the heavier the nucleus, the largest the reduction of PDF uncertainties. This is a consequence of the fact
that nuclear PDFs are customarily parametrized as continuous functions of the nucleon number A: nuclear PDFs for
4He, which differ from the proton PDF boundary by a small correction, are better constrained than nuclear PDFs
for 197Au because proton data are more abundant than data for nuclei. In this respect, the EIC will allow one to
perform a comparatively accurate scan of the kinematic space for each nucleus individually, and, as shown in Fig. 16,
to determine the PDFs of all ions with similar precision. As observed in the case of the proton PDFs, the fits obtained
upon inclusion of the EIC pseudodata do not significantly depend upon whether the optimistic or the pessimistic
scenario is considered, except at very small values of x. In this case, the optimistic scenario leads to a significantly
more marked reduction in the PDF uncertainties.

It is also worth noting in this context that the EIC measurements benefit from several important advantages as com-
pared to measurements from pPb collisions at the LHC used to constrain the small-x nPDFs, such as the D-meson and
dijet production data included in the nNNPDF3.0 [104] and EPPS21 [105] global fits. In particular, the much cleaner
environment of lepton-nuclei collisions facilitates disentangling cold nuclear matter contributions from other possible
nuclear effects taking place in pPb collisions. Furthermore, the availability of data for different A will pin down the
A-dependence of the small-x quark and gluon shadowing, which in current fits suffers from a sizable model dependence.

Implications for neutrino scattering. The reduction of nuclear PDF uncertainties due to EIC (pseudo)data
has important phenomenological implications for a variety of neutrino measurements, particularly, ultra-high energy
neutrino experiments such as GRAND [108], POEMMA [109], and PUEO [110], among others — see reviews [111, 112].
These experiments can also measure the neutrino-nucleus cross section at the O(20%) level at Eν ∼ 109 GeV [101, 113]
which would provide an independent cross-check of PDFs at these energies. Corresponding theory predictions for the
ultra-high energy cross section are shown in Fig. 17, including an associated nucleon PDF uncertainty based on
Ref. [98]. In addition, it was shown in [106] that the dominant source of uncertainty in the theoretical predictions for
the cross section of neutrino-matter interactions is represented by nuclear effects. In Fig. 18, we show the CC (left)
and NC (right) neutrino-nucleus inclusive DIS cross sections, with their one-sigma PDF uncertainties, as a function
of the neutrino energy, Eν . Moreover, in Fig. 19, we show the transmission coefficient, T , for muon neutrinos, defined
as the ratio between the incoming neutrino flux Φ0 and the flux arriving at the detector volume, Φ (see Eq. (3.1), and
the ensuing discussion in Ref. [106] for details); T is displayed for two values of the nadir angle, θ, as a function of Eν .
In both cases, we compare predictions obtained with the calculation presented in Refs. [106, 114] and implemented in
hedis [115]. For a proton target the prediction is made with the proton PDF set determined in Ref. [107], a variant
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with the nNNPDF2.0 and nNNPDF2.0+EIC nuclear PDFs. They are all normalized to the central value of the proton results.
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FIG. 19. The transmission coefficient T for muonic neutrinos as a function of the neutrino energy Eν and for two values of the
nadir angle θ. Predictions correspond to the computation of [106] with the proton PDF of [107], and with the nNNPDF2.0 and
nNNPDF2.0+EIC nuclear PDFs. They are all normalized to the central value of the proton results. See text for details.

of the NNDPF3.1 PDF set in which small-x resummation effects [116] and additional constraints from D-meson
production measurements in proton-proton collisions at 5,7 and 13 TeV [117–119] have been included. This prediction
is labeled HEDIS-BGR in Figs. 18-19. For a nuclear target (A = 31 is adopted as in Ref. [106]), the prediction is
made alternatively with the nNNDPF2.0 and the nNNPDF2.0+EIC (optimistic) PDFs. The corresponding predictions
are labeled HEDIS-nBGR [nNNPDF2.0] and HEDIS-nBGR [nNNPDF2.0 (EIC)] in Figs. 18-19. Predictions are all
normalized to the central value of the proton result. In comparison to nNNPDF2.0, the effect of the EIC pseudodata is
seen to reduce the uncertainty of the prediction for a nuclear target by roughly a factor of two for Eν & 106 GeV. The
reduced uncertainty no longer encompasses the difference between predictions obtained on a proton or on a nuclear
target, except in the case of an attenuation rate computed with a large nadir angle.
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of utmost impact on determination of Collins-Soper kernel. The sensitivity is calculated assuming 1% uncertainty of data.
Right: the impact of EIC data onto the determination of the Collins-Soper kernel.

3.3. Transverse momentum dependent distributions

3.3.1. TMD PDFs

TMDs for precision electroweak physics. The W -boson mass, MW , is an important testbed for the SM in the
EW sector, being potentially sensitive to oblique, propagator-level corrections due to insertions of hypothetical BSM
degrees-of-freedom. Like the Higgs cross section, determinations of MW are limited by nucleon structure uncertainties
that the EIC stands to improve. Currently, the best determinations of MW come from global EW fits (with δ[MW ]
= 8 MeV). Precise extractions have also been obtained by fitting the transverse mass and transverse-momentum
distributions of the decaying leptons in proton-proton collisions at ATLAS and in proton-antiproton collisions at D0
and CDF. The result of the fit has a total error δ[MW ] = 19 MeV, for which PDF uncertainties are a limitation (see
also [120] for a discussion about the ultimate precision achievable). In the latter approach, an additional nonpertur-
bative effect from the flavor dependence of the intrinsic transverse momenta of the partons entering the collision has a
statistically significant impact on the extracted values of the W± masses [121, 122], inducing shifts in MW comparable
to those associated with PDF variations. By improving knowledge of TMD PDFs as well as TMD fragmentation
functions and hadronization processes through precise measurements of unintegrated SIDIS multiplicities, the EIC
will enhance the accuracy of MW extracted from hadron collider data and EW/BSM phenomenology generally [123].

Nonperturbative evolution. The nonperturbative evolution kernel is the central feature of TMD distributions. It
reflects the sensitivity of temperate transverse motion of partons to the confining forces that bind the nucleon together.
[124]. This information is accumulated in the Collins-Soper kernel, extracted from scattering data alongside TMD
distributions. Importantly, the effects of nonperturbative evolution are universal and impact all TMD observables.
Currently, its uncertainty is one of the main sources of uncertainties in unpolarized and polarized TMDs [125, 126].

The precise extraction of the Collins-Soper kernel requires a broad coverage in the hard scale Q, which helps
to decorrelate effects of nonperturbative evolution from the nonperturbative transverse momentum. The effects of
confining forces are not negligible at high energies contrary to naive expectation [127]. It is due to the hierarchy
of scales within the multi-differential cross section. So, on the one hand, the large Q guarantees the validity of
factorization theorems; on the other hand, the small qT provides sensitivity to nonperturbative physics. Therefore,
future EIC and HL-LHC will be an ideal laboratory to study the Collins-Soper kernel and related properties of the
QCD vacuum. Herewith, the EIC and HL-LHC will contribute complementary to the determination of Collins-Soper
kernel see figure 20. The HL-LHC will provide very precise data with an enormous coverage in Q, with relatively wide
bins in qT . The EIC will measure a small qT preciser in a smaller range of Q. Together these sources of information
will pin down the values of the Collins-Soper kernel.

Phenomenological studies of TMDs. With the advent of the EIC, systematic studies of observables sensitive to
quark-gluon dynamics and hadronization like J/ψ production will become feasible, offering unique opportunities to
deepen knowledge, including of the gluon TMDs — particularly at low x. Given the need for flexible models suited
for phenomenology, common frameworks for all T-even and T-odd gluon TMDs at twist-2 must be produced as in
Ref. [128], which calculated a spectator model for the parent nucleon, encoding effective small-x effects through BFKL
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TABLE III. Gluon TMD PDFs at twist-2. U , L, T describe unpolarized, longitudinally polarized and transversely polarized
nucleons, respectively. U , ‘circular’, ‘linear’ stand for unpolarized, circularly polarized and linearly polarized gluons. Functions
in blue are T-even. Functions in black are T-even and survive integration over the transverse momentum. Functions in red are
T-odd.

resummation. Reliable models are important inputs for the generation of pseudodata allowing the identification of
key processes at the EIC sensitive to the details of gluon dynamics. Additionally, TMD fits based on Drell-Yan
data are now available at N3LL accuracy [74, 129], and the flavor dependence of the intrinsic-kT has been recently
included in numerical codes widely used at LHC experiments [76]. Ensuring that TMD improvements from the EIC
complement analogous measurements at hadron colliders will depend upon the continued development of this work.
Similar arguments apply to modeling and simulation of the nucleon GPDs, providing novel insights into the spatial
distribution of quark-gluon degrees-of-freedom.

The complete set of twist-2 gluon TMDs, accounting for the polarization both of the parent nucleon and of the
extracted gluon, was determined for the first time in Ref. [130]. Tab. III shows the eight twist-2 gluon TMDs for
a spin-1/2 target, using the nomenclature as in Ref. [131], which fairly corresponds to quark-TMD one (see also
Ref. [132]). The definition of gluon TMDs for a spin-1 target was given in Ref. [133], this leading to the emergence
of 11 new distributions. The two functions on the diagonal in Tab. III are the density of unpolarized gluons inside
an unpolarized nucleon, fg1 , and of circularly polarized gluons inside a longitudinally polarized nuclon, gg1 . They
respectively correspond to the well-known unpolarized and helicity gluon PDFs, in the collinear limit.

As for quarks TMDs, gluon TMDs embody terms coming from the resummation of transverse-momentum loga-
rithms in perturbative calculations. They represent the “perturbative contribution” to TMDs. Much is know about
them [134–136], but very little is known about the intrinsic nonperturbative components.

The h⊥g1 is the density of linearly-polarized gluons inside an unpolarized nucleon, and plays a key role in generating
spin effects in collisions of unpolarized hadrons [137–142]. They are commonly known as Boer–Mulders effects. Only
one part of these contributions are perturbatively generated via the aforementioned resummation. The remaining part
is due to the intrinsic motion of gluons inside the hadron, which has a nonperturbative nature and cannot be caught

by the resummation, and its weight must be assessed through fits on global data. The f⊥g1T is the so-called gluon Sivers
TMD and carries information on the density of unpolarized gluons in a transversely-polarized nucleon. It plays a very
important role in the description of transverse-spin asymmetries. In the forward limit the gluon Sivers is connected
to the QCD Odderon and can be accessed even in unpolarized collisions of leptons and nucleons [143]. The precise
definition of gluon TMDs accounts also for their dependence on (at least) two different gauge-link structures. This
brings to the distinction between f -type and d-type gluon TMDs, also known in the context of small-x investigations
as Weiszäcker-Williams (WW) and dipole (DP) TMDs [144–146]. In practice, for a given gauge link one has the full
set of functions shown in Tab. III.

The WW TMDs contain either [+,+] or [−,−] gauge links, whereas the dipole TMDs contain either [+,−] or [−,+]
gauge links. Here + and − stands for the direction for future- and past-pointing Wilson lines which correspond to
final- and initial-state interactions, respectively. The WW structure is probed via processes where the gluon interacts
with a color-singlet initial particle (for example, a deep-inelastically scattered photon) and produces two colored
objects (for example, a di-jet system). In reactions featuring the interaction between two initial-state gluons (color-
octet configuration) and production of a colorless particle (as a Higgs boson), the emerging gauge link is the [−,−]
one. TMD factorization is expected to hold in all these reactions, and the relations below follow from time-reversal
invariance (T-symmetry):

f
g [+,+]
1 = f

g [−,−]
1 (T-even) ,

f
g⊥[+,+]
1T = −fg⊥[−,−]

1T (T-odd) . (3.3)

DP TMDs emerge when a gluon interacts with a colored initial object and produces a colored final particle (as the
hadroproduction of a photon-jet system). Here, TMD factorization has not been proven and may be affected by effects
of color entanglement [147]. More complicated gauge links are involved in reactions where multiple color states are
present both in the initial and final state [148]. Here, the TMD factorization can be even more questionable [149].
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FIG. 21. Examples of model calculations of four leading-twist gluon TMDs as functions of p2
T , at x = 10−3 and for the initial

scale Q0 = 1.64 GeV. Figures adapted from Refs. [128, 150–152].

At high transverse momentum and at small-x, namely, in the domain of the high-energy factorization, the unpolar-

ized and linearly-polarized gluon distributions, fg1 and h⊥g1 , are connected [146, 153, 154] to the BFKL unintegrated
gluon distribution (UGD) [155–158] (see Refs. [159–171] for recent applications). A study on the inclusion of gluon-
TMD inputs within high-energy factorization was recently done in the context of the exclusive electroproduction of
polarized ρ mesons at the EIC [172–174]. From the experimental point of view the sector of gluon TMDs as a largely
unexplored field. First attempts to get a phenomenological description of the unpolarized gluon TMD and the Sivers
one were done in Refs. [175–177] and [178–181], respectively. Since our present knowledge of gluon TMDs is very
limited, exploratory studies by means of phenomenological models are needed. Significant progresses in this respect
were obtained by making use of the so-called spectator-model framework [130, 131, 182–190]. Within this model it
is possible to calculate all the leading-twist gluon TMD functions in Tab. III. Small-x improved T-even gluon distri-
butions at twist-2 were recently calculated in Refs. [128] (see also Refs. [171, 191, 192]). Preliminary results for the
T-odd counterparts were presented in Refs. [150–152].

Results obtained in Ref. [128] for the two T-even functions, the unpolarized gluon TMD, xfg1 , and the linearly

polarized gluon TMD, xh⊥g1 , are shown in upper panels of Fig. 21 as functions of the gluon transverse momentum
squared, p2

T , at x = 10−3 and for the initial energy scale Q0 = 1.64 GeV (namely without the applying the standard

TMD evolution). Preliminary results [150–152] for two T-odd WW functions, the Sivers TMD, x |pT |/M f
g[+,+]
1T , and

the linearity, x |pT |/M h
g[+,+]
1 , are shown in lower panels of Fig. 21 for the same kinematic configuration. Our plots

show a set of 100 replicas, which are statistically equivalent and reproduce the xfg1 and xgg1 collinear PDFs. Each line
in the plot refers to a single replica, and the black solid line corresponds to the most representative replica (n. 11).
Although all the given replicas reproduce collinear PDFs well, they predict different results for TMDs. Furthermore,
each TMD presents a peculiar pattern both in p2

T and x. Our TMDs exhibit non-Gaussian p2
T -behaviors, three of

them going to small but non-vanishing values in the p2
T → 0 limit. The linearly-polarized gluon TMD is large at
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small p2
T and fall off very fast fast. The ratio fg1 /h

⊥g
1 behaves as a constant in the asymptotic limit x → 0. This

is in line with the BFKL evolution of the low-x UGD, which predicts an “equal number” of unpolarized and the
linearly-polarized gluons up to effects beyond the leading-twist accuracy. This represents a contact point between the
TMD and the high-energy dynamics that could be unveiled via analyses on reactions featuring a natural stability of
the high-energy resummation [193–222]. Future data on gluon TMDs are expected to exclude many replicas and to
constrain parameters which are not yet well constrained by studies on collinear PDFs.

Studies at the EIC will represent a key ingredient to shed light of the gluon dynamics inside nucleons and nuclei via
a 3D tomographic imaging. The information coming from EIC will be complemented by the one collected in hadronic
collisions at large x from NICA-SPD [223, 224] and at high energies from the HL-LHC [225] and the Forward Physics
Facility (FPF) [52].

Nulceon tensor-charge studies. The tensor charge gT is a fundamental charge of the nucleon and sits at the
intersection of three keys area of nuclear physics: TMD phenomenology (see, e.g., [226–233]), searches for beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) physics (see, e.g., [234–237]), and ab initio approaches like lattice QCD or Dyson-Schwinger
Equations (see, e.g., [238–242]). The recent lattice calculations at the physical point [238, 241] have provided the most
precise determinations of gT as well as the individual flavor (up and down) tensor charges δu, δd. Phenomenological
approaches rely on extractions of the transversity PDF h1(x), from which gT can then be calculated as

gT = δu− δd where δu =

∫ 1

0

dx (hu1 (x)− hū1 (x)) , δd =

∫ 1

0

dx (hd1(x)− hd̄1(x)) . (3.4)

Analyses of this type have suffered from large uncertainties due to unmeasured regions at large and small x, which
nonetheless enter the integrals in Eq. (3.4). Future data from the EIC will greatly improve the phenomenological
situation. In a recent work [243], an impact study was performed using EIC pseudodata for the Collins asymmetry

A
sin(φh+φS)
UT in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) for both proton and 3He beams at various center-of-

mass energies. Including this pseudodata in the QCD global analysis of single transverse-spin asymmetries (SSAs)
conducted in Ref. [233] (JAM20) allowed for an assessment of the reduction in the uncertainties for both the up and
down transversity PDFs and the tensor charges δu, δd, and gT . The results are shown in Fig. 22.

The EIC clearly will significantly reduce the uncertainties of these quantities. We find all relative errors are now
. 5%: δu = 0.709(15), δd = −0.109(5), gT = 0.818(16). One can see the increase in precision of the extracted up
quark transversity function and δu due to the proton EIC data and further dramatic reduction of errors, in particular
for δd and gT , in a combined analysis of proton and 3He EIC data. The polarized 3He data is of particular importance
for the down quark transversity and δd tensor charge as well as decorrelating δu from δd. We also mention that,
because the transversity TMD couples to the Collins fragmentation function (FF), there is a significant reduction in
the error for the Collins FF, which will allow for an important test of universality with results from e+e− annihilation.
With EIC data, uncertainties for phenomenological extractions of the tensor charges will become as precise as current
lattice calculations — see the bottom of Fig. 22. This expectation is confirmed also by simulations of the extraction
of transversity as a collinear PDF through the inclusive di-hadron production channel [5]. Thus, the EIC will provide
a unique opportunity to rigorously explore the compatibility of lattice QCD and phenomenology/experiment. Any
possible differences may become indications of BSM physics since they are not included in lattice QCD simulations [234,
236].

3.3.2. TMD Fragmentation

To capitalize on a new era of experiments like the EIC and HL-LHC, sound predictions for all parton distributions
are necessary. TMD studies bring an additional complication: namely, TMD extraction from data requires knowledge
of fragmentation functions (FFs), for which realistic calculations are limited. The future of momentum imaging
depends critically on progress with the calculation of FFs; hence, this will be an effort focus. Links will be forged
between experiment, phenomenology and lattice. The TMD FFs are one of the key tools necessary for investigating
the mechanism of hadronization in a 3D-picture. Historically, they have been accessed through Semi-Inclusive DIS
(SIDIS) and e+e− annihilation in two almost back-to-back hadrons. However, phenomenological extractions based
on such processes are complicated by the fact that, in the cross section, the TMD FF does not appears on its own,
but it is always convoluted to another TMD (two TMD FFs in e+e− annihilations, one TMD PDF and one TMD FF
in SIDIS). Disentangling these functions is usually a rather difficult task. This problem can be bypassed provided we
can extend the TMD factorization scheme to cross sections that involve only one TMD FF. In this sense, the cleanest
process that allows to access one TMD FF is the single hadron production in e+e− annihilations, e+e− → hX, which
involves a single TMD FF associated to the final detected hadron. A factorization theorem was recently derived in
Ref. [244] for e+e− → HX, where the transverse momentum PT of the detected hadron is measured with respect to
the thrust axis. Under certain approximations, this cross section can be written as a convolution of a TMD FF with a
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FIG. 22. Top: Plot of the transversity function for up and down quarks as well as the favored and unfavored Collins function
first moment from the JAM20 global analysis [233] (light red band with the dashed red line for the central value) as well as
a re-fit that includes EIC Collins effect pion production pseudo-data for a proton beam only (cyan band with the dot-dashed
cyan line for the central value) and for both proton and 3He beams together (blue band with the solid blue line for the central
value). Bottom: Individual flavor tensor charges δu, δd as well as the isovector charge gT for the same scenarios. Also shown
are the results from two recent lattice QCD calculations [238, 241] (purple). All results are at Q2 = 4 GeV2 with error bands
at 1-σ CL.

coefficient that is totally predicted by perturbative QCD and can be interpreted as a partonic cross section [245, 246].
For spinless hadron with fractional energy zh and for a 2-jet like topology of the final state, i.e., T ∼ 1, we have:

dσ

dzh dT dP 2
T

= π
∑
j

∫ 1

zh

dz

z

dσ̂j
dzh/z dT

D1, h/j(z, PT )

[
1 +O

(
P 2
T

Q2

)] [
1 +O

(
M2
H

Q2

)]
, (3.5)

were D1, h/j is the unpolarized fragmentation function of the parton j into hadron h. Since this process is more

inclusive than SIDIS and e+e− annihilation in two hadrons, the role of the soft gluons is different and the usual
definition of TMDs [247–249], where a square root of the soft factor describing the soft radiation is absorbed in
the TMD definition itself, cannot be used. In this case, the contribution of the soft radiation is implicitly written
inside the partonic cross section, being totally predicted by perturbative QCD. Therefore, the TMD FF appearing
in Eq. (3.5) is simply the operator obtained from the factorization procedure, without any further contamination
from the interplay with the soft factor; therefore it describes only genuinely collinear particles. This definition is
referred to as the “factorization definition”, in contrast to the “square root definition” used in the past. An exact
relation relating the two definitions restores the possibility to perform global phenomenological analyses, including
single-hadron production. It is interesting to point out that the differences between these two definition of TMDs arise
only in their non-perturbative behavior, namely they differ by the square root of a function, called the soft model MS ,

i.e. schematically D̃sqrt = D̃×√MS (in the Fourier conjugate space of the transverse momentum of the fragmenting
parton). The soft model is a new, purely non-perturbative object that needs to be extracted from experimental data.
The advantage of this formulation is that, by neatly disentangling the soft non-perturbative part of the TMD at the
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root of the cross section, it is possible to define a phenomenology work plan that involves a much larger number of
different processes by dealing with one single unknown at a time:

1. Extract the TMD FF Dh/j , defined through the factorization definition, from e+e− → hX (see Eq. (3.5)).

2. Apply the Dh/j TMD as extracted above to e+e− → h1 h2 processes in order to extract MS which, at this stage,
is the only unknown in this cross section:

dσ

dzAdzBdqT
=
∑
j

He+e−→hAhB

j j̄

∫
d2~bT
(2π)2

e−i
~bT ·~kT D̃hA/j(bT )D̃hB/j̄(bT )MS(bT ) (3.6)

3. Exploit SIDIS processes to extract the TMD PDF fj/hA
, in the factorization definition. This is now the only

remaining unknown in the SIDIS cross section:

dσ

dzAdzBdqT
=
∑
j

Hsidis
j j

∫
d2~bT
(2π)2

e−i
~bT ·~kT F̃j/hA

(bT )D̃hB/j(bT )MS(bT ) (3.7)

At this stage, all necessary building blocks are available to construct and predict the cross sections involving up
to two TMDs.

Within this framework, the future EIC, which will explore a very broad kinematical region, will provide solid ground
for such phenomenological analyses.

In addition, it is important to emphasize that studies of fragmentation will be crucial for understanding the complete
mechanism that includes interplay of the TMD and collinear factorization regions. By matching these regions, one
will be able to reveal a consistent picture of factorization that includes both collinear and TMD FFs. In this respect,
the future data from the EIC and the HL-LHC will play a crucial role.

3.4. Generalized Parton Distributions

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) provides the commonly accepted description of hadrons. In this fundamental
theory, quarks and gluons appear as the basic building blocks of hadron structure. The attributes of partons are
therefore the essential degrees of freedom from which the macroscopic properties of hadrons — like charge and spin
— emerge. The question naturally arises of how partons are distributed in hadrons: what are their longitudinal and
transverse momenta, position in 3D space; finally, what are the resulting characteristics of the strongly-interacting
matter they build, like, e.g., the pressure and shear force at a given point. Despite very active progress towards the
understanding of hadronic structure, in particular, that of the proton, finding answers to these questions still remains
among the main challenges faced by studies of QCD and particle physics.

QCD factorisation theorems provide us with tools to answer all of the above-mentioned questions. In particular,
generalised parton distributions (GPDs) offer a rigorous theoretical framework that can be used to study the 3D
structure of nucleons [250–252]. These objects describe the partonic structure of hadrons and, to some extent, may be
considered a unifying basis subsuming the collinear PDFs and elastic form factors. This non-trivial connection is used
to obtain tomographic pictures of the nucleon, where the spatial distributions of partons carrying a fraction of the
nucleon’s momentum are projected onto the plane perpendicular to the direction of the nucleon’s motion [253]. These
pictures reveal the true nature of the nucleon, as GPDs allow us to depict hadrons as extended objects composed
of quarks and gluons. Another exciting feature of GPDs is their relation to the QCD energy-momentum tensor,
providing its only experimental connection practicable today. This unique relation allows us to evaluate the total
angular momentum carried by gluons or quarks of a given flavor [251], which is essential to solve the long-standing
problem of the nucleon spin decomposition. The relation between GPDs and energy-momentum tensor can be also
used to access information on “mechanical” properties of partonic systems, like the distribution of pressure inside the
nucleon [254–260]. This may help understand the properties of partonic media. A comprehensive review of the GPD
formalism and the notations used in the present document can be found in Ref. [261].

GPDs are studied via exclusive processes, where the properties of all particles in both initial and final states are
reconstructed. A distinctive feature of processes used to study GPDs is the requirement that the probed hadron not
break in the interaction, allowing one to study its transition from one state to another at a partonic level. Nowadays,
measurements of exclusive reactions are among the main goals of a new generation of experiments. This includes
JLab and the LHC (including the possible LHeC [262]) as well as the EIC.
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3.4.1. Phenomenological extraction of GPDs from DVCS

Nowadays, the main source of information on GPDs comes from deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS). This
process is relatively simple in its interpretation, as the only non-perturbative object entering its amplitudes, which
are referred to as Compton form factor (CFFs), are GPDs. DVCS has been extensively studied during the last two
decades and we refer to Ref. [263] for putting these developments into a phenomenological context. In view of the
perspective open by future colliders and the lattice QCD progress, we focus here on GPD or CFF extractions from
DVCS measurements. So far most of the phenomenological effort in the GPD community has followed three directions:

1. Consider data sets as samples of DVCS observables over many kinematic bins. Perform independent fits on
kinematic bins (as many fits as kinematic bins).

2. Build GPD or CFF models and compare them to existing data, possibly adjusting some of their parameters to
obtain better agreement between model expectations and measurements.

3. Build GPD or CFF parameterizations and adjust all their parameters to existing data.

Approach 1 is commonly referred to as local fits. It was first presented in Ref. [264] and was used in numerous
subsequent studies [265–269]. The advantage of this method is that it is quite easy to implement and has a low-model
dependence. Unfortunately, it provides information only on the kinematic bins where data are available, i.e. it does
not have any predictive power. Interpretation of results obtained in local fits is also difficult, as mixing information
coming from independent kinematic bins introduces unknown systematic uncertainty. In addition, local fits do not
allow to incorporate theoretical constraints on GPDs, suggesting for instance the continuity of CFFs. Consequently
more sophisticated extractions of CFFs recently combined local fits with kinematic corrections [270, 271], Rosenbluth
separation [272] or even parametric global fits [273–277].

Approach 2 corresponds to, e.g., the GK model [278–280], the VGG model [281–284], or the reggeized diquark
model [189, 285–287]. Even if these models provide GPDs defined over the whole (xB , t, Q

2) kinematic domain, they
usually do not provide a good agreement to the existing DVCS data. The lack of flexibility of these models if often
signaled by a χ2/ndf � 1. However, these physically-motivated parameterizations are valuable to making forecasting
studies or to designing future experiments, since they can be used in event generation to obtain sensible mock data.
An on-going theoretical effort now provides wide families of GPD models which consistently address polynomiality
and positivity properties. This allows robust predictions of new processes in as yet unexplored kinematic domains,
like, e.g., DVCS off a pion target at the EIC [288, 289].

Approach 3, commonly referred to as global fits, has been achieved by the KM and PARTONS groups [269, 290–
292], however only for CFFs. As a representation of typical results, the tomography of the nucleon for up quarks,
obtained with a specific choice of CFF parameterization and constrained in a global fit to world data, is shown in
Fig. 23. The issue of the potential parameterization bias was addressed by both groups utilising artificial neural-
network techniques [293, 294]. These parameterizations are flexible enough to reproduce the existing DVCS data with
χ2/ndf ' 1. As for today, there are no global fits of GPDs including gluons, sea and valence quarks. Only the KM
model performed fits of gluon and sea quark GPDs in the small-xB region. The extension to the case of GPDs of the
artificial neural-network techniques involved in CFF fitting was recently considered [295] and it is hoped that neural
network-based GPD fits will be obtained in the next few years.
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FIG. 23. Transverse position of up quarks in an unpolarized proton as a function of the longitudinal momentum fraction x
[292].
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3.4.2. Hard exclusive processes and multi-channel analysis

Multi-channel analyses are necessary because they constitute universality checks of GPDs, provide different handles
on the partonic content of the nucleon, and may avoid the aforementioned uniqueness issue of the DVCS deconvolution
problem [296]. Most of the existing data come either from DVCS or DVMP. Since these two (families of) processes
have different coefficient functions, a study at the GPD-level is mandatory. On the contrary, TCS occupies a special
place in multi-channel analyses. Its intimate relation to DVCS makes possible a joint study of DVCS and TCS at the
CFF-level, see e.g., Ref. [297]. The first TCS measurements were made by CLAS [298].

However, most of the multi-channel studies made so far for DVCS, DVMP, or TCS and in various kinematic domains
were produced using models of approach 2 above. There are fewer studies with the flexible fit parameterizations of
approach 3 (KM and PARTONS). The feasibility of a simultaneous global GPD fit to collider measurements (H1 and
ZEUS) to DVMP (ρ0 and φ mesons) and DVCS was shown in Ref. [299]. Nevertheless the fit, performed at LO,
achieved a χ2/ndf ' 2 and an extension of this study to NLO was advocated. The theoretical description of DVMP
at NLO was introduced in Ref. [300] and applied in a pioneering unpublished study [301] for DIS, DVCS, and ρ0 and
φ electroproduction, but still for H1 and ZEUS data.

In that respect, the future EIC represents a challenge for modern GPD phenomenology. Indeed, a large amount
of precise data is expected, for DVCS, TCS, and DVMP over a wide kinematic range. Such a situation remains
uncharted for GPD physics, and phenomenological software such as partons [302] and gepard [303] will need to be
upgraded to fully exploit the vast amount of forthcoming data. But the situation also carries the promise of potential
breakthroughs in exclusive physics. It is expected to offer a unique opportunity to shed light on the properties of the
nucleon, from its 3D structure up to its mechanical properties through the connection with the energy-momentum
tensor.

3.4.3. Energy-momentum tensor form factors

For a spin-1/2 hadron, the matrix elements of a general asymmetric energy-momentum tensor (EMT) can be
parametrized in terms of five form factors [304, 305]

〈p′, s ′|Tµνa (0)|p, s〉 = ū(p′, s ′)

[
Aa(t)

PµP ν

MN
+ Ja(t)

i(Pµσνρ + P νσµρ)∆ρ

2MN
+Da(t)

∆µ∆ν − gµν∆2

4MN

− Sa(t)
i(Pµσνρ − P νσµρ)∆ρ

2MN
+ C̄a(t)MN g

µν

]
u(p, s), (3.8)

where p and p′ denote the incoming and outgoing momenta, while s and s′ denote the incoming and outgoing
polarizations, respectively. Despite the EMT form factors for each parton type a = q, g being renormalisation scale
dependent, the total EMT form factors are renormalisation scale independent. Furthermore, the conservation of the
EMT, i.e. ∂µT

µν = 0, implies that C̄ ≡ ∑a C̄a = 0. EMT form factors encode essential information about the
fundamental properties of the nucleon. When there is no invariant momentum transfer to the system, i.e. at t = 0,
it follows from the Poincaré symmetry that A(0) = 1 and J(0) = 1/2 [251, 306, 307]. The constraints on A and J
reflect the fact that the total momentum and angular momentum of the hadron are carried by their constituents,
respectively. On the other hand, D(0), also known as the D-term [308], is unconstrained and must be determined
through experiments. There have already been several phenomenological efforts on the extraction of the D-term
[276, 309, 310], and the subject is gaining growing interest because it provides an insight into the pressure and shear
forces inside the proton [254–260]. The form factor Sq(t), on the other hand, is associated with the anti-symmetric
part of the EMT and its quark part is related to the axial form factor GA(t) by Sq(t) = −GA(t) [304, 311].

Accessing to the EMT form factors is in principle possible through exclusive processes. For a=q (see the analogous
expression for gluons in [261]), the second Mellin moments of GPDs Ha(x, ξ, t) and Ea(x, ξ, t) are related to the three
EMT form factors Aa(t), Ja(t), and Da(t) as follows [251, 312]∫ 1

−1

dx x Ha(x, ξ, t) = Aa(t) + ξ2 Da(t) (3.9)∫ 1

−1

dx x Ea(x, ξ, t) = 2Ja(t)−Aa(t)− ξ2 Da(t) (3.10)

or, ∫ 1

−1

dx x
(
Ha(x, ξ, t) + Ea(x, ξ, t)

)
= 2Ja(t) . (3.11)
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Eq. (3.11) is known as the Ji sum rule and, in the limit of t→ 0, it allows one to determine the individual contributions
of each parton type to the total longitudinal angular momentum of the nucleon directly from the GPDs H and E.
For the transverse angular momentum, the combination of H and E will usually depend on the frame [313–315].
Therefore, the future EIC data will not only enable us to narrow down uncertainties in GPDs but also, subsequently,
enhance our ability to access fundamental properties of the nucleon at much higher precision.

3.4.4. Connections to lattice QCD

Recent progress in lattice QCD has led to many exciting possibilities, including the direct lattice calculation of
collinear PDFs (unpolarized as well as the helicity and transversity distributions) and extension to GPDs [320–322].
Synergies with QCD global analyses in the EIC era will require further theoretical refinements. Opportunities include
studies of the gluonic structure of the proton and of light nuclei, in which a synthesis of EIC measurements and lattice
calculations may enlighten a range of issues including the double helicity flip gluon structure functions of light nuclei
and the gluon PDFs, GPDs (including the D-term, pressure and shear), and TMDs of the proton and light nuclei.

For a long time, lattice-QCD has been limited to calculate the Mellin moments of the GPDs using local matrix
elements through the operator product expansion (OPE):∫ +1

−1

dxxn−1H(x, ξ,−Q2) =

n−1∑
i=0, even

(−2ξ)iAni(Q
2) + (−2ξ)n Cn0(Q2)|n even, (3.12a)

∫ +1

−1

dxxn−1E(x, ξ,−Q2) =

n−1∑
i=0, even

(−2ξ)iBni(Q
2)− (−2ξ)n Cn0(Q2)|n even , (3.12b)

where the generalized form factors (GFFs) Ani(Q
2), Bni(Q

2) and Cni(Q
2) in the ξ-expansion on the right-hand

side are real functions. When n = 1, we get the Dirac and Pauli electromagnetic form factors F1(Q2) = A10(Q2)
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FIG. 25. The two-dimensional impact-parameter–dependent distribution of isovector nucleon GPDs for x = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7
from lattice QCD calculation at physical pion mass [316].

and F2(Q2) = B10(Q2). The unpolarized GFFs (A20, B20) and the linearly polarized GFFs (Ã20, B̃20) using the
x-dependent GPD functions [316, 317] and Eq.3.12a are shown in Fig.24, along with the simulations at/near the
physical point by ETMC [318] and RQCD [319] using the traditional moment method. It is interesting to observe
that the two data sets for A20 in the ETMC calculation exhibit some tension. This is an indication of systematic
uncertainties. Given that the blue points correspond to finer lattice spacing, larger volume and larger mπL, we expect
that the blue points have smaller systematic uncertainties. Both ensembles used by ETMC lead to compatible results
for the other GFFs. A comparison between the Nf = 2 ETMC data and Nf = 2 RQCD data reveals agreement for

A20, B20 and B̃20. However, the RQCD data have a different slope than the ETMC data, attributed to the different
analysis methods and systematic uncertainties. The integral of H̃ for n = 2 from the LaMET method providing Ã20

also shows results consistent within two sigma with most past work from various actions and other lattice parameters.
This seems to verify that LaMET GPD calculations give reasonable results for pursuing precision calculations in the
future.

Recently, there has been a couple of new calculations [316, 317, 323, 324] exploring x-dependent GPD structure
using quasi-GPDs. On the lattice, calculations are done in the Breit frame starting with the calculating lattice matrix
element

〈N(Pz +Q/2)|ψ̄ (0) ΓW (0, z)ψ (z) |N(Pz −Q/2)〉. (3.13)

Both calculations use a Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 (degenerate up/down, strange and charm QCD vacuum) lattice at lattice
spacing around 0.09 fm. ETMC [324] reports results at a single Q2 for both unpolarized and polarized GPDs with
a 260-MeV pion with skewness of 0 and 0.3, while MSULat [316] focuses on unpolarized zero-skewness GPDs with
135-MeV pion at multiple Q2. One can now actually take the moments of MSULat’s x-dependent GPDs and compare
with lattice results using transitional moment local-operator via the OPE method as shown in Fig. 24. With multiple
Q2 values, MSULat [316] can then take Fourier transforms of the non–spin-flip GPD H(x, ξ = 0,−Q2) to calculate
the impact-parameter–dependent distribution q(x, b) [325]

q(x, b) =

∫
d2∆⊥
(2π)2

e−i∆⊥·b⊥ H(x, ξ = 0, t = −∆2
⊥), (3.14)

where b = |b⊥| is the transverse distance from the center of momentum. Figure 25 shows the first results of impact-
parameter- dependent two-dimensional distributions at x = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 from lattice QCD. The impact-parameter–
dependent distribution describes the probability density for a parton with momentum fraction x at distance b in the
transverse plane. Using Eq. (3.14) and the H(x, ξ = 0,−Q2) obtained from the lattice calculation at the physical
pion mass, we can take a snapshot of the nucleon in the transverse plane to perform x-dependent nucleon tomography
using lattice QCD for the first time.

3.5. Summary

The EIC is a machine for precision QCD targeted at unfolding the multi-dimensional structure of the proton
and other hadrons, and of the nucleus. As such, it will have a number of far-reaching implications at the Energy
and Intensity Frontiers. While the issues discussed in this report present formidable challenges, the HL-LHC and
EIC projects will assemble a world-wide collaboration of scientists, all working together to solve these puzzles. When
combined, the complementary information from the EIC and LHC will provide an unparalleled description of precision
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QCD and of how the strong force generates the structure of hadrons. Continued communication between these projects
beyond the Snowmass study will help ensure optimal use of relevant data sets and serve as the keystone to a deeper
understanding of QCD.

• EIC data will provide information of interest to the entire particle physics community on various aspects of
hadron structure encoded in collinear PDFs, GPDs, and TMDs; these improvements to PDF precision will
significantly impact LHC measurements of, e.g., the Higgs cross section, MW , and various electroweak couplings;

• A unique capability of the EIC is to provide comprehensive flavor separation of (un)polarized PDFs to enhance
precision determinations of QCD sector of SM quantities, including the running coupling and the heavy quark
masses;

• The EIC will be allow for precise extraction of the tensor charge of the nucleon and its decomposition in
partonic degrees of freedom. This information is synergistic with both lattice QCD studies and the searches of
BSM physics;

• Recent progress in lattice QCD has led to many exciting possibilities, including the direct lattice calculation of
collinear PDFs and extension to GPDs and TMDs. Synergies with QCD global analyses that will include EIC
and LHC data will allow for further theoretical refinements and better understanding of QCD and SM;

• The EIC data together with the data from high-energy experiments such as those at the LHC will provide the
necessary information for unraveling the novel three-dimensional structure of the nucleon that will allow nuclear,
lattice QCD, and HEP communities to answer fundamental questions on the origin of the spin and the mass of
the nucleon.
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4. JETS AT EIC

Editors: Miguel Arratia, Zhong-Bo Kang, Stefan Prestel.

The advent of the ElC with its high luminosity (∼ 1000 times higher than HERA) and polarized hadron beams will
produce the first-ever jets in polarized electron-hadron scattering, and will unlock the full potential of jets as novel tools
for probing the structure of nucleon and nuclei. Jet studies have played a key role in the exploration of QCD since its
conception [326]. With the advances in experimental techniques, and theory development over time, jets have become
powerful tools for exploring the fundamental properties and regimes of QCD, and when searching for unexpected
phenomena in high-energy collisions [327–329]. This has pushed jet physics to the forefront of phenomenology at the
LHC and RHIC.

While jets are familiar in high-energy physics analyses, and appear in many different guises, jets at the EIC can add
important pieces of the puzzle on top of insights gained at hadron-hadron machines: Jets at EIC are naively expected
to be very “clean”, i.e. little energy is not associated with the jets. However, the jets themselves contain relatively few
particles, and the particles have moderate energies. This offers unique challenges and opportunities: Every particle
is precious and differences between jet algorithms or substructure methods can become very apparent, while at the
same time, underlying event contamination (that continues to be a major challenge at the LHC) will be much smaller.
This already makes an assessment of jet properties at EIC an exciting theoretical and experimental prospect. On top
of that, non-perturbative contributions from fragmentation are more pronounced at lower jet masses, which makes
EIC jets a stress test for the universality of jet-based methods in high-energy physics. In addition, because of its
polarization capability and unmatched versatility, the EIC will surely serve as a venue for developing new jet-based
observables that exploit the spin. Thus, dedicated studies of jet substructure at the EIC are critical in order to realize
the full potential of the EIC in jet physics. Jets are guaranteed to contribute significantly at the EIC to a variety of
key electron-nucleus and electron-hadron physics topics, which we study in detail in this section.

4.1. Jets for flavor and spin structure of hadron

The femtoscale structure of the nucleon is one of the major scientific pillars of the EIC [97, 330]. In particular, the
flavor and spin structure of the nucleon in terms of both one dimensional (1D) and three-dimensional (3D) imaging
provides fascinating glimpses into the non-perturbative QCD dynamics. Production of jets and jet substructure have
shown their great power in providing important information and constraints on partonic structure of the hadron.

4.1.1. 1D spin structure

In the unpolarized and longitudinal polarized lepton and nucleon scattering, one would be able to learn 1D unpo-
larized collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs) and helicity distribution functions. While the collinear PDFs
are crucial ingredient for the prediction of any cross section at the LHC, the helicity distribution functions enables us
to extract important information on the spin decomposition of the proton.

There has been tremendous progress in the past a few years in advancing the perturbative computations of jet cross
sections. In [331, 332], the authors performed the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) calculation for single inclusive
jet production in unpolarized electron+nucleon collisions. A next-to-next-to-next-to leading (N3LO) calculation has
been performed in [333]. The NNLO computations in longitudinally electron+nucleon collisions have been worked
out in [334].

Among the most intriguing aspects of hadronic physics is the spin decomposition of the proton in terms of its
partonic constituents. This has remained an outstanding puzzle for decades and is one a primary motivation for
the EIC. To determine the contribution of quarks and gluons to the spin of the proton one needs to extract the
helicity-dependent parton distribution functions (PDFs). A standard way to approach this goal is to perform a global
QCD analysis of all available data taken in spin-dependent scattering. The accuracy of these global fits relies upon
the validity of QCD factorization and the high precision computation of the perturbative hard coefficients.

Jets are one of the main probes of the unpolarized partonic structure of the nucleon in current global fits, and it is
worthwhile to explore their impact on helicity-dependent PDFs as well. Several detailed studies of the impact of EIC
jet data on helicity-dependent PDFs have been performed [335–337]. One advantage of jets is that measurements of
their transverse momentum and pseudorapidity give kinematic handles that allow the effects of different distributions
to be disentangled. This is demonstrated in Fig. 27, where inclusive jet production is split into its partonic constituents.
Both Weizacker-Williams and resolved photonic processes are included. At high lab-frame pseudorapidities the gluon-
photon scattering process dominates, while resolved-photon processes become important at intermediate and backward
pseudorapidities. More details on this result are given in Ref. [331]. Studies of the double longitudinal spin asymmetry
in jet production at an EIC indicate that polarized PDF errors are much larger than anticipated experimental errors,
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FIG. 26. Event displays for simulated EIC events. Single-jet in from Born-level DIS event (upper left); di-jet in photon-gluon
fusion event (upper right); di-jet in photo-production event (bottom left); di-jet in hard-diffractive DIS event (bottom right).

as shown in Fig. 28. It is expected that information from jet production at an EIC will complement inclusive DIS
measurements, similarly to the case at HERA where it was useful in reducing uncertainties in gluon PDFs [338].
Moreover, dijet production at the EIC will offer a unique opportunity to determine the polarized PDFs of the
photon [335], and diffractive PDFs [339].

The eventual goal of this program is to use jet production along with DIS to determine the helicity-dependent
PDFs at the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in perturbative QCD. This would match the precision obtained
for unpolarized PDFs; their determination to this level of accuracy has had a profound impact on the physics pro-
gram of the LHC, and a similarly precise determination of polarized PDFs is expected to greatly influence the EIC
physics program. One step toward achieving this goal is the calculation of the NNLO corrections to the required
hard-scattering cross sections. The full calculation of the O(α2α2

s) perturbative corrections to jet production in
electron-nucleus collisions, including all photon-initiated processes, is available [331]. The behavior of the perturba-
tive corrections in perturbation theory is shown in Fig. 29. While the NLO corrections are large, the perturbative
expansion shows good convergence once NNLO is included. We note that the total NNLO correction comes from an
intricate interplay between all contributing channels, with different ones dominating in different ηjet regions. Only
the gluon-lepton partonic process is negligible over all of phase space. For negative ηjet, the dominant contribution is
given by the quark-quark process. This appears first at O(α2α2

s). It is therefore effectively treated at leading-order
in our calculation, and consequently has a large scale dependence. At high ηjet, the distribution receives sizable
contributions from the gluon-photon process. No single partonic channel furnishes a good approximation to the shape
of the full NNLO correction. Recently, the NNLO corrections to the spin asymmetry in polarized collisions have
become available [334, 340, 341], albeit without photon-initiated processes.

To conclude several salient features of the impact of jet production at an EIC on polarized PDF determinations are
summarized below.
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FIG. 27. Decomposition of inclusive jet production at an EIC into its partonic constituents as a function of jet pseudorapidity.
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FIG. 28. Double-longitudinal spin asymmetry in inclusive jet production at an EIC as a function of jet transverse momentum.
Figure taken from [336].

• Collisions at the highest center-of-mass energies offer the broadest sensitivity to polarized hadronic structure.
Both the resolved photon distributions and the polarized gluons and quarks can be probed by selecting appropri-
ate regions of jet transverse momentum and pseudorapidity. Low transverse-momentum inclusive jet production
and dijet production provide access to the polarized photon PDFs, while intermediate-to-high transverse mo-
menta are sensitive to the polarized gluon.

• The estimated polarized PDF errors are much larger than the expected EIC statistical errors. The theoretical
scale uncertainties are small once NNLO corrections are included.

4.1.2. 3D imaging

Jets are expected to play an important role at the future EIC which are relevant for all aspects of the EIC science
program. Basic aspects and kinematics of jets have been explored in Refs. [337, 347]. Here we will focus specifically
on Transverse Momentum Dependent (TMD) studies with jets and jet substructure observables.

The standard benchmark process of TMDs at the EIC is Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS) where a
hadron is measured in the final state and which depends both on TMD PDFs and TMD FFs. One of the key aspects
of TMD studies with jets is that we can construct observables that are sensitive only to TMD PDFs or FFs alone.
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FIG. 30. Left: The unpolarized transverse momentum distribution of jets in the Breit frame for EIC kinematics [342, 343].
Right: The transversely polarized spin asymmetry AUT for jets recoiling against the scattered lepton and reconstructed in the
lab frame. The current theory uncertainty is shown as well as projections for the EIC [344–346].

Jets can be reconstructed in different frames and with different jet algorithms, which is important for the physics we
are trying to probe. For example, jets can be identified in the laboratory frame similar to pp collisions [348]. However,
for several TMD studies it is necessary to reconstruct jets in the Breit frame. In Ref. [349] a spherically invariant
algorithm and the Centauro distance metric were proposed for the Breit frame. This allows for the measurement of
the jet energy relative to the hard scale of the process Q2 = −q2. In this case, jets are not required to have a large
transverse momentum in the Breit frame. This allows for the measurement of quark TMD PDFs analogous to SIDIS
with hadrons. In the corresponding factorization theorem, the final TMD FF in SIDIS is replaced by a TMD jet
function, which can be calculated purely perturbatively [342, 343]. Thus, this process is only sensitive to TMD PDFs,
which can provide important constraints in global analyses. Numerical predictions for this process are shown in the
left panel of Fig. 30. Recent developments for Breit frame measurements are also presented in Ref. [350].

An alternative observable, which is sensitive to quark TMD PDFs is the lepton-jet decorrelation in the laboratory
frame. Also in this case, only the TMD PDF appears in the factorization and the final state jet with large transverse
momentum can be calculated perturbatively [344–346]. In the transversely polarized case, we are sensitive to the
TMD Sivers function. Numerical results for the asymmetry AUT are shown in the right panel of Fig. 30 along with
projections for the EIC. Furthermore, in Ref. [351], the jet charge [352] was proposed to introduce a flavor sensitivity
to the jet observables discussed here. The flavor tagging of jets is particularly important for spin asymmetries where
the contributions of different quark flavors often have opposite sign, which can lead to large cancellations. Analogous
studies that provide access to gluon TMDs can be performed with dijets in the Breit frame. See Refs. [353–357] for
recent theoretical calculations relevant for the EIC. In addition, TMD fragmentation functions can be measured in
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isolation using jet substructure observables. See Refs. [346, 358–360] for more details.
Understanding of transverse momentum dependent functions will elucidate our understanding of the internal struc-

ture of hadron in terms of elementary quarks and gluons and provide us with a deep insight into the elusive mechanism
of hadronization. The TMD functions appearing in relation to the initial and final state hadrons are referred to as
TMD distributions and TMD fragmentation functions, respectively. Traditionally, a limited number of processes have
been used to constrain such TMD functions [361]. We briefly discuss three processes involving jets that are useful to
studying TMD functions at the EIC, which is by no means an exhaustive list:

1. back-to-back production of e + jet: e+ p→ e + jet + X with qT � pT .

2. TMD hadron distribution inside an inclusive jet production process: e+ p→ jet (h) + X with j⊥ � pTR.

3. TMD hadron distribution inside an inclusive jet produced back-to-back with e: e + p → e + jet (h) + X with
qT � pT , j⊥ � pTR.

Here, qT is the imbalance momentum between the transverse momenta of the final lepton and jet, which needs to be
much smaller than their individual transverse momenta ≈ pT to be produced in the back-to-back configuration. On
the other hand, j⊥ is the transverse momenta of the final hadron inside the jet with respect to the jet axis[362], which
needs to be much smaller than the jet scale pTR to be sensitive to the standard TMD fragmentation functions. The
first process only involves a single TMD distribution, as the process only involves a single incoming hadron [346]. This
is to be contrasted with the standard SIDIS, which involves an additional TMD fragmentation function dependence
coming from the measurement of a hadron in the final state [363]. The second process is inclusive on the events
outside the measured jet, which suppresses the dependence on the transverse momentum structure from the incoming
hadron. On the other hand, one can still probe the transverse momentum distribution of the final state hadron inside
the jet with respect to the jet axis, which becomes sensitive to the various standard TMD fragmentation functions
for j⊥ � pTR [360, 364–366].

The third and last process can be seen as a combination of the first two processes, where the lepton and jet are
produced in back-to-back configuration and the hadron distributions inside the final jet are measured. This process
gives sensitivity to both TMD distributions and fragmentations simultaneously. However, usage of jets decouples
and isolate the functional dependence of the TMD distribution and fragmentation functions to only qT and j⊥,
respectively. This separation is useful to separately constrain the TMD distribution and fragmentation function.
For different asymmetries of the azimuthal angles involved in the process, one can study different combinations of
the TMD distribution and fragmentation functions. In Fig. 31, we see an example [366] of a contour plot produced
from the asymmetry related to the Boer-Mulders TMD distribution and the Collins TMD fragmentation function,
each separately sensitive to qT and j⊥ spectrum, respectively. Another example that has been in active discussion
is to utilize hadron-in-jet for probing the so-called quark polarizing fragmentation functions (PFFs) for Λ hyperons,
D⊥1T Λ/q, giving the probability that an unpolarized quark fragments into a transversely polarized spin-1/2 hadron.

Recently the Belle collaboration measured the transverse polarization of Λ in the production of back-to-back Λ+h
in e+e− collisions [367]. Two groups have performed phenomenological analysis of the data for the extraction of the
PFFs [368, 369]. The authors of Ref. [370] provided projections for the statistical uncertainties in the corresponding
spin observables at the future EIC. In particular, they studied the transverse polarization of Λ hyperons inside the
jet produced in the scattering of an electron with either an unpolarized or transversely polarized proton beam.

Jets might also be used to probe the Wigner distribution, which encodes the quantum phase density of the proton
in terms of quarks and gluons. In particular, it was argued in Ref. [371] that using dijets in diffractive scattering
(see Figure 26) is sensitive to the Wigner distribution and parton orbital-angular momentum [372]. The proposed
observable is the correlation between the dijet system and the scattered proton. The measurement of the proton is
needed to limit the influence of soft-gluon radiation in the observable, which can be sizable [373–375].

4.2. Jet substructure and precision QCD

4.2.1. Precision QCD

At the future EIC, jets will be important tools since they are excellent proxies of parton level dynamics. A central
question is how quarks and gluons fragment into the observed jets which can be quantified by studying the jet energy
fraction zjet relative to the initial hard reference scale Q2 = −q2 of the virtual photon. The asymmetric inital state of
ep scattering at the EIC is ideal to study this quantity when suitable jet algorithms are used in the Breit frame [349].
Instead of inclusive jets, which are frequently studied in the literature [377–380], leading jets require non-trivial
factorization theorems and involve non-linear evolution equations [376, 377, 381]. However, they have the advantage
that we are able to measure observables not only on a sample of (inclusive) jets but on a well-defined single object
– the leading jet. The leading jet spectrum zjet is shown in the left panel of Fig. 32. The results are obtained using
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FIG. 31. The contour plot of azimuthal asymmetry of the third process sensitive to the Boer-Mulders TMD distribution and
the Collins TMD fragmentation function at the EIC kinematics. The usage of jets decouple the two TMD functions functional
dependence, allowing such contour plot.
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FIG. 32. Left: The energy spectrum zjet of leading jets at NLL′ for EIC kinematics for different values of the jet radius R.
Right: The average energy loss of leading jets 〈zloss〉 = 1− 〈zjet〉. See Ref. [376].

a parton shower approach at next-to-leading (NLL′) accuracy where threshold resummation is included [376]. For
large values of the jet radius R, the spectrum peaks close to zjet = 1, which means that a large fraction of the initial
parton momentum is contained in the leading jet. This peak structure, different than for hadron cross sections, is an
illustration that jets are indeed excellent proxies of parton level dynamics, as advertised above. For lower values of
R, the distribution becomes broader, and it eventually turns into the leading hadron spectrum. Given the angular-
ordered evolution of jets, which can be captured as snap-shots in “time” by the jet radius R, we can dynamically
observe the fragmentation process and probe the transition to non-perturbative processes.

Leading jets allow for a well-defined notion of “energy loss”, which we define as all the energy which is not contained
in the leading jet zloss = 1 − zjet. Distinct from inclusive jets, the leading jet cross section is normalized to unity
and can be considered as a probability density. Therefore, we can calculate statistical quantities such as the average
energy loss of leading jets 〈zloss〉. At leading-logarithmic order, the average energy loss of leading jets agrees with
parton energy loss. Numerical results, are shown in the right panel of Fig. 32 as a function of the jet radius R. As
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FIG. 33. Left: Jet angularities in photoproduction at the EIC [382]. Right: The event-wide groomed jet mass [383].

R becomes smaller, less energy is captured in leading jet and, hence, the average energy loss becomes larger. At the
EIC it will be possible to perform corresponding measurements both in ep and eA collisions to study cold nuclear
matter effects. The proposed measurements can also build an important bridge to observables in pp and especially
heavy-ion collisions, where the energy loss mechanism plays an important role.

4.2.2. Jet substructure

Jet substructure observables have received a growing attention at the LHC and RHIC in recent years. See Ref. [327,
328] for recent reviews. Related observables have recently been proposed at the EIC to probe interesting aspects of
perturbative QCD, hadronization, cold nuclear matter effects and gluon saturation [372, 384–392] in eA collisions. A
frequently studied class of observables are jet angularities which characterizes the radiation pattern inside jets [393,
394]. A continuous parameter is used to interpolate between different traditional jet shape observables. In the left
panel of Fig. 33, we show EIC predictions for an example of the jet angularities which coincides with the jet mass [382].
The development of jet grooming techniques [395, 396] has lead to a whole range of new jet substructure observables.
Initially, jet grooming was introduced as a tool to systematically remove soft wide-angle radiation which is difficult
to calculate from first principles in QCD. In addition, jet grooming lead to the development of a whole range of new
observables which can only be defined on a groomed jet and which probe interesting aspects of perturbative and
nonperturbative physics. Examples include the groomed jet mass, the groomed jet radius [396, 397] and the groomed
momentum sharing fraction which is a direct probe of the QCD splitting function [398]. At the EIC these observables
can be studied in a clean environment which was explored in Refs. [347, 383]. Moreover, in Ref. [383] it was proposed
to groom not only reconstructed jets but the entire event. In the right panel of Fig. 33, the theoretical prediction for
the event-wide groomed mass is shown.

4.3. Jets at e+A collision

4.3.1. Nuclear PDFs

Dijet photoproduction in lepton-nucleus (eA) scattering at the EIC provides information on the QCD structure of
nuclei, in particular, nuclear PDFs, which is complimentary to that in eA DIS. This has been exploited in ultrape-
ripheral collisions (UPCs) of heavy ions at the LHC, see, e.g. [399]. Using the framework of collinear factorization
and next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbative QCD [400], we calculated the cross section of dijet photoproduction in
eA→ e+ 2jets +X lepton-nucleus scattering [401]

dσ(eA→ e+ 2jets +X) =
∑
a,b

∫
dy

∫
dxγ

∫
dxAfγ/e(y)fa/γ(xγ , µ

2)fb/B(xA, µ
2)dσ̂(ab→ jets) , (4.1)
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where a, b are parton flavors; fγ/e(y) is the flux of equivalent photons of the electron; fa/γ(xγ , µ
2) are photon PDFs

for the resolved photon contribution [402]; fb/B(xA, µ
2) are nuclear PDFs [403]; y, xγ , and xA denote the momentum

fractions of the photon, partons in the photon, and partons in the nucleus, respectively; dσ̂(ab→ jets) is the elementary
cross section for production of jets in hard scattering of partons a and b.

An example of our results is presented in Fig. 34. The left panel shows the dependence on the dijet average
transverse momentum p̄T = (pT,1 + pT,2)/2, which extends up to 20 GeV. The kinematic coverage in other variables
spans −2 < η̄ ≤ 3, 0.03 ≤ xobs

γ ≤ 1, and 0.01 ≤ xobs
A ≤ 1. The right panel shows the ratio of the dijet cross sections
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FIG. 34. NLO QCD predictions for the dijet photoproduction cross section in eA scattering at the EIC. Left: the dependence
on p̄T . Right: the ratio of the dijet cross sections on a nucleus and the proton as a function of xobsA .

on a nucleus and the proton, which exhibits the xobs
A dependence similar to that of the ratio of the gluon densities

gA(x, µ2)/[Agp(x, µ
2)] with 10− 20% nuclear modifications.

4.3.2. Nuclear modification of jets and jet substructure

Because of the much cleaner environment, the uncertainties from background subtraction will be small for jet
measurements at the EIC. For nuclei effects in e+A collisions in relative to the e+p case, both the initial-state effects
and final-state jet-medium interactions may be important. It would be crucial to maximize and isolate the effects
arising from final-state jet-medium interactions which will benefit both studying parton showers in cold nuclear matter
and global nPDF fits.

The work [384] carried out the calculation of inclusive jet cross section and the jet charge in electron-nucleus
collisions at the EIC. The inclusive jet cross section was investigated with the semi-inclusive jet functions, which can
be written as

EJ
d3σlN→jX

d3PJ
=

1

S

∑
i,f

∫ 1

0

dx

x

∫ 1

0

dz

z2
fi/N (x, µ)σ̂i→f (s, t, u, µ)Jf (z, pTR,µ) , (4.2)

where the hard kernel σ̂i→f are taken from Ref. [404] up to NLO. fi/N is the parton distribution function of parton
i from nucleon N where the initial state effects are encoded in global fitted nuclear PDFs. Jf is the semi-inclusive
jet functions which were explored in Refs. [379, 405]. The first demonstration about the nuclear matter effects was
achieved by Ref. [406, 407] use of the medium induced splitting kernels derived in the framework of SCETG [408, 409].

The average jet charge is defined as

Qκ,jet =
1(

pjet
T

)κ ∑
i∈jet

Qi
(
piT
)κ

, κ > 0 . (4.3)

with summing over the transverse momentum weighted charge Qi. In comparison with inclusive jet cross sections, a
smaller intrinsic scale for QCD radiation is expected to study jet substructures, where the phase space is restricted and
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FIG. 35. The left plot shows the ratio of jet cross section modifications for different radii. The right plot presents the
modifications of the jet charge in e+Au collisions.

non-perturbative corrections will be larger. The works [352, 410] studied jet charge in proton-proton and heavy-ion
collisions.

Figure. 35 presents the prediction of the ratio of jet cross section suppression where

ReA(R) =
1

A

dσeA/dηdpT
dσep/dηdpT

. (4.4)

The ratio of ReA(R) eliminates initial-state effects. Smaller Jet radii will cause sligtly larger energy loss in cold nuclear
matter where the suppression from medium induced interactions is larger. Jet charge modifications at the EIC are
presented in the right plot of Figure. 35. For final state effects (upper panel), the overall modifications decrease with
increasing jet pT which are around 10% for small pT . For the charge of inclusive jet in the lower pane, the average
charge is sensitive to isospin effects and nuclear PDFs. Precision studies for jet charge will help to constrain isospin
effects and the PDF ratio of up and down quarks in the nucleus.

4.4. Monte Carlo and Machine Learning

General-purpose Monte-Carlo event generators are a cornerstone of high-energy physics research, as they allow to
simulate events at particle colliders fully differentially in the many-body phase space [411]. These tools simulate the
highest-energy scattering that may seed the emergence of jets, the renormalization group evolution of the scattering by
means of soft/collinear radiation that leads to the structure of jets, and the fragmentation of low-energy partons that
produces the hadrochemistry of the jets and the scattering event as a whole. Programs like Herwig [412], Pythia [413]
and Sherpa [414] have been developed over the past decades (after the end of the main HERA programme) alongside
many experimental discoveries, and have been extended and refined to describe the phenomena observed at lepton-
lepton, lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron colliders. Most existing general-purpose event generators are capable of
computing unpolarized deep-inelastic scattering to next-to-leading order in QCD perturbation theory [415, 416], and
next-to-next-to-leading order precision has been achieved in some cases [417]. A large family of simulation programs
also exists for heavy-ion physics and air showers [418–422]. The EIC will provide us with the opportunity to test
QCD in an entirely new regime [97], presenting new challenges to the existing numerical calculations. This may also
open new research directions at other high-energy colliders, e.g. the LHC.

It is expected that the double longitudinal spin asymmetry for jet production with large transverse momentum
in DIS will offer excellent sensitivity to the spin-dependent parton distribution functions of the individual quarks
and gluons in the proton. The simulation of spin dependent evolution in parton showers, and the proper interface
to spin-dependent parton distribution functions [423, 424] will therefore become highly relevant for EIC physics.
Spin-dependent splitting functions have been included in some parton shower frameworks [425, 426], and a general
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algorithm to tackle the complexity of non-trivial correlations in the evolution exists [427, 428]. The modeling of the
fragmentation process in the Monte-Carlo simulation must account for the parton spin. The hadronization of partons
is usually described either in the Lund string model [429–431], or in the cluster fragmentation model [432, 433].
Practical implementations of these two approaches only include a limited number of spin effects and will therefore
need to be be extended in order to accurately reflect the parton-to-hadron transition in polarized scattering events.
First steps towards this goal have been taken in [434, 435].

In order to enable precision measurements, it will also be required to match the parton shower to the corresponding
higher-order calculations using techniques such as MC@NLO [436] and POWHEG [437]. Notable progress on the
fixed-order inputs to this matching has been made recently at NNLO [331, 336, 438] and N3LO [333, 439], and it is
expected that more calculations of this type will become available in the future. Simultaneously, one can expect that
more sophisticated matching procedures [440] will be applied to DIS simulations.

The above described modifications to existing event generators will enable improved simulations in lepton-hadron
scattering at the EIC and provide a valuable starting point for the extension of the generators to electron-ion collisions.
With an important goal of the EIC being to investigate saturation effects, it becomes mandatory to have reliable
numerical predictions for fully differential final states. To provide these, parton showers must be capable of simulating
the more general QCD evolution equations for transverse momentum dependent parton densities and fragmentation
functions [361, 441, 442]. This will require the development of new algorithms, some of which might be inspired by
the methods for implementing the CCFM equations [443–446] used in Ref. [447, 448]. Schematically, the structure
of existing parton showers must be adapted to incorporate the additional loss term due to parton recombination,
which is not present in the DGLAP equations, and which fundamentally changes the structure of the evolution in the
saturation region. It will also be important to quantify the agreement with analytic resummation as obtained from
the BK [449–452] and JIMWLK [453–456] equations.

Some extensions and modifications of existing event generators are needed that will require substantial effort
from the community, but few new algorithmic developments. One such example is the precise simulation of QED
radiation in the YFS framework [457], including interference effects between the leptonic and hadronic radiators.
These topics make the EIC an excellent opportunity to understand QCD at a fully differential level through event-
generator development. Such a research program also needs to leverage modern strategies to make high-quality, highly
differential measurements, which pose challenges on the experimental side; in particular, on unfolding methods used
to correct for detector effects, which we discuss next.

4.4.1. Unfolding in high number of dimensions

Differential cross section measurements are performed by applying methods to remove detector distortions called
unfolding. Traditionally, these methods act on histograms. A histogram can be represented as a vector and one can

then transform the measurement problem into a linear algebra problem: ~T = R~D, where ~T is the target particle-level

histogram, R is the response matrix, and ~D is the detector-level histogram. Typically, measurements are limited
to a fixed O(1)-O(10) number of bins. This means that one dimension can be finely measured, or multi-differential
observables can be measured only coarsely. Recently, this limitation has been tackled by employing machine-learning
techniques: A new method called OmniFold [458] used deep learning to achieve unbinned unfolding in any number of
dimensions[459].

The OmniFold algorithm is presented schematically in Fig. 36. The procedure proceeds by iteratively unfolding
reweighting various datasets. The final result is a set of particle-level Monte Carlo (MC) events with a set of weights.
In this way, one can choose any binning after the measurement in order to represent the data as a histogram. See
Ref. [458] for further details and references.

The OmniFold approach has been applied to ep data in order to show its utility for studying the physics of TMDs
and other QCD phenomena [460]. Figure. 37 illustrates one out of eight dimensions of this procedure. Note that for
OmniFold, adding more dimensions amounts to simply changing one line of python code.

Methods like OmniFold will significantly increase the utility of EIC data and are critical for future-proofing it. The
fact that the data are unbinned means that comparing to other experiments or event-generator calculations is simple:
One can pick any observable built from the unfolded phase space to study after and not before the measurement.
However, OmniFold also will require computational innovation and planning. In particular, we need to rethink how we
publish experimental results [461]. If the data are unbinned, then the usual HEPData repository [462] for histograms
may not suffice. Furthermore, unbinned data will require more disk space and even though they allow for more flexible
interpretation, they also require more complex tools for analysis. Finally, the unfolding itself will require significant
resources for large datasets. The ML training is fast using Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). State-of-the-art GPUs
have only O(10) GB of memory, so large unbinned unfoldings will require data parallel learning. While all of these
computing challenges can be solved, they require innovation and time so we must begin now if we are going to be
ready for large-scale analyses with EIC data.
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4.5. Summary

Overall, the EIC will be an excellent opportunity for innovation in theory simulation and may set new trends for
experimental measurements. A variety of key measurements in jet physics that can be performed at the future EIC
include (but are not limited to):

• Jets for studies of flavor and spin structure of the nucleon, in particular three-dimensional (3D) imaging of the
nucleon and even 5D Wigner distribution
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• Jets for study of 3D evolution equations, which go beyond the well-established DGLAP equations

• Jet substructure (such as jet shape, jet mass, jet angularity, etc) in electron-proton collisions as powerful probes
for QCD dynamics

• Jet-based observables and event shapes (such as 1-jettiness) as precision probes for extraction of fundamental
QCD parameters, notably the strong coupling constant and its running

• Modification of jets and jet substructure from e + p to e + A collisions for studying the transport of partons
through nuclear matter

To tackle these exciting topics, in this section, we have highlighted some recent developments in the following direc-
tions:

• New theory studies and developments for jets and jet substructure at the EIC

• Monte Carlo simulation

• Machine learning techniques

• Areas with high potential of future developments
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5. HEAVY FLAVORS AT EIC

Editors: Xin Dong, Stephen Sekula, Ivan Vitev.

Open and hidden heavy-flavor production in deep-inelastic scattering benefits from a status review of the tools and
underlying theory in order to ensure precise predictions for future EIC experiments. Heavy flavor is a powerful tool
in deep inelastic scattering that provides complementary and, in many cases, unique information on the heavy quark
and gluon content of individual nucleons and whole nuclei.

The range of potential measurements, observations, or targets of opportunity is significant in this sector. For
example, the EIC will provide the possibility to establish precision information about heavy-flavor content of nucle-
ons/nuclei. For example, the strange-quark parton contribution — ”strangeness” — can be accessed via charged-
current reactions. The production of open heavy flavor and quarkonia has emerged as a set of premier probes of
nuclear matter; these approaches can shed light on the transport properties of large nuclei and the underlying physics
of hadronization. At lower transverse momenta and in both polarized and unpolarized reactions at the EIC, heavy
quark production has already been shown to be sensitive to TMD physics. To ensure the precise measurement of
heavy flavor, new developments in detector technology and analysis techniques are also needed. Highlighted below
are some of the theoretical and experimental opportunities on the road to the EIC.

5.1. Heavy quark production

Heavy flavor production occurs across a range of Q2 values that can be probed at the EIC. Different quarks,
dependent on their masses in relation to Q2, will vary in how their contributions are accounted in processes. It is
essential to establish and utilize an appropriate scheme, or schemes, for choosing how and which quark flavors to
incorporate in different calculations. This issue is addressed by the development and adoption of different flavor
number (FN) schemes, of which multiple have been proposed.

Heavy-quark PDFs can be uniquely obtained by using the variable-flavor-number (VFN) scheme, represented by
the following equations:

fh+h̄(nf + 1, µ2) = Apshq

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)
⊗ qs(nf , µ2) +Ashg

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)
⊗ g(nf , µ

2) , (5.1)

qs(nf + 1, µ2) =

[
Ansqq,h

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)
+Apsqq,h

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)
+Apshq

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)]
⊗ qs(nf , µ2)

+

[
Asqg,h

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)
+Ashg

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)]
⊗ g(nf , µ

2) , (5.2)

g(nf + 1, µ2) = Asgq,h

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)
⊗ qs(nf , µ2) +Asgg,h

(
nf ,

µ2

m2
h

)
⊗ g(nf , µ

2) , (5.3)

and one more relation in the non-singlet case, where all contributions are known even to three-loop order. The heavy-
quark PDFs result from the massless PDFs above a matching scale µ ≥ mh. Furthermore, also the light-quark PDFs
are modified. The functions Aij denote the different massive operator matrix elements (OMEs) which are known at
the two-loop level in the unpolarized [463, 464] and in the polarized case [465, 466]. At three-loop order the program
of calculating these OMEs is nearly complete, cf. [464, 467–472]. In addition, there are also two-mass corrections, cf.
[473] for an illustration of their size. The corrections to Eq. 5.1–Eq. 5.3 currently used in data analysis are at two-loop
order.

There are phenomenological aspects to be described in the area of FN schemes, and we follow the example of
Ref. [473]. In a fixed-flavor number (FFN) scheme, as used for the ABMP16 PDFs [471], only light quarks and gluons
are considered in the initial state. Charm and bottom quarks are produced in the final state from the hard scattering
of the incoming massless partons. The available experimental data on heavy-quark DIS production is observed to be
well-described with the FFN scheme [474, 475].

In comparison, using a VFN scheme the charm and bottom quarks are considered also in the initial state. They
appear as partonic degrees of freedom in the proton, using Eq. 5.1, at and above a certain mass scale. This expression
is used in the BMSN prescription [465] of the VFN scheme and determines heavy-quark PDFs at all scales µ ≥ mh in
fixed-order perturbation theory (FOPT), where mh is the mass of the heavy-quark state under consideration. Other
VFN prescriptions use Eq. 5.1 only as a boundary condition at µ = mh and determine the scale dependence with the
help of the standard QCD evolution equations for massless quarks. The evolution effectively re-sums logarithms in the
ratio Q2/m2

c (or Q2/m2
b) for the charm (or bottom) PDF. Note that the corresponding logarithms are not necessarily

large. In addition, the evolution can be either performed at NLO or at NNLO, in the latter case utilizing the three-
loop splitting functions [476]. This variant of the VFN scheme is denoted as NNLO∗, since there is a mismatch in
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the orders of perturbation theory between the heavy-quark OMEs and the accuracy of the evolution equations. The
numerical difference between these approaches is illustrated in Fig. 38 in a comparison to the combined HERA data
on DIS charm-quark production [475].

High precision data for DIS heavy-quark production from the EIC will allow the community to probe the appli-
cability and reliability of the different heavy flavor schemes currently in use. This new data should also enable the
development or modification of schemes to reflect precision information obtainable from EIC experiments.

5.1.1. Heavy flavor baryon production

Heavy flavor baryon production remains a challenging problem that is yet to be understood in QCD. Recent data
from p+p, p+A, and A+A collisions at RHIC and LHC showed that the Λ+

c /D
0 ratio is considerably larger than the

fragmentation baseline [477, 478]. The new color reconnection (CR) scheme implemented in the PYTHIA8 generator
[479], together with the baryon-junction scheme, increases the Λ+

c /D
0 ratio at low pT and is comparable to the

experimental data. However, the same scheme underpredicts the heavier charm baryon Ξc yield [480]. A detailed
investigation of heavy flavor baryon production at high-luminosity EIC collisions will offer an opportunity to enable
detailed investigations to understand how the hadronization plays a role from e+e− to hadronic collisions.

Figure Fig. 39 shows projected statistical uncertainties of Λ+
c /D

0 as a function of pT for two η regions (|η| < 1 and
1 < η < 3) with 10 fb−1 e+p (18×275 GeV) collisions. The Λ+

c cross section used is based on the recent PYTHIA v8.3
calculation which includes the latest development on the color reconnection scheme for baryon production at high
energy p+p collisions. Also shown in Fig. Fig. 39 are the existing measurements in p+p collisions from ALICE [477]
and e+p DIS and γp collisions from ZEUS [481, 482]. The projection shows that measurements at EIC e+p DIS
collisions would allow us to systematically investigate the Λc production over a broad kinematic region, which will
shed detail insights on charm hadrochemistry and charm-quark hadronization.
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5.2. Deciphering QCD at the EIC

The EIC also opens a new era in precision in the investigation of hadronic structure. This endeavor is enabled
by a wealth of data from JLab experiments, RHIC and the LHC, that collectively help us reveal the details of the
underlying theory, QCD. The PDF framework has proven remarkably successful in describing processes with hadronic
initial states. While the study of proton PDFs has grown exceedingly precise, the need to extend this precision to the
nuclear sector, involving fits with explicit nuclear degrees of freedom, has become more urgent in recent years. The
use of nuclear targets and heavy ion collisions has continued and grown in recent decades, and a new era will open at
the EIC. To enhance the accuracy of experimental analyses and theoretical studies of QCD, new information from the
EIC can revolutionize our understanding of overall nuclear structure. This can be encapsulated in the determination
of nuclear PDFs (nPDF).

FIG. 40. Illustration of the intricate connection between proton and nuclear PDFs, and the many phenomena to be considered.

Progress in studying QCD dynamics within nuclei has been demonstrated in a number of recent nPDF analyses [102,
103, 403, 483–491]. As the community strives to increase its precision approaches and extend its predictions into new
frontiers of the kinematic {x,Q2} plane, new phenomena (illustrated in Fig. 40) will be encountered. These must be
incorporated into theoretical frameworks. The high statistics and large kinematic reach of the EIC will be instrumental
in providing the data necessary to advance global analyses. These, in turn, will yield an improved understanding
of nuclear structure and new insights into QCD. For example of this, a recent study by the nCTEQ Collaboration
expanded upon the original nCTEQ15 analysis [403] and included new data from JLab experiments to explore the
high-x and low-Q regime. The resulting nCTEQ15HIX nPDFs investigated the impact of a variety of effects including
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higher-twist and deuteron corrections. As a result, the collaboration was able to provide to the community a reliable
description of this new data.
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FIG. 41. The classic “nuclear correction factor” (FA2 /F
D
2 ) for carbon as a function of the parton momentum fraction x. We

show the data used in the original nCTEQ15 fit (black), additional data from JLab for the nCTEQ15HIX fit (red), and data
beyond the {x,Q2} cuts.

The structure function “nuclear correction factor” (FC2 /F
D
2 ) shown in Fig. 41 provides one measure of how the

PDFs inside nuclei are modified relative to those of an individual, isolated proton (or the deuteron, in this particular
example). Although the features of (FC2 /F

D
2 ) display the characteristic EMC shape and have been studied for

decades, it is not yet possible to compute this observable from first-principles QCD. Nevertheless, recent studies
suggests that short-range correlations (SRC) could modify the structure of nucleons in neutron–proton pairs and
provide a framework for interpreting these effects [492, 493]. Additionally, there are other theoretical paradigms in
terms of which one might interpret the nuclear modifications.

PDF global analyses have shown the power to describe hadronic interactions and structure in the context of
QCD. They have proven essential computational tools with a range of applications in high-energy physics. Similarly,
global nuclear PDF analyses will enable a new level of precision in the exploration of nuclear dynamics and particle
phenomenology. In a broader sense, these tools can validate features of the standard model to the required level of
next-generation precision (e.g. to aid in securing the precision era of programs like the LHC or future higher energy
collider programs) and enable the search for discrepancies which may signal undiscovered phenomena (by reducing
standard model uncertainly to a level sufficient to reveal new processes). Together, these abilities will yield deeper
insights into the QCD theory and the structure of hadronic matter.

Understanding the collective structure and effects of whole nuclei is clearly a frontier of the field. The pursuit of
this knowledge presents opportunities and challenges to the community. Studies are ongoing and will continue into
and beyond the EIC era. Heavy flavor at the EIC offers a strong avenue into this area.

5.2.1. Impact of heavy flavor measurements on gluon nPDFs

Measurements of heavy flavor hadrons (hadrons containing a charm or bottom quark) in DIS interactions are
valuable and provide direct and clean access to the gluonic structure of nucleons/nuclei. (Nuclear) PDFs are an
essential ingredient in understanding measurements of nuclear collisions and are of broad interest in the particle and
nuclear physics communities.

The experimental capabilities of heavy flavor measurements and the constraints to (n)PDFs with charm structure
function F cc̄2 at EIC have also been studied [494–497]. A recent effort based on the detector design utilizing the silicon
tracker outlined in the EIC Yellow Report shows the great potential of measuring charm structure functions over a
broad kinematic region [498]. The impact on the gluon nPDFs using a Bayesian PDF re-weighting procedure with
three different nPDF parametrizations (EPPS16 [487], nCTEQ15 [403] and nNNPDF2.0 [499]) is illustrated in Fig. 42
at Q2=2 GeV2 based on 1 fb−1/nucleon data. The bottom panels show the significant expected improvement factor
of the nPDF uncertainties.
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FIG. 42. Top: The nuclear gluon ratios as a function of xg for Au nuclei for the EPPS16 [487] (left), nCTEQ15 [403] (middle),
and nNNPDF2.0 [499] (right) PDF sets. The hashed curves show the baseline uncertainties and solid curves show the re-
weighted uncertainties using the projected charm data with integrated luminosities of 1 fb−1/nucleon. Bottom: The reduction
factor of the nPDF uncertainties with the inclusion of the EIC charm data.

5.3. Charm jets as a probe for strangeness at the EIC

The discussion of heavy flavor has so far focused on the inclusion and description of partons, especially heavy
flavor, in nucleons and nuclei. Here, we use a particular example — the strangeness content of the proton — as one
key highlight of the insight that can be gained from the EIC by combining high-energy physics and nuclear physics
approaches to tackle a singular heavy-flavor-related question.

The EIC can resolve long-standing questions regarding the precise balance of quark flavors contributing to the
proton’s structure. As Fig. 43 illustrates, the strange quark PDF has large uncertainties and can vary by a factor
of about 2 in the intermediate x region. Thus, a pressing question to address is: what is the capability of the EIC
to provide improved constraints on the nucleon structure in general, and the strange quark in particular? As a case
study, Ref. [500] examined the production of charm-jets in charged-current (CC) DIS at the EIC . THis was done to
determine the sensitivity to the underlying strange PDF. To characterize this sensitivity, three PDFs sets were chosen
(cf. Fig. 43): 1) Rs-Low with suppressed strangeness, 2) Rs-Mid with intermediate strangeness, and 3) Rs-High
with enhanced strangeness.
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Rs(x,Q)

FIG. 43. a) The strange quark ratio Rs(x,Q) = (s + s̄)/(ū + d̄) at Q=10 GeV for a selection of PDFs. The region between
the Rs-High (dashed red) and Rs-Low (dot-dashed red) PDF curves is consistent with current experiments; Rs-Mid is shown
in blue.

The process e−p → νec was simulated in Pythia for unpolarized electron-proton collisions with beam energies of
10 GeV and 275 GeV. The Delphes framework was used to obtain a parameterized simulation of detector response
with baseline parameters for the EIC detectors. The performance of a high-impact-parameter track-counting algorithm
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to tag charm jets was estimated as well as the potential of particle identification to increment tagging efficiency.
Assumptions were generally structured to be conservative compared to what is likely to be far more efficient, etc.
performance of real EIC detectors, algorithms, and approaches (based on experimental methods already employed
at, for example, LHC experiments). The detailed detector requirements, including charm tagging, are presented in
Ref. [500].

The relative variation (compared to Rs-Low) in the resulting charm-jet yield is displayed inside Fig. 44 for 100 fb−1

of luminosity; the gray band indicates the statistical uncertainty. It was observed that these measurements are capable
of distinguishing not only the extreme limit of the enhanced strangeness PDF (Rs-High), but also perform well for
the case of intermediate strangeness (Rs-Mid).

In summary, there is strong evidence that the use of charm-tagged jets at EIC will provide new constraints on
the strangeness PDF and should be part of a global analysis of strangeness within the EIC program. Achieving this
goal is a challenge that demands both high luminosity and a well-designed EIC detector with good capabilities for
measuring displaced vertices, dedicated single-particle identification, jets, and missing-transverse energy. As such, it
represents a robust platform on which to inform the design of the EIC detectors. Additionally, the charm-tagging
performance studies advanced in this work have the potential to extend the rapidly emerging field of jet studies for
the future EIC, and could be applied to neutral current boson-gluon fusion or photo-production processes.

5.4. Heavy Flavor and Gluon Spin Structure

In addition to the kinds of precision approaches that should be possible with direct access to intrinsic heavy flavor,
other approaches can shed light on the gluonic structure of nucleons and nuclei. These approaches have implications
for knowledge of gluon content and contribution to observables like spin.

5.4.1. Transverse spin asymmetries and the gluon Sivers

Exploring and measuring gluon TMD PDFs is one of the primary goals for the future Electron Ion Collider (EIC).
Among the gluon TMD PDFs, the so-called gluon Sivers function is regarded as one of the “golden measurements”
at the future EIC. The gluon Sivers function encapsulates the quantum correlation between the gluon’s transverse
momentum inside the proton and the spin of the proton. This provides 3-D imaging of the gluon’s motion.

A recent work [355] is used to illustrate this approach. The TMD factorization formalism is developed for heavy
flavor (HF) dijet production at the EIC. The authors then investigate the use of back-to-back HF dijet production in
transversely-polarized target DIS as a means of probing gluon Sivers function. From this, a prediction is generated

Reconstructed XJB

Rs-High  
Rs-Mid  
Rs-Low 

100 fb-1

FIG. 44. We compare the impact on the charm-jet yields of three assumed scenarios for Rs: suppressed strangeness (Rs-Low),
intermediate strangeness (Rs-Mid), and enhanced strangeness (Rs-High) vs. the reconstructed xJB . Our baseline is Rs-Low,
and the gray band indicates the statistical error.
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FIG. 45. The Sivers spin asymmetry for charm (left plot) and bottom (right plot) dijet production at the EIC is plotted as a
function of qT /pT . The solid curves are the results from using the resummation formula, while the dashed curves represent the
resummation prediction using the evolution kernel without finite quark mass corrections.

for the Sivers asymmetry for charm and bottom dijets. This preduction can then be used to probe the gluon Sivers
function.

In this example work, the authors carefully study the effects of the HF masses by comparing the mass-dependent
predicted asymmetry against the asymmetry in the massless limit. The Sivers spin asymmetry is presented in Fig. 45.
The solid curves are the results obtained using the re-summation formula, and the dashed curves represent the re-
summation prediction using the evolution kernel without finite quark mass corrections. This work determines that, in
the kinematic region considered, the HF masses generate modest corrections to the predicted asymmetry for charm
dijet production but sizable corrections for the bottom dijet process.

The gluon Sivers TMD can be linked to azimuthal anisotropies of the produced charm-anticharm pair. The Sivers
asymmetry can be extracted from measurements of the transverse SSA, AUT, as a function of the azimuthal angle
of the charm-anticharm pair relative to the orientation of the proton spin. The correlation between the azimuthal
angle of the charm-anticharm pair momentum and that of the corresponding hadron pair momentum in the case of
D0D0 production was studied in PYTHIA 6.4 simulations and was found to be well-preserved during hadronization.
The signal strength, AUT at the partonic level, can be reduced by up to 30% in the heavy-quark production and
subsequent hadronization in these simulations. The projections for AUT for different values of Q2 and xB at future
EIC experiment with 100 fb−1 statistics are shown in Fig. 46. In particular, the uncertainty is shown in comparison
with the possible signal size of this thus far poorly constrained quantity.

The work described here utilizes a reconstruction charm hadrons, but a similar analysis can also be conducted by
using charm-tagged jets. These approaches are complementary, in that experience from past experiments suggests
that the sample of collisions that yield pairs of reconstructable charm hadrons are not 100% in overlap with the
sample of events with two fully tagged charm jets. In addition, the efficiency, acceptance, and backgrounds of these
two approaches vary and will each have their own systematic uncertainties. The combination of a range of approaches
that can select di-charm-quark production could be used in a global way to further illuminate the picture of the
gluon Sivers function. Such portfolios of measurements that can later be combined can be ensured at the EIC by
designing and construction multi-purpose experiments with a range of acceptance and technology that allow different
approaches to be employed in complementary ways.

5.4.2. Gluon helicity ∆g/g through charm-hadron double-spin asymmetry

The EIC also offers unprecedented opportunities to constrain the ∆g contribution to the proton spin via the scaling
violations of the polarized structure functions. The polarized charm structure function provides direct access to the
∆g at the leading order. This will complement the inclusive DIS measurements in several important ways, for example,
offering a new ingredient on the ∆g determination in addition to the inclusive DIS and providing sensitivity in the
moderate x region.
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the spin of the proton (φkS), for different Q2 (left) and xB (right) selections. The two curves indicate the signal strength at

parton and D0D0 levels. The above results are obtained assuming that the gluon Sivers function takes the magnitude of its
10% positivity bound.

Experimentally, the charm double-spin asymmetry can be measured in the polarized e+ p collisions. This has been
studied in detail in references [501, 502]. The asymmetry can be written as

AcLL ≡
dσ++ − dσ+−

dσ++ + dσ+− =
y(2− y)

y2 + 2(1− y)

gc1(x,Q2)

F c1 (x,Q2)
≡ D(y)Ȧc1(x,Q2), (5.4)

where dσ++ and dσ+− are the charm production cross sections for electron and proton beam spin orientation to
be parallel and anti-parallel to each other, respectively; and D(y) is the depolarization factor of the virtual photon
depending on the inelasticity y [503]. The theoretical calculation shows that the Ac1 is sizable at the level of 10-20%
in the moderate x region.

Future EIC experiments utilizing a precision silicon tracker in parallel with a large dataset will enable this mea-
surement. For example, the results of a recent study on statistical projections of the double-spin asymmetry Ac1
for different beam-energy configurations with 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity [503] is shown in Fig. 47 left plot. The
measurement will provide complementary constraints on the gluon helicity distribution. The right plot in Fig. Fig. 47
shows the impact study on the integral of the DSSV gluon helicity distribution as a function of xmin using the Bayesian
reweighting technique with the current uncertainty band and with the uncertainty bands by adding the pseudo-data
from future EIC ALL measurements [503]. In the moderate x region, heavy flavor production will offer a unique oppor-
tunity. Especially, for a machine that can be operated at the lowest possible center-of-mass energies, it is reasonable
to expect significant improvements in the precision of gluon helicity distribution in the x > 0.1 region.

5.5. Heavy meson tomography of cold nuclear matter at the EIC

An important part of the physics program at the future electron-ion collider is to understand the nature of hadroniza-
tion and the transport of energy and matter in large nuclei. Open heavy flavor production in DIS provides a new
tool to address these critical questions. Jets and heavy flavor have been important probes of large nuclei in heavy ion
collisions [504, 505] and can also be used in deep inelastic scattering.

For example, the first calculation of D-mesons and B-meson cross sections in electron-nucleus collisions at the EIC,
including both next-to-leading order QCD corrections and cold nuclear matter effects, was performed. The theoretical
formalism employs generalized DGLAP evolution to include the contribution of in-medium parton showers. The
approach is based on methods developed in SCET with Glauber gluons that describe inclusive hadron production in
reactions with nucleons and nuclei [506]. This comprehensive study provides the ability to identify optimal observables,
center-of-mass energies, and kinematic regions most sensitive to the physics of energy loss and hadronization at the
EIC.

To demonstrate the utility of heavy flavor for cold nuclear matter tomography, the authors of this study carried out
a comprehensive investigation of the production of various D-mesons and B-meson states at different center-of-mass
energies and different rapidity ranges at the EIC. The in-medium corrections to the full splitting functions have been
calculated to first order in opacity for both massless and massive partons [408, 409, 507]. The fragmentation function
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evolution in the presence of nuclear matter is then given by

d

d lnµ2
D̃h/i (x, µ) =

∑
j

∫ 1

x

dz

z
D̃h/j

(x
z
, µ
) (
Pji (z, αs (µ)) + Pmed

ji (z, µ)
)
, (5.5)

where Pmed
ji are the in-medium contributions to Altarelli-Parisi. This approach has been applied successfully to heavy

ion collision to predict the suppression of hadron production. To investigate the nuclear medium effects, the authors
studied the ratio of the cross sections in electron-gold (e+Au) collision to that in e+p collisions. The cross section of
inclusive jet production is used for normalization such that the effect of nuclear PDFs is minimized. This results in

RheA(pT , η, z) =
Nh(pT , η, z)

N inc(pT , η)

∣∣∣
e+Au

/
Nh(pT , η, z)

N inc(pT , η)

∣∣∣
e+p

, (5.6)

where N inc(pT , η) denotes the cross section of large radius jet production with transverse momentum pT and rapidity
η.

The modification of light and heavy flavor hadron cross sections in reactions with nuclei is sizable and depends on
the electron and proton/nucleus beam energy combinations and the rapidity gap between the produced hadron and
the target nucleus. Numerical results show that the 5 GeV × 40 GeV scenario followed by the 10 GeV × 100 GeV case
and the forward proton/nucleus going rapidity region 2< η <4 produce the largest nuclear effects. Results for ReA
for π+, D0, and B0 are shown in the left panel of Fig. 48. In the future it will be interesting to study the attenuation
of di-hadrons and the related modification of their correlations [508, 509] in the large Bjorken-x regime. Conversely,
semi-inclusive hadron production at large center-of-mass energies, e.g. 18 GeV × 275 GeV, and backward rapidities,
e.g. −2 < η < 0, exhibits only small modification in e+A reactions relative to e+p ones. Such kinematics are better
suited to explore leading and higher twist shadowing [403, 487, 510–512] and the phenomenon of gluon saturation.

This effort has resulted in the identification of experimental observables that are most sensitive to the details
of hadronization. While pT distributions in the laboratory frame can provide initial information on the quenching
of hadrons in cold nuclear matter, a more differential observable such as the fragmentation fraction, z, distribution
measured by HERMES is a much better choice, especially for open heavy flavor. The clear transition from enhancement
to suppression at moderate to large values of z will be an unambiguous and quantitative measure of parton shower
formation in large nuclei. This is clearly seen in the right panel of Fig. 48.
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FIG. 48. Left: medium modification of π+, D0 and B0 production on a gold (Au) nucleus at the EIC as a function of
transverse momentum for 5 GeV (e) × 40 GeV (p) collisions at forward rapidity. Right: in-medium correction for D0 as a
function of the momentum fraction z at the EIC in three rapidity intervals.

5.6. Heavy flavor tagged jets and jet substructure at the EIC

Heavy flavor-tagged jets are complementary probes of the partonic composition and transport coefficients of large
nuclei. This approach introduces a new mass scale that modifies the structure of parton showers and must be carefully
accounted for in perturbative calculations. Progress in the framework of SCET with Glauber gluon interactions have
allowed for the first calculation of inclusive charm-jet and bottom-jet cross sections in electron-nucleus collisions at
next-to-leading order [388]. Furthermore, predictions for the heavy flavor-tagged jet momentum sharing distributions
to further clarify the correlated in-medium modification of jet substructure [513].

Recently, examples of first calculations of semi-inclusive charm-quark jet and bottom-quark jet production and
substructure in e+A relative to e+p collisions at the EIC have appeared in the literature [388, 514]. The formalism
described here allowed for the determinatino of NLO-level results by consistently combining the parton level cross
sections and semi-inclusive jet functions up to NLO. This also included re-summation for small jet radii in electron-
hadron reactions.

It was found that heavy flavor-tagged jet production is more sensitive to the gluon and sea quark distributions in
nucleons and nuclei in comparison to light jets. Thus, in kinematic regions where ReA is dominated by initial-state
nPDF effects the modification was even stronger when compared to inclusive jets.

As in the case of light jets, by applying the strategy of studying ratios of the nuclear modification with two different
jet radii it is possible to eliminate nPDF effects, primarily the anti-shadowing and the EMC effect in the regions
of interest. The remaining quenching of the jet spectra can be as large as a factor of two for small jet radii, for
example R = 0.3, and can clearly be attributed to final-state interactions and in-medium modification of parton
showers containing heavy quarks. This suppression is comparable to the one predicted for light jets and expected to
be observed in the proton/nucleus going direction. This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 49.

In contrast, near the mid-rapidity region and at backward rapidity the deviation of ReA(R)/ReA(R = 0.8) from
unity is small since the energy of the parton/jet in the rest frame of the nucleus is very large. This, in turn, strongly
reduces the contribution of in-medium parton shower due to the non-Abelian LPM effect. In fact, even at forward
rapidity and smaller center-of-mass energies the parton energies in nuclear rest frame are quite sizeable and, therefore,
there isn’t much difference in the suppression of c-jets and b-jets.

Calculation of semi-inclusive jet cross sections are complemented by a calculation of the groomed, soft-dropped
momentum-sharing distribution. The results cited here show that the substructure modification in e+A relative to
e+p reactions is relatively small — on the order of 10% or smaller. Still, just as in the case of heavy ion collisions at
relatively small transverse momenta the differences in the subjet distribution are most pronounced for b-jets, followed
by c-jets, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 49. It will be important to extend the studies of heavy flavor jets to
other substructure observables in the future [515].

In the kinematic regime accessible at the EIC the modification of light jets was found to be the smallest. In contrast
to the heavy ion case, however, there is a significant difference between the energy of the parton in the rest frame of
the nucleus and the jet scale which determines the available phase space for substructure even for large radii R ∼ 1.
Thus, the jet momentum sharing distribution at the EIC probes a different interplay between the heavy quark mass
and suppression of small-angle medium-induced radiation — a regime that can only be accessed at the EIC and merits
further investigation in the future. Using the theoretical tools that are becoming available it is possible to look at
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FIG. 50. Illustrative examples of quarkonium production mechanism in ep and eA colliders: (a) Direct photo/lepto-production,
(b) resolved-photon quarkonium production, (c) exclusive quarkonium production, and (d) heavy quark pair production and
subsequent Glauber/Coulomb gluon exchanges with nuclear matter.

how sub-eikonal corrections to in-medium branching, such as the effects of varying matter density [516], propagate
into the observables that we predicted in this work.

5.7. Quarkonium production at the EIC

Quarkonia, the bound states of a heavy quark and the corresponding antiquark, have been extensively studied in
collider physics as probes to various aspects of QCD phenomenology. Nevertheless, the details of their production
mechanisms remain poorly understood. Since the discovery of quarkonia, three main production formalisms have
been proposed: 1) the color evaporation model (CEM) [517, 518], 2) color singlet model (CSM) [519], and 3) the
effective theory of non-relativistic-QCD (NRQCD) [520]. While all these frameworks enjoyed partial success, NRQCD
is the only framework for which systematic corrections can be incorporated order-by-order in a rigorous manner.
In NRQCD, quarkonia are produced when the heavy-quark pair hadronizes into the colorless state with rates that
depend on the angular momentum and color configuration of the pair. This is expressed in terms of long distance
(non-perturbative) matrix elements (LDMEs) that need to be extracted from experiment and are considered universal.

At the EIC quarkonia can be produced either through photo-production (Q2 ' 0) or lepto-production (Q2 > 1
GeV) processes. In these two cases the resolved, diffractive/exclusive, and inclusive productions (see Fig. 50(a), (b),
and (c) respectively) can be relevant. The various production channels can be disentangled by considering different
kinematic regimes, establishing this way DIS as a prime framework for the study quarkonium production channels.
To accomplish this, a crucial role will play the high luminosity expected to be achieved at the EIC.

One of the most promising applications of quarkonia in the EIC is as probes to hadronic tomography and particularly
the gluon content of the nucleons and nuclei. An example that has recently gathered attention is the gluon TMDs.
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FIG. 51. The coupling of jets and their soft radiation to the medium velocity presented in this work. Left: The transverse
momentum of the jet is deflected in the direction of the medium velocity. Right: The medium-induced radiation is emitted
preferentially in the direction of the medium velocity as schematically shown by the number of gluons along the direction of
the flow in comparison to the “standard” symmetric unbent jet.

At small transverse momentum, qT � Q (measured with respect to the beam in the Breit frame) quarkonium
production can be approached from the TMD factorization perspective. In this approach there have been several
studies considering both polarized and unpolarized proton beams [181, 521–524]. Recent theoretical developments in
NRQCD [525–531] incorporate the leading perturbative effects from soft radiation in all orders in the strong coupling
expansion. This provides a way to safely study the non-perturbative effects that can be accessed in the semi-inclusive
process in the qT → 0 limit. In this limit the cross section can be expressed in terms of quarkonium TMD-shape
functions, Sh(qT , [n]),

dσ

d2qT
= σ0([n])H(2mQ, µ; [n])

∫
d2kT Fg/P (x,kT )Sh(qT − kT ; [n]) , (5.7)

where [n] ∈ {1S[8]
0 , 3P

[8]
0,2}. Results in this approach are obtained by by fusing NRQCD and SCET. To date there has

been no phenomenological extraction of the TMD shape functions; thus, the EIC will offer a unique opportunity to
access those hadronic matrix elements.

Beyond hadronic tomography, in AA and pA collisions quarkonia has been an important tool for accessing the
properties of quark-gluon-plasma. Recent field-theoretic developments, which also rely on the effective theory of
NRQCD, reformulate NRQCD [532, 533] to incorporate the Glauber/Coulomb gluon interactions with heavy quarks
in the non-relativistic limit (Fig. 50 (d)). At the level of the Lagrangian,

LNRQCD-G = LNRQCD(χ, φ) + LG/C(AµG/C , χ, φ) (5.8)

where G/C stands for Glauber/Coulomb gluons and the coupling of those depends on the properties of the medium.
This provides a systematic and formal approach to the inclusion of nuclear effects. Collisional dissociation was shown
to lead to a significant and hierarchical suppression of the J/Ψ and Υ states in heavy ion collisions [534–536]. The
EIC will provide a complementary environment to those of AA and pA where we will have the opportunity to observe
quarkonium production in eA collisions where one can study the interactions with nuclear matter and the formation
of quarkonia in a nuclear medium.

5.8. Fluctuations and nuclear matter properties

The nuclear matter produced in heavy-ion collisions (HIC) or probed in DIS is not static but rather evolves in space
and time. Recently, there were attempts to include the effects of these in-medium processes to the jet energy loss and
jet modification calculations in a variety of models, see e.g. [537–540]. A first principle consideration of the effects of
the medium motion and in-medium fluctuations was presented recently, focusing on the jet broadening and soft gluon
radiation within the pQCD framework of the Gyulassy-Levai-Vitev (GLV) opacity expansion formalism [516]. This
approach treats the sub-eikonal motion of the medium scattering centers and compute the corresponding modification
of the collisional and radiative processes. It takes into account the change in the scattering center transverse momen-
tum and parameters of the matter between different centers. This results in a determination of the coupling between
the motion of the medium scattering centers and the pattern of medium-induced radiation, taking a significant step
toward full-fledged jet tomography.

This example provides a new tool for the community. For example, this can be used to show that there is no
additional contribution to the root-mean-square jet broadening due to a common motion of the scattering centers at
the leading sub-eikonal order. Instead, the odd moments of the momentum get a contribution proportional to the
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transverse velocity of the sources. Thus, in the context of HIC the most important consequence is that the jet is
deflected in the direction of the medium velocity. This deflection depends on how fast the medium flows and grows
with the average number of scatterings, but decreases with the jet energy. This example also provides a modification
of the radiation distribution by the medium motion; this aspect is quite detailed and documented in [516]. Work to
generalize these effects to DIS is ongoing.

5.8.1. Heavy flavor cross section modification in e+A

The EIC will provide a clean environment to precisely study the hadronization process within vacuum and the
nuclear medium. Heavy flavor hadron and jet measurements at the future EIC can provide enhanced sensitivities
to the nuclear transport properties in medium compared to light flavor products [541]. Reconstruction of heavy
flavor hadrons (e.g. D-mesons) and jets in e+p collisions have been carried out in simulation studies with different
detector conceptual designs for the EIC [496, 541]. The nuclear modification factor ReA of reconstructed heavy flavor
hadrons is not only associated with the accessed nuclear parton distribution functions, but also sensitive to the final
fragmentation process within a nucleus. As illustrated in Fig. 52, the reconstructed D0 ReAu measurements especially
in the most forward pseudorapidity region with around one year EIC operation can provide strong discriminating
power on theoretical calculations such as the parton energy loss approach [542–545]. These studies can constrain the
initial state effects for previous and ongoing heavy ion measurements at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
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FIG. 52. Projection of reconstructed D0 (D̄0) nuclear modification factor versus hadron momentum fraction zh in 10 GeV
electron and 100 GeV gold collisions with the EIC detector performance including a proposed forward silicon tracker [541].
The projections are shown in three pseudorapidity regions, -2 to 0 (left), 0 to 2 (middle) and 2 to 3.5 (right). Comparison with
theoretical calculations [506] indicates good discriminating power can be obtained by future EIC measurements.

5.9. Silicon tracking and vertexing for the EIC

Heavy flavor physics at the EIC requires advances in detector development. This is an area of common interest for
HEP and NP. The ability to reconstruct heavy flavor hadron decays with good signal significance is crucial for most
of the proposed physics measurements. Micro-vertexing and good momentum resolution, combined with low material
budget are important requirements for this program. Collisions at the EIC are asymmetric and, while many of the
heavy flavor decay daughters fall in the pseudorapidity region |η| < 3.5, the pattern of hadron production is skewed
in the forward proton/nucleus-going direction. The community is working on tracker designs including an all silicon
detector and a forward silicon tracker optimized to extend forward rapidity coverage.

Physics simulations are essential to back up these design efforts. Fig. 53 shows the conceptual designs of the trackers
for two proposed EIC detectors: ATHENA (left) and ECCE (right). Both detectors consist a central barrel tracker
including silicon vertexing/tracking layers based on MAPS sensors together with gaseous detector at larger radii, and
forward/backward silicon disks that extends the tracking coverage up to |η| ∼ 3.5. These trackers are designed to
deliver the required tracking and vertexing performance as outlined in the EIC Yellow Report.

5.9.1. Forward tracking studies

Heavy flavor and jets in the EIC will help access the parton distribution at the poorly constraint kinematic region
and study the nuclear medium effect on the hadronization process [541]. In order to measure heavy flavor and the
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FIG. 53. Tracking detector design for the proposed ATHENA (left) and ECCE (right) experiments at EIC.

tagged jets, a forward silicon tracker (FST) is proposed in the ion-going direction [496, 541]. With both good timing
and spatial resolutions, the FST can identify heavy flavor mesons via displaced vertex measurement of the products
of heavy flavor decay K± and π± up to 10 GeV. The latest FST design consists of five or six disks of silicon detectors
with the first, fifth and the sixth disks located at z = 35 cm, z = 125 cm and z = 300 cm, respectively. The outer
radius of the FST is up to 45 cm to cover pseudorapidity from 1 to 3. Three silicon technologies, LGAD [546, 547],
MALTA [548–550] and the ALICE ITS-3 type sensor [551, 552], are in consideration. The FST will implement two of
these technologies to provide both good spatial and timing resolutions.

Extensive detector simulations with π− tracks have been carried out. The first three FST disks have a pixel pitch
of 20 µm and a silicon thickness of 50 µm while the last three disks have a pixel pitch and a silicon thickness of
36.4 µm and 100 µm, respectively. Three integrated detector setups have been studied. The first setup included the
six-disk FST and a barrel tracker. The second setup had the addition of a gas RICH. The third setup was similar to
the second setup, but replaced the sixth disk of FST with a three-disk GEM, as shown on the left of Figure 54. The
simulation showed that the integrated tracking systems with the FST had a momentum resolution between 0.5% and
4% when the BeAST magnetic field (< 3 T) is used, as shown at the center of Figure 54. The resolutions of displaced
vertex in the transverse direction was measured using distance of closet approach (DCA2D) are below 110 µm and
50 µm at 1 < η < 2 and 2 < η < 3.5, respectively. Physics simulations with the consideration of the FST performance
shows that the FST will help increase the signal-to-background ratio in heavy flavor reconstruction.

The next stage of simulation studies will include simulated physics events in detector simulation to study the heavy
flavor reconstruction performance of the FST design. Moreover, two silicon sensor candidates, LGAD and MALTA,
received at LANL will be tested using the LANCE facility. The testing of silicon sensors will help narrow down the
selection for the FST sensors.

Beam pipe

Barrel 
tracker

LANL FST

Gas RICH

GEM

x
z

y

FIG. 54. Left: An integrated forward tracking system with a five-disk FST, a barrel tracker, a gas RICH and a three-disk
GEM. The center and the right plots are the momentum resolution as a function of true momentum and the DCA2D resolution
as a function of transverse momentum of the forward tracking systems, respectively.
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5.10. Summary

Open heavy-flavor and quarkonium production in deep-inelastic scattering call for new developments in theory and
experiment to maximize the scientific output of the EIC. As heavy quarks introduce a new mass scale, the impact of
flavor number schemes — fixed-flavor number (FFN) scheme and variable-flavor-number (VFN) scheme —- on charm
and bottom distributions has to be better understood.

The EIC will open new windows on our understanding of parton contributions to nucleons and nuclei. For example,
via neutral-current (NC) exchange in e + p/A collisions at the EIC, heavy flavor production can be used to probe
the initial gluon distributions inside nucleon and nucleus. This can be used to constrain the gluon (nuclear) PDF
especially in the large xB region. In the charged-current (CC) interaction channel with the scattered neutrino, heavy
flavor and heavy flavor jet production offer the sensitivity to the strange quark sea. The interpretation of data from
these experiments may be complicated by a subtle interplay of power-suppressed corrections, as well as potential
contamination from target fragmentation. This requires significant advances in theory predictions and associated
tools in order to extract valuable information (e.g. gluon and sea quark PDFs) from future data. One critical issue
to be addressed is how to distinguish nPDF effects from other CNM effects through the analysis of future EIC data
together with the data on heavy-flavor production at HERA and the LHC.

Many ambiguities remain regarding the possible role of heavy quarks — particularly charm — in hadronic and
nuclear structure. A prime example of this is the issue of the non-perturbative or intrinsic charm contribution to the
proton wave function. As of the writing of this document there is nearly a complete lack of measurements with direct
sensitivity to non-perturbative charm in the nucleon. The ideal measurement would involve charm structure-function
data in the high xB > 0.1 and intermediate Q ∼ 10 GeV region. The EIC will be ideally poised to extract this with
considerable precision. Similarly, the EIC will be well-positioned to not only constrain/isolate the presence of intrinsic
charm but also to potentially determine its detailed origins in QCD. The EIC could shed light on this subject through
a detailed exploration of the scale dependence of the nucleon’s charm component.

An exciting and cross-cutting field that must be further explored is the theory of QCD in dense environments.
Comparative studies of light and heavy flavor meson, baryon and jet production on e+p and e+A collisions can
shed light in the process of hadronization, the time scales involved and the magnitude of non-perturbative effects.
Modern effective field theories of QCD, such as soft-collinear effective theory, have allowed us to include effects of
nuclear matter on the formation of parton showers and to combine those with heavy quark mass effects. Theoretical
developments in the past several years have shown that evolution in the nuclear medium can amplify the impact of
charm and bottom mass on heavy flavor observables and can constrain the transport properties of large nuclei. This
physics can be accessible in the forward proton/nucleus going direction.

The polarized e+p/A collisions at the future EIC will provide opportunities to further explore the nucleon/nucleus
spin structure. Double spin asymmetry measurements of heavy flavor production will offer further constraints to the
gluon polarization in addition to the measurements of jets. Compared to the quark transverse momentum distributions
(TMDs), our knowledge of the gluon TMDs is much less advanced. Heavy flavor production at the future EIC plays
an irreplaceable role in probing gluon TMDs inside unpolarized and polarized nucleons. Processes like open or hidden
heavy meson production are induced by photon-gluon fusion at the lowest order, and thus provide opportunities to
measure the gluon TMDs. Measurements of charm hadron pairs will be of particular interest. Constraints to gluon
Sivers asymmetry can be obtained through measurement of charm hadron pairs in polarized electron-proton collisions.
Measurements of azimuthal distribution of the charm hadron pair momentum in unpolarized electron-proton collisions
can be used to constrain linearly polarized gluon transverse momentum distributions. In the meantime, theoretical
development in studying the QCD effects in these processes as well as their impact on the size of asymmetry will be
carried out.

Quarkonia and exotic states are another important part of the EIC program. The clean DIS environment will help
assess the robustness of the NRQCD framework and facilitate better constraints on the long-distance matrix elements
and J/ψ and Υ production. It has been suggested that the Color Glass Condensate of QCD has universal properties
common to nucleons and all nuclei. Study of heavy flavor production in e + A collisions at the EIC could provide
access to the saturation regime. The measurements are possible in two modes, exclusive and inclusive, and the energy
range at EIC allows the study both productions of the charmonium and the bottomonium states, which increases the
reliability of the searches. Bound heavy-quark states that are produced in e+A collisions at the EIC are also subject
to disruption via interactions with partons inside the nucleus. Since these interactions are expected to depend on the
size and binding energy of the state, measurements of quarkonia suppression at the EIC can provide information on
the structure of the heavy quark states.
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6. SMALL-x PHYSICS AT THE ELECTRON-ION COLLIDER

Editors: Renaud Boussarie, Tuomas Lappi, Farid Salazar, Bjoern Schenke, Soeren Schlichting,

Hadrons and nuclei probed in high-energy scattering experiments feature an increasingly large number of small-x
gluons that populate its transverse extent, leading to a dense saturated wave function. This phenomenon of gluon
saturation is a consequence of unitarity and can be quantitatively described by an effective theory of Quantum
ChromoDynamics (QCD), the Color Glass Condensate [553–555]. Saturation effects are important for all high-energy
collisions of hadrons and nuclei. They need to be taken into account for understanding particle production and
multiparticle correlations in proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions at the LHC and at RHIC, especially at
forward rapidities where one probes the smallest values of x in one of the colliding hadrons. Gluon saturation is an
extremely important part of the heavy ion collision program that aims to produce and study deconfined QCD matter
in high-energy heavy ion collisions. It is the key ingredient of our current theoretical understanding of the initial
stage of the collision process, describing the production and equilibration of the matter that evolves to a quark-gluon
plasma [556–558].

While experimental data from a large variety of hadronic collision experiments are consistent with the presence of
saturation effects, the theoretical interpretation of the experimental signals is always affected by complexities inherent
to QCD: hadronization and final state interactions, in particular the whole spacetime evolution of the quark gluon
plasma in the case of heavy ion collisions. This situation can only be improved with a program of high-energy
deep inelastic scattering on proton and nuclear targets, which give a more direct and precise access to the partonic
constituents of protons and nuclei. Such measurements will be performed at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [5].

6.1. EIC observables for small-x physics

Gluon saturation will affect many of the different cross sections measured at the EIC. The CGC effective theory
framework provides a way to perform a coherent global analysis of different kinds of scattering processes at small x
that provide complementary information on the small-x gluons. Many specific measurements at the EIC will shed
more light on different aspects of the physics of gluon saturation [97, 559, 560].
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FIG. 55. Estimated reduction in the uncertainty for the gluon distribution in Au nuclei at Q2 = 1.69GeV2 with EIC data.
Figure obtained from [5].

Inclusive cross sections for electron-nucleus and electron-proton scattering provide the baseline for our understanding
of the partonic structure of QCD bound states. The parton densities (parton distribution functions, PDFs, in the
collinear factorization picture) extracted from inclusive measurements are required for perturbative calculations of
hard QCD probes in all collisions of protons and nuclei. The EIC will provide a significant improvement over previous
measurements especially for nuclei, where it extends the available kinematical reach towards small x by more than an
order of magnitude. In the perturbative collinear factorization framework this will lead to a significant improvement
of extractions of nuclear PDFs (see Fig. 55). Nuclear targets are particularly important for the physics of gluon
saturation, since nonlinear phenomena in high-energy scattering are enhanced by the higher parton density (per unit
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transverse area) in a heavy nucleus. This enhancement is often parametrized in terms of the nuclear “oomph” of
the saturation scale Q2

s ∝ A1/3/xλ with λ ∼ 0.2 . . . 0.3. Processes with a resolution Q2 . Q2
s are most sensitive to

saturation effects. Thus, with the nuclear enhancement of Q2
s they are accessible at lower collision energies and higher

resolution scales, i.e., are more reliably calculable in the weak coupling regime. A second major advantage of the
EIC in comparison to earlier experiments is the access to the transverse and longitudinal structure functions FT and
FL separately, obtained by combining measurements at different collision energies. In the collinear framework this
provides additional constraints that enable a better disentangling of gluon and sea quark PDFs. In the dipole picture
that is appropriate for the saturation regime, the longitudinal structure function is a more reliably weak coupling
quantity than the transverse one.
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FIG. 56. Left: Ratio of diffractive to total cross sections in a specific leading twist (collinear factorization) and saturation

model. Right: ratio of exclusive vector meson production cross sections in a nucleus divided by the proton (scaled with A4/3)
with an without saturation, using the bSat/bNonSat models [561]. Figure obtained from [97].

Diffractive and exclusive cross sections are, quite generically, more sensitive to the effects of gluon saturation than
inclusive cross sections. This is due to the fact that the total cross section is, by the optical theorem, proportional
to the elastic amplitude, whereas exclusive cross sections are quadratic in the same amplitude. The EIC will provide
the first ever measurements of nuclear diffractive DIS at small x. The enhancement of the diffractive to total cross
section ratio σD/σtot has long been considered as one of the clearest signs of saturation physics playing a role in
DIS [97], see Fig. 56. The significantly higher luminosity of the EIC compared to HERA will be a major advantage
for studies of diffractive scattering, as will the fact that the interaction region design takes the requirements of these
processes into account better. The high statistics will enable measurements that are differential in the kinematical
variables. Measurements of the total diffractive DIS cross section allow for extraction of the diffractive structure
functions F

D,(4)
T,L (β, xP, Q

2, t) as functions of the size of the rapidity gap between the target and the diffractive system

ln 1/xP, the mass of the diffractive system M2
X ∼ Q2/β and the momentum transfer t. Of particular interest for

several reasons is diffractive dijet production [357, 371, 562–564], which has been argued to be sensitive to saturation
physics even at high values of Q2 [390].

Exclusive production of vector mesons [560, 565], deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) [566, 567], and timelike
Compton scattering (TCS) are a particularly important subset of diffractive reactions in high-energy DIS. The clear
experimental signature of these fully exclusive reactions provides access, in addition to the overall gluon density, to the
distribution of gluon fields in the transverse coordinate plane of the proton or nucleus, and to the fluctuations in this
spatial distribution [96, 568, 569]. Here the momentum transfer t is the Fourier conjugate to the impact parameter,
i.e., the transverse coordinate inside the proton or nucleus. The effects of gluon saturation have been claimed to be
visible directly in the t-dependence of the cross sections (see e.g. [570]). More importantly, the spatial structure of
the gluon fields is interesting in itself as a fundamental property of QCD bound states, and useful for understanding
and modeling the initial stages of heavy ion collisions [571]. In the Good-Walker paradigm [96, 572] of high-energy
scattering, the elastic scattering (in this case elastic qq̄-dipole-target scattering, corresponding to diffractive DIS) the
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cross section is given by the square of the expectation value of the scattering amplitude. Thus the coherent cross
section, where the target proton or nucleus stays in its ground state, measures the average of the target gluon density.

The incoherent cross section, where the target breaks up into color neutral fragments, depends on the variance of
the scattering amplitude. Its magnitude and t-dependence reveal information about the magnitude and the spatial
structure of the fluctuations of the gluon fields at different length scales. Both coherent and incoherent measurements
are necessary to develop a full picture of the structure of the small-x gluon field. Comparing different vector mesons,
for example those with different masses, but also using the ratio of exclusive photo-production cross-sections of Ψ(2s)
and J/Ψ at the EIC (similar to the analysis done in ultraperipheral collisions [169, 573, 574]) should also carry
information on saturation effects. While in this case both vector mesons are characterized by a similar hard scale, the
wave functions differ [575, 576] and therefore lead to a different energy dependence for the ratio of photo-production
cross-sections for models with and without saturation effects.

The azimuthal angular correlations between two particles in the final state are also a powerful tool to probe the
structure and dynamics of gluons at small x [577]. Potential signatures of gluon saturation have been observed in
the measurement of back-to-back dihadrons in deuteron-gold collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
[578–580]. Similar measurements can be made in nuclear deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) at the EIC, where the ability
to use the scattered electron allows to better reconstruct the kinematics of the process [581]. These measurements
enable one to study linear gluon polarization [582, 583], transverse momentum distributions [146, 389, 584–587],
multi-gluon correlations [372, 588–590] and ultimately the Wigner distribution that encodes the combined spatial and
momentum structure of the target [371, 563], which at small x are influenced by gluon saturation.
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FIG. 57. Forward and central jet cross sections as a function of the azimuthal angle difference ∆φ between the most forward
jet and the scattered positron in two intervals of the rapidity distance (reproduced from [591]).

The effect of the BFKL evolution at low x on various final-state signatures, such as jets and other experimentally-
measured characteristics, were discussed in [592]. Jet measurements at HERA show that the cross sections increase
steeply towards small x, but the predictions obtained from DGLAP parton shower simulations fall below the measure-
ments. As an example, some experimental limitations for forward jet measurements [591] at HERA are illustrated in
Fig. 57. The figure shows the cross sections measured in two intervals of rapidity distance (Y ), 2.0 ≤ Y < 4.0
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and 4.0 ≤ Y ≤ 5.75 compared to Monte Carlo simulations. The CASCADE Monte Carlo generator with the
Ciafaloni-Catani-Fiorani-Marchesini (CCFM) evolution that unifies the DGLAP and BFKL approaches shows a bet-
ter agreement with the data compared to DGLAP-based simulations and the Colour Dipole Model (CDM) (see the
corresponding references in [591]). However, these forward-jet measurements suffer from the lack of statistics and a
significant (4%) hadronic energy scale uncertainty that gives rise to the dominant uncertainty of 7% to 12% for the
measured cross sections. The EIC experiment can make a unique contribution to such measurements if jet energy
scale uncertainties will be reduced to a percent level.

The gluon-rich environment at low x also has many advantages for various measurements of experimental signatures
that can be attributed to possible instanton-induced processes, short- and long-range correlations, formation of possible
glueballs, etc. [592]. The long-range correlations [593] in the Breit frame can also be used for the direct measurements
of the spin effects to be discussed in the next section.

6.2. Spin at small x

Owing to its luminosity and high energy along with its possibility to use polarized beams, the EIC is expected to
play a major role in answering one of the greatest questions of QCD: how the spin of a hadron emerges from that of
its constituents. It has indeed been known for 35 years that the intuitive picture according to which the proton spin
1/2 is a basic projection of the spin 1/2 of its three valence quark is insufficient. The proper decomposition of this
1/2 spin into contributions from quark and gluon helicity and orbital angular momentum is still an open question.
The theoretical approach to the decomposition of hadron spins relies on spin sum rules, which relate the hadron spin
to moments of parton distributions inside of it. For example, the Ji [251] and Jaffe-Manohar [594] spin sum rules for
the proton read, respectively

1

2
=

1

2

∑
q

(∆q + Lzq) + Jzg , (6.1)

and

1

2
=

1

2

∑
q

(∆q + Lzq) + ∆g + Lzg. (6.2)

Here, Jzg is the gluon total angular momentum, ∆q,∆g are helicity contributions from quarks and gluons, and Lq, Lg
are their orbital angular momenta. All these quantities are moments of parton distributions. For example

∆q =

∫ 1

0

dx∆fq(x), (6.3)

where ∆fq = fq(+) − fq(−) is the quark helicity distribution, given as the difference between the number density of
quarks with the same (fq(+)) and opposite (fq(−)) helicity as the parent hadron.

Experimentally, it is possible to constrain distributions such as ∆q, but for a full understanding of the spin sum
rules one has to know the integral of the distributions. In particular, sum rules require a precise understanding of
the x → 0 asymptotics. There are several technical difficulties when considering the small-x asymptotics of helicity
distributions. First and foremost, the transfer of longitudinal spin to and from a hadron is null in the x → 0 limit,
which means that one needs to go beyond the CGC approach and incorporate corrections that are subleading in
powers of the energy (subeikonal corrections). The second difficulty is actually a consequence of the first one: for
some observables, it is necessary to take into account the (energy-suppressed) exchange of quarks in the t channel in
addition to the small-x gluons. Finally, we need to quantify the onset of saturation in polarized parton distributions
to know how much, if at all, gluon saturation affects spin.

The first historical approach [595, 596] to the small-x dependence of helicity distributions relied on the resummation
of double logarithms (αs ln2 1/x) through the use of the so-called Infrared Evolution Equations [597, 598]. More
recently, this approach was generalized in order to extract the small-x dependence of orbital angular momentum
distributions as well [599]. Modern approaches [600–607] rely on CGC-like semi-classical descriptions of observables
which include saturation effects. Besides evolution equations, these approaches include an extension of the classic
McLerran-Venugopalan model [608, 609], which includes both saturation and longitudinal polarization effects. They
led to the first comprehensive analysis taking small-x helicity evolution into account [610]. Polarized DIS data from
the future EIC will allow to distinguish these CGC-like analyses from more traditional predictions and provide a
greater understanding of how much gluon saturation is involved in generating the proton spin. The presence of the
large saturation scale was also argued to lead to “over the barrier” sphaleron transitions to dominate over instanton–
anti-instanton configurations in causing spin diffusion at small x. Measurements of the polarized structure function g1
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at small x therefore have the potential to provide concrete evidence of sphaleron transitions in QCD, with significant
ramifications for the chiral magnetic effect in heavy-ion physics and to our understanding of axion as well as sphaleron
dynamics in the early universe [611, 612].

While longitudinal spin effects have been studied for some time because of their connection with the proton spin
puzzle, the interest for transverse spin effects at small-x has recently risen. Indeed, contrary to what could be
expected from BFKL resummation schemes, semi-classical descriptions of small-x physics have proven that transverse
spin effects are not, in fact, subleading in the energy power expansion. Instead, transverse hadron spin effects relate to
the Odderon [613–615] and in fact the Odderon can relate to transverse hadron spin effects [143]. Transverse parton
spin, as it turns out, also contributes at small x. Distributions for linearly polarized gluon pairs have been computed
within the MV model [616]. In fact, before TMD evolution is added on top of small-x evolution, gluon distributions
can be maximally linearly polarized [617]. Such transverse gluon spin distributions can in principle be observed at
the EIC in processes with massive quarks by analogy with those described in [618] for hadron-hadron colliders, or in
processes with 3-body final states with appropriately constrained kinematics [619].

6.3. Towards precision: higher-order loops with gluon saturation

Hints of gluon saturation have been observed in different collider experiments [620]. While these signatures are
consistent with the saturation picture, large theoretical uncertainties inherent to leading order computations, conceal
the unambiguous discovery that gluons saturate inside hadronic matter. In recent years, tremendous efforts have
been conducted to advance gluon saturation to a precision science, a timely endeavour as we approach the EIC
era. These advances can be broadly classified as follows: the determination of evolution equations to next-to-leading
logarithmic (NLL) accuracy (α2

s ln 1/x) enhanced with (anti-)collinear resummation, the analytic computation of
process-dependent and perturbatively calculable impact factors at next-to-leading order (NLO), and their proper
numerical implementation and comparison to experimental data.

The most general set of equations that describe the energy evolution for the fundamental degrees of freedom at
small-x, the correlators of light-like Wilson lines, are known as the Balitsky-JIMWLK hierarchy of equations. For most
phenomenological applications, it is sufficient to consider the energy evolution of the dipole (two-point) correlator,
which at large Nc is given by a closed equation known as Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation. At leading logarithmic
(LL) accuracy the BK equation has been derived in [449, 451] and the JIMWLK equations in [453, 454, 621–624].
Their solutions predict too fast evolution with energy [625], suggesting the need to go beyond LL for controlled
phenomenological predictions. An important subset of corrections beyond the LL evolution, pertaining to the running
of the coupling, have been derived for the BK equation in [626, 627] and for JIMWLK in [628]. The former corrections
have been extensively applied to phenomenology (see e.g. [629–632]). Presently, the NLL contributions to the BK
equation have been derived in [633–635]. The first numerical results [636] showed that these corrections are unstable
and contain potentially large negative terms. As in the case of BFKL [637–642], the BK equation at this order
requires resummation of large (anti-)collinear logarithms which have been implemented in its collinearly improved
version [643–645]. The stability of the collinearly improved BK equation has been numerically confirmed in [646],
restoring its predictive power. Likewise, the JIMWLK set of equations at NLL has been obtained in [647–650], and
the collinearly improved version in [651]. The numerical implementation of collinearly improved JIMWLK equation
is challenging as it requires the solution to a non-local Langevin equation, unlike the LL JIMWLK which is local in
rapidity. Instead of evaluating the energy evolution of higher-point correlators using JIMWLK evolution, one can
employ the Gaussian approximation [652, 653], which expresses any n-point correlator as a non-linear function of the
dipole, and evolve the latter with the BK equation.

For precision computations of physical processes, one also requires high order computations of the corresponding
impact factors. The impact factors for DIS structure functions, back-bone of small-x observables, have been obtained
at NLO for massless quarks in [654–656], with the first numerical results reported in [657]. These efforts combined with
the most dominant NLL contributions to the BK equation have resulted in the first fit of HERA data at NLO+NLL
accuracy within the saturation framework [658]. The fit provides an excellent description of the reduced cross-section
across different values of Bjorken-x and Q2 as shown in Fig. 58. We expect that these results will be promoted to
include the impact factor of massive quarks which has been recently derived in [659, 660], and could potentially reduce
the uncertainties introduced by non-perturbatively large dipoles.

While compelling evidence for the necessity of small-x resummation based on the linear BFKL evolution has been
seen in the analysis of HERA structure functions at NLL + NNLO in [116], the identification of non-linear effects due
to saturation is less clear. This is not surprising since the values of the saturation scale Qs accessed at HERA remain
in the non-perturbative domain [632], thus non-linear effects are small for perturbatively reliable observables. The EIC
could change this situation as it provides the opportunity to study nuclear structure functions where saturation effects
are expected to be enhanced (Q2

s ∝ A1/3). Tension between non-saturated (BFKL) and saturated (BK) frameworks
with a high level of precision (NLL+NLO) could point to the emergence of gluon saturation at the EIC.
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FIG. 58. State of the art fit to the HERA reduced cross section within the saturation framework, employing NLO impact factor
and NLL BK evolution equations. The curves represent different implementation of the BK evolution. Figure from [658].

The computation of the impact factors, and corresponding numerical implementation, for more differential observ-
ables at NLO is underway. Coherent diffractive (exclusive) measurements offer the opportunity to access a three-
dimensional picture of saturated gluons inside nuclear matter. The impact factors have been derived for exclusive light
vector mesons in [661], and exclusive dijets in [662]. Partial numerical results for the real emissions in dijet production
have been reported in [663]. The evaluation of heavy vector meson production has recently become available in [664]
including numerical results in forward kinematics. A necessary component to extend these studies beyond the strict
forward limit is a formalism that accounts for the impact parameter dependence of the evolution equations at NLL.
Some progress in this direction can be found in [665, 666]; yet fully satisfactory theoretical treatment is still missing.

Recent developments at small x have also been put forward for semi-inclusive processes, including single hadron
production in proton-nucleus collisions [667, 668], dijet production [391], and dijet+photon production in DIS [669].
The first numerical implementation of single hadron production provided a good agreement with data at low transverse
momentum [670] but yielded negative results at high pT . The origin of negativity was traced to the subtraction scheme
and the lack of kinematic constraints [671–674]. Several studies have attempted to resolve the issue of negativity by
exploring different rapidity factorization schemes and the resummation of large collinear logarithms in the kernel of
the NLL evolution equations [675–678]. Alternatively, it has been suggested that stable results can be obtained via
resummation of threshold logarithms [679, 680] while keeping leading logarithmic accuracy in the evolution equations.
The recent comprehensive analysis in [680] has shown that the saturation framework endowed with NLO impact
factor and threshold resummation can describe all the existing data for forward hadron production at RHIC and
LHC. We note that this analysis has employed the running coupling BK equation [626, 627] and not the full NLL
evolution, whose implementation with simultaneous threshold resummation is unknown. On the other hand, the
numerical implementation of inclusive dijet and dihadron production is not available at NLO. We expect that a
complete computation will require careful treatment of the rapidity subtraction procedure, and the resummation of
potential large logarithms in some kinematic windows, such as Sudakov logarithms in the back-to-back regime [681].

We close this section by briefly mentioning a connection between small-x and jet physics that could boost our
understanding of higher-order loop computations. Recently, loop computations in high-energy scattering for gauge
theories have taken advantage of the remarkable correspondence with the physics of soft wide-angle radiation [682–
685]. Evidence of this so-called spacelike-timelike correspondence was the fact that the BMS equation [686], which
describes non-global properties of jet decays [687], perfectly maps to the BK equation. This strategy combined
with known results from the vast amplitude literature has resulted in the computation of the BFKL equation and
BK equation to three loops for N=4 super Yang-Mills [688, 689]. An exciting possibility is the application of this
program to compute non-linear evolution equations in QCD beyond NLL, and to the evaluation of impact factors to
higher-order loops.
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6.4. Other theory developments

6.4.1. Initial conditions

All non-perturbative information specific to the quantum numbers of a given nucleus is encoded in the initial
conditions of the evolution towards small x. While at asymptotically small x, at a fixed impact parameter, an
external probe would be unable to distinguish between a heavy nuclear target and a proton, for any realistic values of
x the initial conditions can affect the gluon distribution significantly. Improving the description of initial conditions
consequently has to be an essential component of any program that aims to calculate observables at the EIC with
high precision. Currently, common methods employ Gaussian approximations for color charge distributions at the
threshold of the gluon dominated regime. These are, however, only valid in the asymptotic limit of infinite nuclei,
and corrections to such approximations are expected to be large.

Recent work has employed light front [690] truncation approximations with systematic inclusion of higher Fock
states to determine initial conditions for the small-x evolution. This has been done in particular for the proton,
which is arguably the least well described by the Gaussian approximation for large nuclei. Its light front wavefunction
is dominated by its valence quark state and it can be used to compute color charge correlators, such as the usual
two-body term, but also higher-order correlators, such as the odderon term, etc. [691]. The expectation values of
quadratic and cubic combinants of the color charge density can be reexpressed in terms of nonperturbative color
charge form factors, which are nonperturbative quantities that can e.g. be determined from exclusive measurements
of heavy Quarkonia in DIS at large x. First estimates employing a model wave function show that the color charge
correlators (as appearing in e.g. dipole scattering off the target) obtained using this method are far from Gaussian,
and depend on impact parameter, distance between the two probes (or their relative momentum), and their relative
angular orientation, making it equivalent to a Generalized Parton Distribution (GPD) [589].

The calculation using the three quark Fock state can be systematically improved by inclusion of more partons, i.e.,
extension to higher Fock states [692]. The inclusion of one gluon was shown for example to have a mild effect on
the color charge correlator at x = 0.1, but a large effect at x = 0.01 [693], the value usually used to initialize the
small-x evolution. Three body correlators have also been computed using the three quark plus gluon Fock state. Its
knowledge is important for various spin dependent Transverse Momentum Dependent (TMD) distributions such as the
(dipole) gluon Sivers function of a transversely polarized proton. The formalism does get increasingly complex when
going to larger nuclei and higher Fock states, and will likely only be possible to implement for the smallest nuclei.
Alternatively, one may choose to start with the MV model for large nuclei and systematically introduce corrections
in the form of non-Gaussian correlations, e.g. guided by phenomenological constraints as done in [694].

Lattice QCD provides another venue for determining initial conditions for small-x evolution. Using Large Mo-
mentum Effective Theory (LaMET) [695] parton distribution functions as well as transverse momentum dependent
PDFs (TMDs), generalized PDFs (GPDs), and light-front wave functions can in principle be computed on the lattice.
This is done via the quasi-PDF [696], the momentum distribution of partons in a proton (or nucleus) at large (z)
momentum, which then has to be matched to the usual PDFs in the limit of infinite momentum. Alternatively, PDFs
can be computed via the use of coordinate factorization that leads to pseudo-PDFs [697, 698].

To be useful as input for small-x evolution the partonic structure should be extracted at x values that reside at the
threshold of the gluon dominated regime, around x = 0.01. To push above methods of extracting PDFs to such small
x on the lattice is challenging, because small-x partons are generated from long-range correlations of quantum fields
along the longitudinal direction. To get x = 0.01, and using x ∼ ΛQCD/P

z one needs large P z of approximately 20
GeV. To resolve the correspondingly large valence quark momentum, the lattice spacing needs to be much less than
0.1 fm, and as the proton is Lorentz contracted to 0.05 fm in the longitudinal direction, proper resolution requires
approximately a = 0.01 fm. At x = 0.01 to compute the relevant correlation lengths one needs at least a lattice size
of 1 fm. Thus, extremely fine lattices, in particular in the longitudinal direction will be needed. Asymmetric lattices
may be a first step, also, it might be possible to integrate out modes at small lattice spacing and by that generate
an extended momentum dependent source, which, once it has a scale of 0.05 fm, can be put on the lattice to perform
simulations with more manageable lattice sizes. It is thus a challenging task to push lattice calculations towards small
x, but some promising ideas are surfacing.

6.4.2. Entanglement entropy & Density matrix of small-x gluons

One fundamental question associated with the structure of hadrons is the question of how to reconcile the nature
of the proton as a pure quantum eigenstate of QCD with vanishing entropy, with the phenomenologically successful
notion of the proton as an incoherent collection of partons with a non-vanishing entropy. Starting with the work of
[699] this phenomenon has been attributed to the fact that e.g. in DIS experiments one effectively only probes a part
of the hadronic wavefunction, such that a non-vanishing entanglement entropy can be generated by tracing out the
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unobserved environment. By inspecting the branching cascade associated with the small-x evolution, it was further
argued that the entanglement entropy is proportional to the (unpolarized) parton distribution at small-x, implying
a picture where DIS experiments in the small-x limit probe the proton as an equiprobable collection of all partonic
microstates which maximes the entanglement entropy [699]. By invoking additional assumptions on the hadronization
process, phenomenological consequences for hadron multiplicity distributions and derived entropy measures in DIS
and hadronic collisions have been explored in [700–704]. The EIC can be expected to shed further light on this
rapidly developing field.

Entanglement and related concepts from quantum information theory have also started to play a more prominent
role for theoretical developments in small-x physics. Generally, the CGC effective theory of high-energy QCD is based
on a separation of time scales between the fast non-linear dynamics of small-x gluons, and large-x degrees of freedom,
which can be treated as quasi-static eikonal color charges in the high-energy limit. However, since small-x gluons
are sourced by the large-x degrees of freedom, the evaluation of any cross section ultimately requires to perform an
average over the configurations of large-x color charges. Conventionally, this average has been performed in terms
of a classical weight-functional W [j], whose renormalization group evolution is described by the JIMWLK evolution
equation. Over the last years, a series of works [705–707] has started to formalize the separation between small-x and
large-x degrees of freedom by considering the reduced density matrix of small-x gluons upon tracing out the large-x
degrees of freedom. Calculations of the entanglement entropy of small-x gluons have been carried out in [705, 706] and
show an entropy growth with decreasing x, while explicit diagonalization of the reduced density matrix in [707] also
sheds new insights into the properties of small-x gluons as quasi-particles in the hadronic wave-function. Conceptual
developments in [708] also include the generalizing concept of a probability density W [j] to a density matrix ρ[j, j̄],
which satisfies a Markovian evolution equation of the Lindblad form for an open quantum system. Small-x evolution
of the density matrix in the dilute regime was found to lead to a reduction of purity and increase of entropy with
decreasing x. Notably, this formulation in terms of a density matrix ρ is also beneficial to formulate the challenging
problem of correlated multi-particle production at different rapidities [709, 710] and may provide a unified framework
for future theoretical developments.

6.5. Event generators

There are not that many Monte Carlo event generators purely based on small-x phenomenology but there is plenty
of common ground with general purpose event generators and generators specializing on collisions with heavy-ions.
In addition, generators specialized in nuclear break-up modelling are needed for studying the collision geometry
important for saturation studies. Here we discuss some relevant features of (a subset) generators where recent EIC-
related improvements have been in the works.

Pythia 8 [413] is a general-purpose event generator which focuses on generating a complete, exclusive, description
of final states in hadronic collisions. The generation is divided into different stages which are roughly ordered in terms
of energy or transverse momentum scale. The underlying hard scattering process is further evolved with DGLAP-
based parton showers (PS), providing an effective leading-logarithmic resummation. The underlying event is formed
by multiparton interactions (MPIs) that are based on regularized QCD cross sections and are generated simultaneously
with the PS [711, 712]. The partonic event is then hadronized with the Lund string model. The features relevant for
EIC physics include two options for parton showers applicable for high-Q2 DIS processes [713, 714] and a framework
for photoproduction at Q2 = 0 GeV2 [715]. The latter can be applied also for diffractive processes including high- and
low-mass single diffraction, hard diffraction and elastic scattering modelled with the vector-meson-dominance model
(VMD) [716]. As discussed above, diffractive jet production is one of the key observables also for saturation physics,
so having a complementary, factorization-based Monte-Carlo framework that can be used to study hadronization
effects for such processes is very useful. Notably the hard diffraction framework in Pythia does provide a natural
explanation for the factorization breaking effects in photoproduction of diffractive dijets observed at HERA via the
dynamical rapidity gap survival model. The model predicts only a mild reduction in cross sections at the energies
accessible with the EIC. The foreseen EIC-related developments include a model for intermediate photon virtualities
and electron-ion collisions using the Angantyr heavy-ion model in Pythia 8.

Hijing is primarily focused on event generation in heavy-ion collisions [717, 718]. It borrows many features from
Pythia to model the nucleon-nucleon interactions and adds up nuclear shadowing for PDFs and further modelling
of jet quenching from interactions of high-energy partons with the QCD medium. As a relevant feature for the EIC,
also parton propagation through “cold” nuclear matter in DIS events leading to parton energy loss can be modelled
with Hijing using a generalized higher-twist approach including the LPM effect [385]. This will be included in the
upcoming eHIJING version, which can be used to generate DIS-type collisions between electrons and heavy nuclei.
The interactions between virtual photons and nucleons are taken from Pythia 8 but the parton showers are modified
to account for possible interactions with the other nucleons within the target. The cross sections for the multiple
collisions are obtained using unintegrated gluon distributions for which a parametrization including a simple model
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for saturation is applied. The hadronization is done using the Lund string model. This setup has been compared to
SIDIS data from CLAS and HERMES with light and heavy nuclear target. Future plans include an implementation
of small-x gluon evolution within the eHIJING which is currently under development.

BeAGLE is capable of simulating hard process but the main emphasis is to accurately model the nuclear remnants
in electron-ion collisions, for further details see e.g. Ref [719, 720]. The event generation begins by modelling the hard
interaction that can be DIS-like or diffractive. BeAGLE applies Pythia 6 [721] to generate the partonic scattering
processes and relies on DPMJet [722] to model the target and intra-nucleon cascade. The decays of excited nuclear
remants are handled with FLUKA [723]. There are two possible modes which differ on how the small-x nuclear
shadowing is accounted for. In the first mode a DIS event is considered as a point-like photon scattering of a single
quark and the shadowing is obtained from EPS09 nuclear PDFs [724]. The second option is based on a dipole
model where the virtual photon fluctuates into a quark-antiquark dipole that can then interact with several nucleons,
their number obtained from a Glauber simulation, that results in effective nuclear shadowing. In this case the first
interaction is modelled as an inelastic collision with Pythia and the following ones are taken as elastic scatterings
between the nucleon and the most forward parton from the first interaction. However, in case of large-x scattering,
the generation is reverted back to the point-like interaction mode above. After the hard part is dealt with, the
fragmentation is simulated with Pythia using the parton showers and string hadronization and, additionally, it is
possible to study fragmentation inside the nucleus by applying the PyQM partonic energy-loss module [725]. The
stand-out feature of BeAGLE is, however, the accurate modelling of the nuclear remnants. This is achieved with
interfacing to FLUKA, which contains the most important evaporation and breakup processes for the excited nuclei.
Accurate modelling of the nuclear remnant is crucial for studying the geometry of the collision that allows to classify
the events in terms of centrality. Being able to pick out the events with small impact parameter it is possible to
increase the sensitivity to saturation phenomena at small-x, which is expected to grow with energy and target size.
Furthermore, accurate remnant modelling is required also to separate coherent and incoherent diffraction that can be
used to study the nuclear structure. Currently the weak point in the simulation chain is the description of nucleonic
remnants and the multiple nucleon collisions of the virtual photon, for which further developments are necessary.

Sartre [726] is a Monte-Carlo event generator for exclusive diffractive vector meson production and deeply-virtual
Compton scattering (DVCS) based on the dipole model originally proposed by Golec-Biernat and Wüsthoff [727].
In this picture the incoming (transversely or longitudinally polarized) virtual photon fluctuates into a color dipole
(quark-antiquark pair) that interacts with the target hadron where the small-x saturation is built-in to the scattering
amplitude. Sartre includes the refined dipole model IPSat [565], and its linearized version IPNonSat, that can be
used to quantify the small-x saturation effects. These models have been extended to handle collisions with a heavy-ion
target [728] by constructing the nuclear scattering amplitude as a combination of proton scattering amplitudes. Also
another dipole model, b-CGC [729], providing an alternative modeling of gluon saturation, has been implemented.
The current version of the code (1.33) includes J/Ψ, φ, ρ and Υ vector-meson states in addition to real photons
for DVCS, and an improved fit to combined HERA data for ep collisions. Later on, the new parameter set will be
included also for e+A collisions and a long-term plan is to also include inclusive processes into the same framework.

To conclude, there have been some efforts to improve the existing event generators, and to write new ones, to
handle physics relevant for the EIC. However, especially e+A collisions are covered only for a subset of processes
and kinematics and more effort is needed to get to the same level of sophistication and selection as what is currently
available for LHC physics.

6.6. Summary

The study of the small-x regime offers unique discovery potential at the Electron-Ion Collider. At high energies
gluon densities grow quickly, and it is expected that this growth is controlled by non-linear QCD effects at sufficiently
small x, leading to saturation of the gluon density. Such gluon saturation could be definitively confirmed in collisions of
electrons with heavy nuclei, for which we expect to reach the saturated regime at x values accessible at the Electron-Ion
Collider. This is because electron-ion collisions offer a cleaner and more controlled environment compared to nuclear
collisions, and the nuclear enhancement of the saturation scale offers an important advantage over e+p collisions.
Further, a variety of observables with sensitivity to saturation are accessible in e+A collisions.

This includes structure functions, which are expected to be modified, compared to leading twist results, when
saturation effects are included, and semi-inclusive observables, for example forward dihadron azimuthal correlations,
which are expected to show a characteristic nuclear dependence, driven by saturation effects. Furthermore, diffractive
observables can be particularly sensitive to saturation effects, as they involve the exchange of at least two gluons,
making them sensitive to the gluon distribution squared (at lowest order in perturbation theory). This includes the
total diffractive cross section, as well as diffractive vector meson and dijet (dihadron) production.

To use the Electron-Ion Collider’s potential to its fullest, and set the stage for the unambiguous discovery of gluon
saturation, important developments are needed on the theory side. These include improved initial conditions for
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small-x evolution, which can be provided e.g. by lightcone perturbation theory calculations, or Lattice QCD, the
advancement of small-x evolution equations and impact factors to next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy or next-to-
leading order (NLO) and beyond, and their numerical implementation, as well as hadronization prescriptions and
Monte-Carlo implementations to allow for sophisticated phenomenology. Apart from increasing precision by going to
NLO in the coupling constant or further, other improvements, such as sub-eikonal corrections will be highly desirable.

Besides the discovery of saturation, the study of the small-x regime at the EIC has the potential to provide new
insights into the spin of protons and nuclei, in particular the contribution from gluons to the spin sum rule of the
proton. Also, new insights into the role of entanglement in particle production have the potential to provide a deeper
understanding of saturation. This aspect is strongly tied to significant research activity in quantum information
science and provides important interdisciplinary connections.
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